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and street* shall be kept in
repair so aa
The Political Panorama.
Lights—Alderman Bradford,
safe and convenient for traveler*
with Grady and Spinney.
horse*, teams and carriage*, and it ia our
Councilmen
duty
Sewers-Alderman Clements,
Notes and Comments on the City Election.
Government The Mayor’s Address, Appointment of Com- to see that all of our public roads are put in
ihe Churches..City
this condition, before expending Urge sums in Pendleton ami Clark.
..The
1 »‘;E
Bed-■' Secret Societies.
An examination of the ballots east in the
mittees, etc.
the costly construction of short sections
BradState Pensions—Aldermen Harmon,
The members-elect of the city council met at
political Panorama..Personsl.
A system of accounting ahould be
city election March 8th was made Thursday
adopted ford and Pattershall.
Washington
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in the highway department by which a voucher
to order in
evening, March 12th, by request of Mayor
Problems. 10 a. m. March 16th and were called
psi.E
rings.. Educational
IN BOARD OF ALDERMEN.
will be received by the city direct from every
State Convention.
Hanson, and resulted in the declaring of two
joint convention by city clerk, Eben F. Littlefor
1 Republican
labor
orders
or
conducting
person performing
The regular routine
furniahing material
additional votes for .Mayor-elect R. F. Dunton,
Canal TollaSpeech field. James S. Harriman, Esq, then admin- for that department.
Wilson's
pres,.lent
the city business were passed:
.The Re- istered the oath of office. After prayer by
’>“Ei
making the official vote 16 majority instead of
WATER SERVICE.
County Correspondence.
Ordered, That a special committee consistState Convention. Forest Rev. Haraden S. Pearl Mayor Robert F. Dunn
first declared. Mr. Dunton gained 6 in
with
The
contract
the
Belfast
with
Water
such 13, as at
Comof one on the part of this board,
17,,e, A Tribute to Mrs. Tarbox.
ton read his address, as follows:
Ward 8 and one in Ward 6, by the recount, and
pany requires that company to furnish water ing
as may join, be appointed to
as
the
council
rials..The Churches. .Obituary.
which
shall
at
all
times
be
pure and wholemayor’s address.
Mr. Hanson gained four in Ward 2. The offiSoldier. .Belfast
F’
l nulh of a Brave
some, and to force water into a reservoir or ascertain the cost of the city's advertising for
at first given out as 12 majorGentlemen of the City Council:
RjS,d of Trade.
standpipe located upon an elevation sufficient the ensuing municipal year, and report at the cial count was
then later amended to 13, and now stands
of Belfast..
The administration of the business affairs of to give a static head that shall throw streams
Bradford
|he News
ityj
Alderman
in
May.
regular meeting
about forty feet high on Congress street.
f,Gt
16 The ballots are in the custody of city clerk
.,a„ie of Chance (story)..County the city for the ensuing year has been entrustBy the terms of this contract rental of the was appointed.
F>
Eben F. Littlefield, who did the counting, exrrt,spondence. .Prison Reforms in ed to us, and we now assume the duties of our original
the
for
current
in
hydrants, fifty
number, ceased on
Ordered, That the assessors
joiiet
with others looking on.
respective offices. We must at all times bear November. 30, 1907, but additional hydrants year give due notice to the inhabitants of the amining the ballots
Importance of Humus. SprayDunton were both
Mr.
that we are servants and agents of the which then numbered thirteen and now nummind
Hanson
and
in
Mayor
the
F
San J oae Scale... Rearing
city to bring to them true and perfect lists of
at the
Co- people, and that it is our duty to transact their ber seventeen are still subject to rental.
present and when the result was arrived
-h.-;. Why European Farmers
no hydrant rental which
it the
on the 1st day of April this
The
has
to
in
a
businesslike
their
etc.,
business
city
paid
way,
estates,
giving
Seed Improvement. ...Two
door without a word.
has accrued since October 1, 1907, claiming
in the former flung out of the
same careful consideration that prudent men
be
to
publication
notice
by
said
Among
year,
Abie Hens. .Prosperity
that the water company is not entitled to renWhat the mayor expected to accomplish is a
to their own affairs.
The Relation of Roads to give
»s
Herald and The Republican
the city charter, the executive powers of tal because it has failed to furnish water of Waldo County
matter of conjecture, although one report was
schools..A Reminiscence of theBy
and
successively
weeks
city generally, and the administration of the quality required by the contract, and be- Journal, at least three
d Days. .County Corre pond- j
that he expected by reducing Mr. Dunton’s
police, with all the powers of selectmen of cause the static head or pressure has not been by posting same in public places in each ward.
Town Elections.
to the contract requirements.
majority to benefit by the ‘"moral* effect.
are vested in the mayor and aldermen
up
towns,
be
instructed
Ordered, That the City Clerk
mut. ..Stockton Springs.. .The | as a board of municipal officers.
The accrued rental at the contract prices
All other
Some of his followers, and probably the mayor,
rAL
,‘t Brooks. .Ship News. .Born... powers vested by law in the inhabitants of now amounts to a little more than four thou to advertise for bids for printing the annual
that if any
and that all expected more than that, believing
Died.
of
Belfast,
the
\li% ■; -d.
j towns, and all powers granted by the city sand dollars.
for
city
reports
grounds were found for taking the matter to
This matter should be thoroughly investicharter, are vested in the mayor and aldermen
bids
shall
be returned to him on or before 7 p.
the courts he would hold over until they had
and common council of the city, to be exercised gated and such action taken as the best interi he
m.t April 6, 1914.
ests of the city require.
by concurrent vote.
rendered a decision. Indeed, a remark was
was
ten
of
shall
persons
The following list
The charter provides that the mayor
LITIGATION.
heard on the street that he (Hanson) “will
to
both
boards
communicate
to
time
Parish
time
First
to
the
and
from
the
at
Mayor
f service
The City Solicitor reports only one suit now agreed upon to be submitted
1 such information, and recommend such meashave it six months longer, any way.*’ But that
i,n) is held at 10.45 a. m., Sunpending in which the city is interested, vis: Aldermen and Common Council, in accordance would be
ures, as the business and interests of the city
contrary to law and precedent. The
,v school meets at 11.45.
shall the suit of Richard P. Jenks, Receiver of the with an act of the Legislature entitled ”An
may in his opinion require, and that he
would be BWorn
U:
Belfast Gas and Electric Company, vs. The
the City city officials declared elected
made
in the board oi aldermen and in joint
by
the
act
to
bequest
preside
holds
relating
regular
iritualist Society
in as ubusI and if an appeal was made to the
of the two boards, but shall have only City of Belfast to recover for lights furnished of
and
inmeetings
to
Wilson
Nathaniel
Belfast
on
of
by
in August and September 1909,now referred to
their place
meeting
a casting vote.
continue to serve until an adverse
juries:
Justice Warren C. Philbrook. This case has corporate the Belfast Free Library”,as provid- courts would
p. m.
I desire to call your attention to some matat 2 and
In the present case
was reached.
decision
in court several years and should be
been
Hlk,
Robert
F.
Wilson:
be
of
ed in the will of Nathaniel
ters which I deem to
special importance
and tried or adjusted
services at the Universalist
there is no ground for a contest.
at this time, and from time to time hereafter thoroughly investigated
HarA.
Dunton, Percy A. Bradford, Charles
as may appear to be for the
Sunday wiil be as follows; ] shall recommend such measures as, in my \ by compromise
best interest of the city.
mon, Dexter T. Clements, Fred A. Holmes,
of the city may require.
jr.vice at 10.45 o’clock; Sunday opinion, the interests
Another of the mayor’s “artful dodgers”
learn
in
that a suit
From other sources I
Ralph W. Pattershall, Ben Hazeltine, Selwyn
FINANCES.
non the streets last week, in which he
equity brought by my predecessor in the name
appeared
S.
BickCharles
cites: at
A.
Arthur
Blair,
Thompson,
We are unfortunate in taking control of the of the city against the Board of Aldermen and
in
delared that “the report being circulated that
.t.an Scientists hold services
Robert
Felected:
were
ford.
The
from
installCouncil
to
them
following
enjoin
Mr.
city’s affairs at a time when the treasury is Common on
Main street, Sunday morning at
certain streets and highways un- Dunton, Ben Hazeltine, Selwyn Thompson, he is ready to bow to the ring and support
empty and the available resources insufficient ing lights
Wednesday evening at 7.30 to pay the current expenses until the taxes der Order No. 85, passed last year, vetoed by Arthur A. Blair and Charles S. Bickford.
Pattangall is absolutely untrue.” The mayor
It will the mayor, and passed over his veto, is now
assessed this year are collectible.
has worked the ring and Pattangall racket
which all are welcome.
IN BOARD OF MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
therefore be necessary to procure a temporary pending in the Supreme Judicial Court. In
Weeks before our city election
for the week at the Meth- loan to be paid from this year’s taxes. In this cuit a restraining order was issued as
,.
.,
Ordered, That the Assessors of the City of long enough.
that he would not
as
follows;
be
This, order to make this loan as small as possible I prayed for and the case continued for hearing Belfast be allowed to transfer all books neces- Mr. Pattangall announced
w ill
and a
that the expendi ures in every de- until March 24th instant. An expression of
for the be a candidate for Congress this year,
assessment
the
1914
for
dr, the prayer meeting; Sun- suggest
sary
making
registered at the polls last Monday
is that he will not be a candidate
partment be reduced to a minimum until the the people
later
report
Lord
W.
in
the
school
Maurice
to
office
of
414
the
of
and
in
in
a
vote
of
320
favor
Sunday
resulted
morning worship;
city
taxes for this year become available, and that
j!V
elective office. He had nothing whatservice at 7. p. m.
the collectors of years previous to 1913 be re- opposed to, extending the Street Lighting Sys- Hay for u Block, so-called, and that the office for any
t!,: evening
A majority
make tem as called for in Order No. 85.
do with our local affairs; but “susand
to
collections
their
ever
to
the
office
for
complete
the
Assessors’
be designated as
quired
j:-raid, the official newspaper of New lull settlement with the city treasurer within of 94 against the extension. I assume that
haunts the guilty mind” and the
always
be
allowed
picion
Mr.
Lord
$5
the members of the present city council will lime being and that
Methodism, reports that on Sunday such time as the city council may order.
even at his
not care to litigate the question of their per month for the use of his office for three mayor saw Pattangall everywhere,
investicareful
should
mage
committee
The
received
Crawford
W.
M.
fortyBer.
itr:.
meeting, as the forerunner of a
night
Saturday
of the condition and needs of their right to carry into effect this order of the months.
gation
at
Broadchurch
,10
membership
.ere,.-.
several departments as a basis for making the last city council, and in order to avoid furthlibel suit. As stated last week the Democrats
n.ervilie. Mass. This is the annual appropriations.
er t xpense and legal complications, I recomr6v thure:,.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
wanted to be relieved from all responsibility
a
that
mend
that
the
peragree
should
be
sufficient
at
thiB
parties
While the appropriations
tiu special meetings held
withHanson at least two years ago. They realfor
be
manent
degranted,
of
may
injunction
the
reasonable
for
every
requirements
cring January with Miss Frances
hj-:
The Knights of Pythias lodge of Thomaston ized that hiB speech in the Senate, in which he
I wish to emphasize the necessity out prejudice to the right of the city council
partment,
on the streets
Idairr as evangelist.
of rigid economy in the use of the people’s to extend the lighting system 1*11
visited the Camden;lodge Monday evening, attacked the dead as well as the living, did
1_
money to the end that they may receive full
March 16, and worked the Rank of Page. Sup- them incalculable harm—some believing that
as though
the
same
order. This will leave it
for every dollar expended.
value
L :
rv v'f the State Civic League will be
it defeated Gov. Plaisted’i re-election—and
per was served before the work.
The purposes for which municipalities may no order had been passed last year.
March 29th. Mr. Owen raise money by taxation are fixed by statute
The annual reports of the heads of the deHanson’s bolt last September had “nothing to
Palestine
jj. ;Sunday,
Commandery,
Knights
Templar,
the
to
will be referred
appropriate
the Baptist, Mr. Berry at the and the funds of the city cannot lawfully be partments
it is will worship Easter in the Methodist church, do with the case.”
and
consideration,
for
their
committees
other
used for any
purpose.
ami Mr. Emery at the Universalist
UtLI
expected that the members of committees when a special service will be held in the afSCHOOL BUILDINGS.
the morning services. There will
will be diligent and thorough in their investi- ternoon with sermon
It is now in order for the ex-Mayor to send
by Rev. D. B. Phelan.
for a modern school building
The
necessity
requirements of
meeting in the evening, probably to take the place of the two buildings on the gation of the condition andand
)t 0 u,
seems the
to act
their several departments,
Mt. Battie lodge, I. 0. O. F., Camden, enter- out a flier or dodger—the tatter
prompt
School Common has long been recognized, but as occasion may require.
it the V. m oist church.
made
more appropriate word—denying that he
tained
of
evenKnox
Rockland
lodge
Tuesday
indebtedness
limitation of
At this time I wish to impress upon you the
at the Baptist church will be as the constitutional
to return to the
the
Democrats
to
overtures
March
17th.
The
conferred
has prevented the city from borrowing money,
ing
visiting lodge
importance of your pres- nee at every regular
V.f
.;> r meeting this, Thursday, even- and it would be too great a burden upon the taxfold if they would have a new city committee.
meeting of the city council during the year. the third degree upon eight candidates.
g service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; payers to raise the necessary funds by taxajr
Let no meeting be adjourned for lack of a
In substance the reply he is said to have reKnox
reconstrucfor
the
the
time
Camden,
within
Sisters,
tion
Temple,
Pythian
required
..-rmon “Men Going ito Church for
iUl,,
quorum.
ceived is, "nothing doing.” Yet the Lewiston
tion of the building.
And now in closing permit me to express the ceived an official visit from the Grand Chief of
Men Should Attend Church.’
jes.
of the Bangor Commercial
with
A plan has been devised, which, if carried
associated
correspondent
in
I
being
the
of
Sisters
of
Leavitt
anticipate
Maine, May
Pythian
All who do not into effect, will result in the construction of pleasure
w,
at 12 o'clock.
in the administration of our municipal
writes;
you
school at any other church are this building, furnished and ready for occu- affairs during the coming year. I sincerely Mechanic Falls, on Tuesday evening, March 17.
the fact
It is even whispered, although
at a cost not exceeding $75,000, by the desire and
confidently expect that in serving After work refreshments were served.
Christian Endeavor at 6.30 pancy,
d.
seems incredible, that Hon. Edgar F. Hanson
C£r,be
Belfast Public Building Company, incorporated, the
will
we
of his
city to the best of our ability
At the recent meeting of Palestine Com- ot Belfast, who was defeated for mayor
service at 7.30 p. m., subject, during the present year, and its lease to the
Bl.,
tolerant of the opinions and judgments of each
last Monday and who opposed Mr. PattanThere will be a clarinet solo city upon terms by which the city will own other, and that each one will grant to his as- mandery, K. T., the following committee was city in the last election, will be with the Dem"Kgall
the furnished building at the expiration of sociate the same
right to his opinion and judg- chosen to gather suggestions in regard to a ocratic party this fall. Reports from the
c.
evening rnd to assist with the
twenty-five years.
ment that he claims for himself.
for St. John's Day and report at the shire town of Waldo county indicate that Mr.
program
the
comand
the
between
A contract
lyinflscity
Robert F. Dunton.
Hanson is sorry that he bolted the ticket and
next meeting: Morris L. Slugg, Allen L.Cunis,
pany for supplying “a proper furnished school
March 16, 1914.
es at the North church for the
.ne
iB willing to return to the fold if he can do it
as proposed,” has been authorized by
building
Rev.
A.
Blair.
A.
The common council organized by electing
will be as follows: Prayer meeterr.
gracefully. Of course such a matter seems
the city council and the mayor has been inmorsels of poWaldo Lodge of Udd Fellows entertained fif- unbelievable but it is one of the
ursday, evening at 7.30, Knights structed to execute the same, and to convey Clyde B. Holmes, president and Addison F.
litical gossip which has been floating around
Belfast Public
the school common to said
Charles A. Harmon was teen members of Invictus Lodge of Unity last
Pendlet n, clerk.
l:
week.
ur, Friday evening, at 7 o’clock,
the
past
the capital city during
Building Company, in accordance with a propoof the Board of Aldermen.
s: morning worship at 10 45 a.
Friday evening, and the third degree was
E
sition presented to the City Government by elected president
officers
the
on
worked
three
candidates.
After
the
work
convention
following
In
A
n by the pastor, Rev. Haraden
joint
the president of the Building Company.
A Massachusetts subscriber writes: “I wish
; clam chowder, crackers, pickles, doughnuts,
school at noon, Christian En- vote taken at the election last Monday shows were elected:
r
to extend congratulations to the city of Belvotes in favor of this proposition and 131
673
12
votes.
a
social
F.
and
coffee
were
served
and
Eben
Littlefield,
At 7.30 evening
iT at 6.30 p. m.;
j cheese
ier
City Clerk,.
fast that God has delivered her out of the
opposed.
hour enjoyed. The visitors weie entertained
it*
luted lecture, first in a series on
Treasurer, Elbridge S. Pitcher, 13 votes.
The plan seems to offer the only chance of
hand of the Philistine. I also wish to extend
r
City Solicitor, Eben F. Littlefield, 9 votes; over night.
.:ranged by the recently ap- securing this much needed building in the
congratulations to the editor of The Journal
near future, and it is hoped that the City
Franklin A. Greer receiving 6 votes.
service secretary of the CongreA special meeting of King Hiram Council, that he has lived to see the day that Belfast
|
Council, while safeguarding the interests of
ta! Council, *‘The Immigrant.” the
City physician, Dr. Everard A. Wilson, 8 | No. 6, R. & S. Masters (under dispensation) should vindicate itself_by the vote of her citi[city as far as possible, will cc-operate with
r.
-e service, with singing of a few
the Building Company in the accomplishment votes; Dr. F. C. Small receiving 6.
j will be held in the Masonic hall, Camden, zens. She can now take her place on earth
of this purpose.
Chief of Fire Department, Stephen S. L. | on Friday evening, March 20. Applications will once more and begin to look up.
far:
-. will precede the lecture.
school bui'ding was
The North Primary
Snute, 14 votes.
be received, balloted upon and all of the d
Y. P. S. C. E. of the Baptist
totally destroyed by fire during the past winfor continuing the
City Marshal, Percy S. Edgecomb, 8 votes; ! grees will be conferred. Supper will be served
ihu:.:
A Belfast resident, wintering at Fruitland
very enjoyable concert last ter and temporary quarters
rooms
in
school have been provided at the city
M. R. Knowlton receiving 7 votes.
mesat 6 o’clock by the ladies of the Seaside
!u:r:
under the direction of Miss
Park, Fla., sends the ollowing postcard
Memorial Building. The question of providAuditor, W. G. Haseltine, 14 votes.
news through the
irtc 1s.
Cnapter O. E. S.
Following is the program:
sage: "Heard the glorious
ing a suitable building to take the place of the
Harbor Master, Francis X. Pendleton, 10
one destroyed by fire should receive your early
lymil, „; ,.r ir Chorus
At a recent meeting of Canton Pallas, P. M., Boston Post today, March 12th. Rah! Rah !
attention.
lyairi, :: ■•-, 108
votes; G. 0. Lord receiving 5 votes.
I.
O. O. F., Capt. Leon Shute made the followThe trustee under the will of Mrs. Lena P.
icripturt
Port Warden, Henry D. Gilman, 9 votes; N.
A Washington, D. C. subscriber writes under
ing staff appointments: Standard Bearer, HarFrederick, deceased, expects to able to dispose
•nyer
6.
of the “Hayford Block’’ and adjacent property S. Lord receiving
hmr.. Jur.Kjrs, 45
rison R. Shaw; guard, Roscoe Arey; sentinel, date of March 11th: “I am glad to notice in the
Truant officer, P. S. Edgecomb, 8 votes.
Pearl Gilchrist and use the proceeds for the purpose of buildleciiaii-.'n.
William M. Estes; picket, Walter J. Roberts; papers that the city has gotten rid of Mr. HanI- v
tle Lights,”
Ruth Sturtevan t ing a public school house in the city, as proInspector of buildings, George Weymouth, finance committee, Past Captains, E. F. Lit- son for a year at least, if not permanently.”
iymn, Ju*: r- 103
vided by said will, during the coming year.
13 votes.
-'it: 'ia.
w To Save The World,” Clarence
tlefield, Austin J. Fernaldand Arthur R. Mure*'.
By the terms of the will, the trustee and a
Inspector of Milk, Giles G. Abbott, 13 votes. It was voted to make an official visit to Waldo
evant, Rudolph Cassens, Charlie committee to be appointed by the City GovernThe papers say that Mr. Dunton "claims”
7
votes.
!
t ins. Forest Wood
L.
E.
ment are to decide on the location and plans
Cook,
First Assistant Engineer,
Mr.
Lodge Friday evening April 3rd, in full dress. 1259 votes and a plurality of 14, while and
!ai
of said building and superintend the con“The New Arithmetic.”
6
T.
Ira
Clough,
Hanson "admits his defeat by six votes,”
Second Assistant Engineer,
Jennie Roberts struction thereof. Your attention will again
No. 275, United Order of is talking about a recount in the hope of wipColony,
Bayside
sjen. juniors, 97
be called to this matter when the time arrives votes.
Pilgrim Fathers was instituted in Odd Fellows ing out that majority. Why, after election,
«
for appointment of the committee.
Assessor for three years, Wm. H. Bray, 13
us claims and admissions
Hall, Wednesday evening, March 11th, with 29 the press should give
Mr. Lower
Solo,
HIGHWAYS.
votes.
in the place of the actual official vote, we do
Jiahe Giving Alphabet,”
charter members. D. S. G. Mrs. Colfax Man- not understand; but Belfast always did things
Fronlr
M 1 YPr Rilpa G.
(26 boys and girls)
sur of Lewiston; Supreme Secretary, Nathan
make s a radical change in the laws
in a peculiar way in politics. There appear to
«oartette, Bertha and Mary Hayes, Ruth and July last
each receiving 6
Mr. Hanson has met bis politirelating to the construction and maintenance Abbott and Wm. L. Hall,
Edna urtis
Crary of Lawrence, Mass.; Deputy Supreme be no doubt that
of highways.
cal Waterloo, no matter whether he is counted
votes.
Colfax
Mansur
of
Master
at
Arms
Georgia Knights
Lewiston,
Under tnis act an interlocking system of
in or out. He may "come back,” but the
ijmn, Juniors, J00
Member of board of health for three years, of the
Supreme-Lodge, were present and chances are against it.—Rockland Opinion.
State highways has been laid out to be conDr. Carl H. Stevens. 11 votes.
i> IK w :ng cards were distributed at the structed by the State frem the proceeds of a
a
the
work
in
very pleasing
exemplified
There was nothing "peculiar” in this case so
an amendment
Sealer of weights and measures, Percy S. manner. The following officers were installed
church last Sunday: The Baptist State bond issue authorized by
far as Belfast is concerned. The votes were
to the constitution adopted by vote of the
-Kurch Welcomes You. All of its services are
Edgecomb, 14 votes.
for the ensuing term: Ex-Gov., Charles Bry- counted as
required by law and the resuit
people at the September election, 1912.
or the
Park Superintendent, Jas. H. Post, 4 votes.
public. Its aim is helpfulness.
The
This act also provides that municipal officers
ant; Gov., Charles E. Sherman; Secretary, officially announced. The press despatches
for
the
followballot
the
of
cast
such
Clerk
shall
systems
The
practicable
designate
City
Georgia M. Sheldon; Treasurer, Walter Holmes; were sent by one of Hanson's followers, which
morning and evening services are intheir jurisdiction as will
toded to furnish instruction in the way of public ways within
ing officials:
Coll., Ora Sheldon; Lieut-Gov., Priscilla Bick- accounts for their "peculiar” wording. The
best serve outlying communities, connect adL
Stevens,
Herbert
Surveyers of Lumber,
From the busy kindergarten to the en- joining towns and villages, and facilitate
ford; Sergt. at Arms, Frank W. Smith; Depu- Opinion is wrong in saying that Hanson hss
hussagtic classes for men and women, the travel in reaching markets, railroad connec- J. C. Durham, Sanford Howard, William K. ty Serg. at Arms, Julia F. Dyer; Chaplain,Mrs. "generally run on a citizen's ticket" He has
consideration
due
State roads,
being Keene, Byron B. Greenlaw, Fred A. Holmes,
^day school offers a splendid opportunity tions, and
Edna A. Madden; Inside Sentinel, Walter Var- run as a Democrat, to the disgust of many in
given to cost as well as distance and volume of
Albert
Bible knowledge.
Ralph L. Cooper, Joseph E. Thombs,
The Young People's travel. When a suitable description of each
ney; Outside Sentinel, Edward BensoD; trus- that party.
leel'T
Newcomb, Roecoe E. Beckwicb, John W.Fergu- tees: for one year, Ethel Rogers; for two
.raining classes for Christian de- such way has been presented to, anditapproved
becomes
commission
Fair Holmes, Clyde B.
ir, manhood and womanhood.
The Boston Herald is publishing a series of
son, A. E. Brackett, H.
The by, the State highway
years, George W. Madden; for three years, Dr.
an established and known State aid highway.
Leslie B. Robbins and Alvin L. How- Carl Stevens.
Pocket EssayB by George Fitch, author of
Vest
‘hursday evening prayer meeting is for the
the
will
be
held
on
The State highway commission appointed Holmes,
Meetings
an,j H iritual culture of the larger life of under this act has charge of the construction ard.
first and third Mondays of eajh month in Odd MAt Good Old Siwash," and the essay on Elot
church. The week-night physical culture and maintenance of both State and State aid
Weighers of Coal and Hay, Herbert L. Fellows hall. The Supreme Colony, U. O. of quence in the issue of March 12th is thought
highways. Municipalities having the assessed Stevens, C. S. Bickford, Herbert E. Bradman,
to our city elecare for the
and
of
strong
making
Pilgrim Fathers, was chartered under the laws by many to apply very aptly
of Belfast may raise for the building
aiuiy bodies, with instructions how to use valuation
John A. Gilmore, Ralph Mosher, Robert H, of Massachusetts in 1879, and the order is tion. We quote the following paragraphs:
or permanent improvement of one of its State
wn:
the great moral and spiritual warfare
aid highways, not exceeding $1,333 per year Patterson, A. D. Hayes, George B. Salter, V. confined to the New
An eloquent man can say "Good Morning"
England States.
Es^lm 122:2.
W. F. Sturtevant, Minand the State highway commission, from the A. Simmons, J. R. Waterman, Wm. H. Widde•Ur
in a way that would sprout orange trees in
will
aid
construction
State fund for State
apDakota and can cause an audience to rise co
Maine Highway Plans.
field. C. B. Holmes, Merle Whitcomb.
portion for the Bame purpose seventy-five
its feet and shout wildly by describing the
°* M. Commencement Officers.
Herbert
L
and
Grain
of
Salt,
Measurers
cents for every dollar raised by the city.
farming. All over the world
Camden, Me, March 12. The Maine High- principles of dry
This statute provides that on or before the Stevens, C. S. Bickford, Herbert E. Bradman,
men willingly endure the horrors of banquets
way Commission’s plans relative to the congraduating class of the University of thirty-first day of December in the year nineafterward to speakers who
to
listen
B.
H.
Walter
order
in
Mosher,
A. Gilmore, Ralph
struction of State roads under the recent bond
,, :e
^ rvelected the following Comnience- teen hundred and thirteen and thereafter John
can say nothing in such a manner as to make
were briefly outlined at the the annua!
issue
Hall.
L.
V.
C.
hisL.
Dutch,
Waterville,
of
Getchell,
the
fifteenth
between
July
!
1
,
day
or
annually,
it sound like a celestial choir swinging its feet
v
banquet of the Board of Trade tonight by Hon. on a double rainbow.
Haskell, Westbrook, prophet; W. and the fifteenth day of August in each year,
) -j'
Measurers of Wood and Bark, Herbert L.
chief
D.
Paul
Sargent,
engineer.
to
under*
address
with
Malden, Mass,
municipal officers shall prepare and file
After a man has been eloquent for a few
Stevens, Albert Newcomb, Fred A. Holmes, C.
Within four weeks the contracts will have
M. Morse, Waterford, chaplain;
the State highway commission suggestions for
>jjUs:rs1,1 n- Fort
Roscoe E. Beckwith, John W. Fer- been let for the construction of a considerable years, he usually goes into politics and runs
Fairfield, poet; P. W. Mona- the improvement, during the next calendar S. Bickford,
!
it
office. Dense throngs turn out to hear
for
of road to be built
f,rator; A. W. Abbott, Por .land, year, of State aid highways, accompanied by guson, H. Fair Holmes, Clyde B. Holmes, Ralph portion of the 3300 miles
him speak and as he describes the nobility of
1 ,ord*
this season.
^ Murray, Skowhegan, chairman
leads his party to ignore its
plans as far as practicable setting forth the H. Mosher, Wm. H. Widdefield, Leslie u. RobThe longest section of trunk line will be be- character which
•*rc«-nieni ball committee; P. W. Thomas, location of the highway and the nature of the
own interests and produce bumper crops when
tween Portland and Brunswick, in the conchairman of Commencement week improvements desired, and that the commis- erts, Merle Whitcomb.
it is out of power the welkin rings like a fire
1
»
G. E. Sinkenson, floor director of sion shall examine and
The election of night watch, policemen and struction of which the State will have Federal bell and friends beg him to get off the legislareport thereon with its
the amount of $6J>,000.
■"“fcencement ball.
recommendations to such municipal officers on other officers wsb postponed to later meet- aid to
ticket and run for President.
tive
Twelve miles of trunk line will be built beor before the twentieth day of February folAfter the same man has served the people
tween the New Hampshire State line and
ings.
iNny
few years he comeB back for re-election
for
a
lowing.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Bridgton through the town of Fryeburg.
The statute further provides that municistock of words which sounds
Whitehouse went to Boston,
|J.*. l< ■vI'
Other important stretches of road will be and takes out a
and
Claims—Aldermen
Accounts
these
to
with
of freedom with a smile of
Finance,
provisions
comply
1
palities failing
spring millinery.... Mrs, A. F. shall
built between Woolwich and Warren, Camden like the battle cry
totgrty u> business
be entitled to State aid for the year
not
Holmes
and
Pendleton.
But
at this point he usually runs
Councilmen
confidence.
Harmon,
and Bar Harbor,
visitor in Waterville,
Ellsworth
and
hnrtAWa
Northport,
be
availthat is 17 times more
iJr- Whitney, assisted by Dr. when such State aid otherwise would
Public Schools—Alderman Bradford, coun- Calais and Eastport, and in Houlton, Dover up against something
eloquent than he is. It is his record. His
rmed an operation forappendi* able.
and Etna.
itii n<rT‘ri<
of State aid highways by cilmen Russ and Keen.
The
F n the little
a
on
designation
doesn't
record
platform and wave its
get
I
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. the
municipal officers of this city was made
It keeps quiet in 14 languages, but oh
armB.
Highways end Bridges—Alderman Holmes,
JoLnes last Thursday....Mrs. W. F. January
Situation.
but
I
can find no evidence that
The
Shoe
1
A
6,1914,
who has been in the
it
is
how eloquent
and Thompson.
good many times a quiet
tr
hospital at Belfast
have been approved and Councilmen Psyson
little record only a few lines long will not only
b *Ur£’"*l operation, returned home Mon- the ways designated
and City Property—AiderFire
footwear
Department
or
New
the
State
from
Commission,
pro- outnargue its owner, but will chase him out of
Advices
England
“c“
highway
a
improved... Mrs. Frank Tapier is accepted by
that suggestions for improvement during the man Holmes, Councilmen Keene and Spinney. ducers indicate continued improvement in town.
guest of her sister, Mrs. Drew
have been submitted to the State
Sidewalks—Alderman Clements, Councilmen business, with quite a substantial volume of
Hr*;' and Mrs. W. N. Stsvens of Waterville coming year
orders received stipulating prompt shipment.
Before the city election, whan the mayor
highway commission, or examined and report- Holmes and Grady.
Friday. ...Phyllis Brown of New- ed
o?t
so I am in doubt as to
he *uest of her
them,
Purchases, however, are still partially restrictby
upon
had no doubt but that he would be
B“ter» Mra- H* U Tre
evidently
CouncilWv
the
Pattershall,
matter
of
for
us
Cemeteries—Alderman
ed by uncertainty regarding
H Mitchell was a business visi- whether the State aid will be available
* in &
own successor, it was announced that the
his
centers
on
1
is
available
demand
find
that
it
If
we
Current
Kimball.
mainly
this
year.
men Russ and
styles.
*t‘fast
Tuesday....E. T. Whitehouse
of the
leather shoes and this is reflected in following week be would address a public
8t0,‘ Tuesday with a car load of would recommend that an appropriation
B; Laws and Police Regulation—Alderman patent
N«tni,B
the upper leather market, where gun metal meeting in the Opera House. One of the
permitted by law be nude for the
Kimhe w do the Maple Wood Lumber Co.... full amount
of State Pattershall, Councilmen Thompson and
and
dull
calfskin goods are attracting attention.
improvement
and
building
permanent
Fourty Farmers Union held an sllin the Bangor Commeacial
ij
It is reported the factories in the East are notices appeared
highways, otherwise there will be no object ball.
k vl,,ng in Adams Hall. Friday.Miss aid
a considerable
for
this
in making any special appropriation
under date of Belfast, March 11th, and was as
more actively engaged than for
Harmon,
Ordinances—Alderman
Enrolled
of
in
town.
Belfast
was
f«dnJ/enti,ne
time peit, although as yet few have etarted follows:
8y’thC 8Ue8t °* h6r #iBt€r» ®*rB‘
Hi
t 'era.
1
reauire* tbit Ull .highway., town Councilmen Psyson and
“‘•lie
on foil order*,—Duo’a Review Mareh 14th.
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way*
to be
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A Citizens’ mass meeting will be held at the
next Tuesday evening and will
be addressed by Mayor Hanson and Thomas
W. Lothrop. The object is to prepare for the
organization of an Independent Democratic
club for Belfast and Wnldo county and will be
fully explained at the meeting. All citizens
are invited irrespective of party.
Already
over 50 have signified their intention of joining
the club, and it is planned to have a Ladies’
auxiliary in connection and to have club rooms.
Street gossip had it that at this meeting
Hanson was to announce his candidacy for
Congress, but after the votes were counted
March 9tb, it was reported that the meeting
had been given op, and a Belfast special to the
Daily .News of March 17th, announced that
he was engaged in organizing a new party
under the name of the Woodrow Wilson Independent Democratic Club. The principal plank
in its platform is opposition to political bosses
and ring politicians, the promotor preferring
one boss—himself.
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Tuesday.

The many friends of Miss Alta Jackson
to hear she is gaining.

are

glad

Miss Maude Drink water of Camden is spenda short vacation in Belfast.

ing

Mrs. M. O. Wilson left Wednedsay for
weeks* visit in Boston and vicinity.

a

two*

Mr. and Mrs. E. £. Cummings of Union have
visiting relatives in Northport and Belfast.
een

Chester E. Perkins and family, who spent
the winter in Cambridge, Mass., have arrived
home.
Mrs. Henry Stony of Camden is in Augusta
for a brief visit wth her sister, Mrs. Paul D

Sargent.

—

G. A. Bradstreet of Palermo was in Augusta
as the guest of Fred J. Jones of Gran-

PERSONAL.

Monday

ite street.

...

Churches.

12

Alice C, Bra m!'all, who has been ill for
several weeks, is improving.
Mrs.

Mrs. J. Frank Lee of Gardiner was called
here by the serious illness of her niece, Miss
Alta Jackson.

Miss Emory Ginn returned last Saturday
from a short visit in Boston.
Mrs. W. C. Vose went to Rockland Wednesday, for a few days’ visit with relatives.

John McPherson hss returned to his duties
in the Leonard & Barrows factory after a few
weeks'visit in Boston and Brockton.

Among those attending Farmers Week at
the University of Maine was Seavey A. Piper
of Troy.

Albert C. Wells, Norman A. Read and Maine
Hills left Tuesday to spend a few days at the
Well's Cottage at Lake Quantabacook.

George T. Sullivan of the banking house of
Davidson Co., Boston, called on Belfast friends
recently.

George W. Patterson and family have returned from Boston, where they spent the
winter, to remain here for the summer1.

Miss Ruth Smalley, who was recently operated on at the Tapley Hospital, returned home
last Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. Collins McCarthy will move to
their cottage at Temple Heights, Northporr,
about April 1st, if the weather permits.

Mrs. John A. Fogg and son Albert K. went !
Mrs. E. E. Worthing and daughter Jessie, of
Bangor Tuesday for a short visit with the | Palermo are guests of Mrs.Worthing’s brother
Fred J. Jones on Granite street, Augusta.
family of Rev. Ashley A. Smith.
to

misses n.ana ana nuu loohidb

Hon. and Mir. Alfred Emery Nickerson of
Swanville drove to Belfast last Sunday and attended services at the Universalist church.

nave reiurueu

home from East Millinocket, where they have
been employed during the winter.

Lloyd D., son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. McKeen, a student at the Fenway Art School in
Boston, will arrive the last of the week for
abort vacation.

Vernon Stover, who is employed in the Portland office of the Oliver typewriter, has leer,
spending a few days with Belfast relatives.

a

Miss Mae Collins went to Boston last Mond ay to visit her sisters, Mrs. Abe Streeker and
Miss Sarah C. Collins, and her brother, Ralph
S. Collins.

Mr. George M. Stone, who had been the
guest of his sister, Mrs. Charles H. Walden
for several weeks, has returned to his home in
Lewiston, Montana.

Rev. J. L. Corson, Superintendent of the
Penobscot Bay Bethel Mission, was the guest
of Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Phelan while in Belfast
Monday on business.

Miss Avis M. Morison arrived Monday to
spend a two weeks’ vacation from her duties
in the Springfield, Mass., library with her
mother, Mrs. E. J. Morison.

Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Blackington, who have
been living on Northport avenue the past
year, have moved to Northport, where Mr.
Blackington has work on the Cobe house.

Mrs. William Vaughan, who has been visiting her daughter in Houlton for several weeks,
has returned home. Rev. Mr. Vaughan is still
in New York, where he went some two months

Sheriff Cushman, who has been confined tc
the house for seme weeks with a severe cold is
now able to go out on pleasant days and his
many friends hope to scon see him about again.

ago.
Dr.

and Mrs. S. C. Pattee, Miss Henrietta

Gerry, Mrs. Evelyn Young, Charles Havener
and Ralph Gilkey of Searsport attended the
Hon. W. R. Pattangall of Waterville, accomball in the Opera House Wednesday evening, panied by Mrs. Pattangall, arrived by Monday
March 11th.
evening’s train, returning to Waterville TuesCards have been received in Bangor an- day afternoon. Mr. Pattangall came on busnouncing the marriage in Portland, Or., of Ed- iness.
mund I. Davis, son of the late Ex-Governor
Daniel F, Davis, and lormerly of Bangor, and
Miss Florence Carmer of Portland.

Curtis S. Thomas of North Islesboro, who
recently graduated from the stenographic de
partment of the Rockland Commercial College,
spent the past week wiih Mr. and Mrs. Amos
A. Colcord, Church street.

Mrs. Georgia M. Hoffses entered the James
H. Howes store Monday to take charge of the
suit department. Miss Pearl Whitten is taking
a week’s vacation from the store and Miss
Emma Uichborn is substituting for her.

Bradbury returned
Augusta, where they attended
the cara and dancing party at the Augusta
House Monday. They will leave this week for
their annual spring visit of several weeks in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Tuesday

New

from

1

Ferguson has returned from
weeks' sojourn at Hamilton, Bermuda,
where with Miss June K. Hills of Boston she
passed a delightful vacation. On her return
she spent two weeks in New York attending
Miss Louisa H.

a six

York City.

Marian Lambert, who has been with
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Chenery for the past
three years as governess, and later has conducted a very successful kindergarten and
Miss

dancing classes, will

April
open

for her home in
a summer

St. Paul, where
a

in the interests of the firm for several
months is now on his way back to Grirap-ss.
He was in Portland, Oregon. March 10th.

coast

student at Welles-

her way home to

Islesboro.A fire March 17th

destroyed College Hall, causi ng a loss of $1,500,000 and the institution is temporarily closed.
Many students lost their personal belongings,
but there was no loss of life,

City Gold Dredging Co.’s plant
Grimpass, Idaho,who has been on the Pac:fic

Boston & Idaho
at

school.

Miss Maiian Pendleton,

miiiintry openings.

Albert W. Stevens, superintendent of the

she will

ley College, arrived Monday and was joined
Tuesday by her mother, Mrs. Inez Pendleton,
on

the

about the middle of

leave

Cottrell, a Belfast boy, was elected
W'ard 5, Rockland, at the recent
city election, running ahead of his ticket, and,
Lucius Duncan, formerly a selectman of Northport, was elected Alderman in Ward 1.
Forest E.

councilman in

Orrin J. Dickey will leave Belfast today
Thursday, for Washington, D. C., with members of the Fort Fairfield and Boulton High
! schools, numbering over 60. The party will
thence to New
go by special car to Boston,
Yorx by the Fall River Line, and thence to
Washington via the Royal Blue Line.

!

|

Jennie Dearborn celebrated her 71st
7th at the home of her daughTHE NEWS OF BELFAST.
ter, Mrs. H. L. Maker, in Camden. A fragrant
bouquet of hot house flowers, postal cards,
Masquerade ball at Seaside Grange hall tobirthday cake and many other gifts showed ; night. Supper from 6 to 8 p. m. Grand march
the love and esteem in which she is held by | starts at 8.45. Prizes for the best and the
relatives and friends. An appetizing chicken worst dressed men and women. Supper, 25
supper was much enjoyed by her children and cents. Dance tickets, 35 cents for men; 15
grandchildren as well as by the lady in whose cents for women.
honor it was given.
Hospital Notes During the past wees the
Mrs.

birthday March

superintendent engineer
of the Eastern
Steamship Corporation, has just completed 50
its
years in the service of the company and
predecessors, and was retired on pension
March 11th. Mr. Hathorne’s home is in Richmond, Me., but he resides in Jamaica Plain,
Mass. Fifty years ago he began work in the
fireroom of a steamer on the Bangor line. He
Fred E.

of

Hathorne,

the side-wheel

steamers

worked up to the position of assistant engineer, then chief engineer and was finally given
shore duty as superintendent. His headquar- i
ters have been at Foster’s wharf, Boston.

main part of the Waldo County Hospital was
wired for electric lights, which are now in
This much-needed
use.
improvement is
greatly appreciated by the staff and ail concerned. They were made possible by a gift of
money to the Hospital Aid_Wednesday the

following patients were discharged from the
hospital, where they had recent surgical treatMrs. Daniel McFarland of Mcntville;
Mrs. George Dodge of Burnham; Mr. Llewellyn Bruce of Freedom_The following patients entered Monday: Mrs. Ernest (\ Milton
of Belfast, who was successfully operated on
Tuesday; Mrs. Eugene Lymburner of North
Brooksville, for medical treatment; Miss
Georgia Jackson of Troy, who, was operated or

ment:

Mrs. E. P. Frost writes from Fruitland Park,
Fla.: "We leave here March 20th and Jacksonville the 21st on the Swannee of the M. & M.
Wednesday....The Hospital Aid held an enTrans. Line, connecting at Baltimore with the
joyable meeting with Mrs. Joseph Tyler MonEssex for Providence. We had a nice trip
day afternoon. Eleven members were presto St. Petersburg, where we took a trolly ride
ent, and the afternoon was pleasantly spent.
to the “J ingle,” a picturesque spot, and from
Dainty refreshments were seived by the
there a motor boat to John’s Pass, where we
1 hostess.
could gather sponges, shells, etc., on the shore
saw
a
shark
We
also
Mexico.
of
of the Gulf
The Travellers
Mrs.
Entertained.
which had been caught the day before. We Amos Clement entertained the Travellers'
Karniwent first to Tampa for the Gasparilla
Club, of which she is president, at luncheon
val to see the “hi^h jinks” cut up by King ! Tuesday, March 10th, and it was a distinctiveGasparilla and his “pirate krewe.” We con- ly pretty and enjoyable affair. A delicious
sidered it as good as the Mardi Gras Carnival course luncheon was served at 1 o’clock. The
is
we saw in New Orleans in 1901, and Tampa
decorations of the refreshment table were in
beautiful city, with some interesting green, appropriate to the St. Patrick’s day;
a very
rides and excursions, and the beautiful Tampa the
and white
club

flowers, pink
tulips, (the
colors) very artistically arranged. The place
cards were surprisingly novel, tiny model suitone of the smartest
old ladies in Bangor, celebrated March 12th, cases in green, perfectly made and leather
the 93rd anniversary of her birth at the home strapped, each bearing a tag to designate the
of her daughter, Mrs. Edward B. Tibbetts, 12 member. Prominent amcng these addresses
Seventh street, and it was a very pleasant oc- were "Mrs. Mayoress,” "The bride,” "Our
casion. Mrs. Perkins enjoys very good health sweet singer,” and all the others were equally
Bay Hotel.”
Mrs. Lucy A. Perkins,

and is one of the most contented members of pat. The cases were filled with small candies,
her daughter’s household. Mrs. Perkins was and enclosed was also a conumdrum to test
born in Islesboro, the daughter of Abijah and the wit and memory of the members. The
Deborah Bridges, and had six brothers and members were all present with one exception
three sisters. She married Nathan L. Perkins and Mrs. Haraden S. Pearl was a guest. The
in North Dexter and they later came to Ban- regular literary exercise followed the social
gor to reside. Mr. Perkins was an attorney hour, the principal feature of which was a
at law, and at one time recorder of the Bangor finely written and interesting paper upon
municipal court. Mrs. Tibbetts is their only "Hyderabad” by Mrs. R. F. Dunton. The next
meeting of the club will be held with Mrs. E
child, and there are two handsome grandchil
J. Morison, Tuesday, March 24th. Program:
Scores of postcards were received,
dren.
paper, "A Journey to Burma,” by Miss Maude
members of the Women’s Crusade called, E. Mathews; reading, "Rangoon,” by Miss
beautiful flowers were sent, and in other ways Elisabeth Kelley; paper, "Animal Life in
India and Bmma,” by Mrs. C. M. Craig.
a very pleasant birthday.
Mrs. Perkins

passed

rivers cannot quench.” Few Americans
desired intervention. If would be avoided if the right course had tbeen taken
last March. An erroneous policy, adopted with the beat of motives, is now producing the worst possible results.
If Mexico has now no government, the
world will insist that one be found for
that country.
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THE

MEXICAN QUESTION.

The resignation of John Bassett Moore
acting secretary of th< 1
State Department, has called forth uni
versal comment. Mr. Moore is recognizee
as the best authority on internationa
law in this country, and his friends wen
surprised that he should be willing t< 1
accept a subordinate place in the Stat<
Department. They thought the secre
taryship of State should have been of

counsellor and

He took the

Washington, D. C.. March 16, 1914.
The National Rivers and Harbors Congress, an altruistic association made up
of the leading business men of the nation,
boards of trade, chambers of commerce,
and other trade bodies, which has taker
the liveliest possible interest in bringing
about an annual river and harbor bill of
generous proportions, has again taken
the

of that

repeal
cudgels against
portion of the Panama Canal act relating
to free tolls for American ships engaged
up the

A letter has recent-

in coastwise trade.
ly been sent out to all the thousands of

members of the big waterway organization stating the merits of the contro
versy which has been revived through
President Wilson’s expressed desire for
the repeal of the free tolls provision of
the act and calling upon these members
to express their views, whether in favor
of the American or the British contention, Great Britain insisting that the
Hay-Pauncefote treaty has been violated
through the free tolls provision of the
The referendum
Panama Canal act.
which the National Rivers and Harbors
Congress has instituted will be watched
most closely as it will give a fair reflection of the will of the people on this very

position because
give him opportunity for the
most useful service, but was handicappec
He saw experiencec
from the start.
diplomats superseded by Bryan’s political henchmen, men entirely unfitted foi
the positions given them; the blunders
by the head of the department, his absence on lecture tours when important
diplomatic questions were pending, anti
the incapacity of other officials of the
department. For example, the First
Assistant Secretary of State is a Wyom- vital question.
ing apothecary who had been a supporter
An episode tnat ticKieu omciai yy asnof Bryan and was once governor of
Wyoming, and is said to have no knowl- ington immensely occurred at the recent
edge whatever of his present job. The brilliant reception at the White House
second assistant, Mr. Adee, has had ex- by President and Mrs. Wilson to the
perience but has little voice in affairs, Army and Navy. It is an episode that
and the third assistant Mr. Malone, a at first blush seems ungallant to repeat,
son-in-law of Senator O’Gorman, is a but nevertheless it is going the rounds
young lawyer w’ho knows nothing of the i of the drawing rooms here by reason of
State Department, and who proposes the unpopularity of the “lady in the
while drawing the salary of third assist- I case” who is the wife of a cabinet officer
She
ant secretary to spend two days out of I under a former administration.
every week in the practice of law in j was cordially and generally disliked durThe situation in the
New York city.
and made so many outj ing her regime
State Department is further made clear j
spoken and powerful enemies that at
in the following paragraph from a Wash- times the situation grew so serious as to
ington special to the Boston Transcript: cause surprise that the cabinet officer
Because of his profound learning and I did not resign his portfolio.
But he did
large experience in international affairs
not, and at the recent White House reMr. Moore is the man whom the diplolady was a conspicuous
mats prefer to see.
The result is that ception this
Mr. Bryan has more than once made it figure.
Through the courtesy of the
clear that he does not like being thus First
Lady of the Land the ex-cabinet
those mean
fered him.

it seemed to

This Stomach

Remedy

Helps Your Friendi
Almost every day some grateful persoi
comes into our store and tells us of benefit
received from the use of Rexall Dyspepei
Tablets. Knowing how much good they hav
done others and knowing what they are mad
of, we feel sure they will help you. So grea
is our faith in them that we urge you to tr
them entirely at our risk, with our person)
promise that if they don’t do all you expe<
them to do and make your stomach comfort
able and healthy and your digestion easy, we’

P

:

I

and comfortable that you can eat what
you like whenever you like, we want yo
to come back and tell us and get your mone;
Sold only at the more than 7,000 Rexall Storei
and in this town only at our store. Three sizei •
26c, 60c and $1.00.—City Drug Store. Edmun i
Wilson, Proprietor, 93 Main St., Belfast.
easy

FARMERS' STANDARD FOR

■

They are sold locally by Messrs JACKSON &
HALL, Belfast, Me., THE A. F. CHASE COMPANY,
Brooks, Me. A. D. CARPENTER, Brooks, Me., (gen-

the

eral representative for Central Maine and Aroostook

County.

past fifty-seven years.

A. B. STANTIAL, Belfast, is
tive for Western Maine.

■

Problems.

To the Editor of The Journal: I
the industrial world, the tendency is t

You
>

We sell

as

only

one

THE
Me., is one
factories in
agement of

partitivi

are

COE-MORTIMER WORKS

at

Belfast,

of the largest and best t quipped fertilizer
New England. It is under the able manMr. M. L. Slugg, one of the most expert
fertilizer makers in the industry.

grade—the highest.

Fertilizers with many imitations
buy. Imitation is recommendation.

that which is a decided hindrance is oftei 1
Such are the

surprised therefore that
goods” are being offered

general representa-

not

We have occasional calls for low grade or cheap
orders.
fertilizers, ourselves. We always refuse the

cured within the past five minutes. Ii
an effort to introduce something new

hobby.

probably

you.

simplify machinery and apply powe
more directly and thus make human ef
fort more effective than formerly. Whei i
we see a grammar introducing “yester
day” as a test of past tense, it is simpl; ;
using something to complicate the worl
of teaching, for a past act may have oc

as a

are

imitations and “nearly

,

r

used

I

F. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS are always
found in the hands of hrst-class reliable people.

irobably the most remarkable tribute ever paid
one line of
to the uniformly superior quality of any
fertilizers
fertilizers is the present offering of numerous
Brands.
Coe
Frank
as
E.
said to be “just as good”
Eastern United
Every progressive farmer in the
record that E.
States is familiar with the wonderful
Frank Coe Brands have made tor themselves during

l

Educational

OVER~Pim-BVEmfe'~1914

A TRIBUTE TO QUALITY

!

ever

1R^7~ThE~BUSINESS

\

hand back your money.
We couldn’t endorse anything any moi •
strongly than we do Rexall Dyspepsia Tablet
Containing Pepsin and Bismuth, two of th b
greatest digestive aids known to medict
science, they soothe the stomach, check heart
burn and distress, promote a natural flow c f
the gaBtric juice, and help regulate the bowel i.
Remember, if they don’t make your digestio n
so

|I

E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS

Superior facilities, superior management, superior

the best to

materials in the goods, all combine to furnish superior
fertilizers and superior service.

and measurement forms of division nov

having a run. The introduction of twi
kinds of division simply doubles th<
work. The science of numbers is oni
of the few subjects in which no progress
has been made in the last quarter 01
half century. A boy who was shovel
ing coal for an engine gave as a reason
for leaving High school that he got toe
much “Lady of the Lake” there.
It is said there are fifteen thousand
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thority from the repressed elements of recent administration less Democratic.
strife and disorder, and it fanned, as The ribbon
gives the vice president an
with a blast, the flames of revolution.
If this action of non-recognition was added dignity, although it is criticised by
intended to overthrow the Huerta admin- some of the super-critical in Washington
istration, to breed rebellion to the cen- as not savoring of Hoosierdom or of
tral government as represented by him
Democratic simplicity.
and his associates, it surely, if not as
yet successful, has gone far to strengthen
Children
Zapata, Villa and Carranza.
Men are murdered in every State, from
FOR FLETCHER’S
the Rio Grande to the boundaries of
Thousands of miserable
CASTO R I A
Guatemala.

Cry

peons are starving in mountains, in valand in plains. Thousands of merchants, farmers and manufacturers have
been deprived of their property, and
scores of them held for ransom by rob-

leys

mm of hair

bing bands.
Lust, rapine

Parisian Sage Makes Thin Lifeless Hair
Soft and Abundant.

and peaceful peasants are transformed
to fiendish followers of savage leaders.
Dynamite, powder, rifles, revolvers,
machine guns and cannon are now sold
without reserve to known outlaws and
men with records and reputations of
years of crime.
With all this, our charge d’ affaires
and our consuls demand that the central
government protect American citizens
and all others foreigners!
Do the manes of Madero and the desire
to punish Huerta for a deed he disclaims
justify the immolation of the Mexican
people on the sacrificial altar of bloody
revolution, and the ruin of thousands of
American citizens, as well as assassination of many of them?
Is not Mexico entitled to the recognition of sane government for her people?
Shakespeare said, ‘A little fire is quickly trodden out; which, being suffered,

Beautiful hair, fluffy, lustrous, abundant and
free from dandruff, is one of woman’s greatest
charms—it’s her main delight—yet so many of
the fair sex have streaked, thin and lifeless

and plunder call idle men
to association with bandits and brigands,

hair, and think there is no remedy. Beautiful
hair is largely a matter of attention. Parisian
Sage frequently applied and well rubbed into
the scalp works wonders. Try it today, and
you will be surprised with the result—not only
will the hair became abundant, soft, fluffy, radiant with life, but really doubly beautiful.
Parisian Sage supplies hair Bnd scalp needs.
It surely removes dandruff with one application, stops itching bead and cleanses the hair
of all dirt and excessive oil.
All drug and toilet counters sell Parisian
Sage in fifty cent bottles. Look for the trade
mark—“The Girl with the Auburn Hair.” Try
at least one bottle from A. A. Howes A Co.
They will refund the money if you are not
satisfied.

is absorbed into the circulation of tree,
plant or vegetable. As a part of a juicy

of green corn or mess of green
peas, it may be swallowed by us, to be
digested and become a part of a human
body. That same drop of water which
we saw sparkling in the sunshine may
exude from the body as perspiration to
evaporate on the surface and rise as
moiBture in the atmosphere to form
clouds which in turn furnish rain to the
earth. The bee hunter sprinkles flour
on his bee that he may know when the
same one returns, but we have no way
of marking our favorite rain drop so as
to recognize it when it returns.
A generation ago our chief study oi
language consisted in resolving it into
parts and studying those parts. We had
our words all arranged in classes and
our clauses, phrases and sentences classified and their relations stated. A little
later we were told that this was all
wrong, that the true way to study language was to learn to build it up instead
of tearing it down.
Now we have a combination of the
two. We study about a whole group oi
words as names or action words or mod-

apple,

ear

He reached out to rule over his
brother for his own aggrandizement and
Rome ruled the world. The loving and
peaceful Christ spirit scattered throughout this ancient civilization excited its
arena.

enmity.

A fierce warfare raged as beThe fire of love

tween fire and water.

deeply rooted in human nature that nothing could exterminate it.
But both parties became so exhausted by
the conflct that it took a thousand years
called the Dark Ages to mature the

became

so

embryo of Christianity enough to give
it any appreciable standing in the world.
When mankind finally recognized the
true genius of the race as exemplified in
the life of Christ, a growth began the

final results of which can not now be
foretold.
Every modern industry is
founded on a knowledge of the methods
of nature. And man had no logical conception of the fundamental principles of
nature till they were revealed in the life
of Christ. The human body illustrates a
railway system, and that in turn illustrates the universe. In each case there
is the seat of intelligence found in the
brain of man or in the president of the
railway system or in the God of the uniconnectifying words and then some one suggest! verse. There is a nerve system
the
with the
of
body
the
extremities
a suitable name for this class of words.
ing
This is in harmony with the development brain.
There is a similar system of communiof child life. The child becomes familial
with the object before he becomes famil cation extending through a railway sys-
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State Committee.
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Secretary.

Bangor, Feb, 19,1914.
Waldo County is entitled to delegates as follows:
Belfast. 9
Northport. 1
Palermo. 2
Belmont. 1
3
Brooks.
Prospect. 1
Searsmont.- 2
Burnham. 2
Sears port.. 3
Frankfort. 1
1
Stockton
Freedom
Springs... 2
Swanvilie. 1
Islesboro. 1
Thorndike.2
Jackson.. 1
Troy.2
Knox. 1
Unity.8
Liberty.— 1
1
Waldo
Lincolnville. 2
8
Winterport..
Monroe.-. 8
..

Montville.3

Morrill. 1
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IE BUSINESS FARMERS* STANDARD FOR OVER

Mrs. Charles Page of Jackson has been
the guest of Mrs. C. B. Jewett for
several days.
Miss Laura Bickford was unable to return to the Bangor High school last week
on account of illness.

Lyndon Nealey wbs a passenger on
Monday's boat fcr Boston. He will have
employment at the Ferguson bakery

914
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recently appointed

coroner.
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\

was

there.

Merton Haley,wife and daughter, went
to Dixmont March 8th and Mrs. Haley
and Phyllis remained for a visit with her

father, Fred Bean.
Mrs. Julia White, Mrs. Susie White
and Mrs. Della Nealey attended the
meeting of the W. C. T. U. at Mrs.
Ann'ie Durham’s, in Monroe, March 6th.
Mrs. B. C. Ames of Orono was the
guest of his sister, Mrs. A. R. Wellman,
for the week-end. Mrs. Wellman and
her three sons accompanied her home
for a short visit.
E. W. Webber and wife informally received a few of their young friends

Sunday evening,March 8th,and achafingdish lunch was served. They left during
thejweek for Pittsfield, where they have
employment.
Several ladies from this vicinity who
are members of the Monroe W. C. T. U.,

The Bugle Call, a monthly journal and
the official organ of the Ladies of The
G. A. R., published at Easton, Pa., had
in a recent issue the following letter
from Portland, Me.:
“The beautiful and impressive manner
in which Mrs. Wallace Reed Tarbox installed the officers of Bosworth Circle
No. 1, Portland. Me., was truly an inspiration to all present, and will long linger in their memory.
Mrs. Tarbox did not once refer to her
Ritual, and in a clear, concise and rapid
manner demonstrated how
much her
heart was in the work.
She obligated five members, one among
the number being Hon. E. E. Philbrook,
of the Governor’s staff.
By request she recited an original
poem, which was a gem of thought.
The presence of Mrs. Tarbox at a G.
A. R. meeting is always greeted with enthusiasm. She knows what to say to
please our veterans, because she is herself full of true patriotism, and has good
reason to know what it means for a soldier to give his life for his country.
She is a brilliant, patriotic lady, and
deserves the esteem in which she is held
by her numerous friends and sisters.
At present she fills the office of a member of National Council of Administration.”

met with other members, at the home of
Mrs. Evelyn Twombly, their president,
in Monroe, Tuesday afternoon, March 3d,
it being the anniversary of her birthday.

Mr. L. S. Bean, of Aroostook County, Maine, specializes in Potatoes of Quality. His entire crop is purchased for
seed purposes by Messrs. Peter Henderson & Co., of New York, whose standard for seed potatoes is the highest
The photograph shows Mr. Bean’s
On another field Mr. Bean’s yield

men

was

a field of Irish Cobblers that yielded 418 bushels per acre.
1-2
bushels per acre, all raised with E. Frank Coe Fertilizers.
566

digging

Mr. Bean’s record with E. Frank Coe Fertilizers is as follows: In 1911, 10 tons; in 1912, 90 tons; in
150 tons. He expects to use more in 1914. Is there a thought here for you? If so, write us.

I

1913,

j

!

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, 51 Chambers St., NEW YORK CITY

J
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CENTER MONTVILLE.
ment, but that they did not consider it to
he within the spirit of the treaty of 1901
Canal Tolls
for the tolls to be rebated to those ships!
Carney Shure has returned from Mas
Now, it is very evident that the two saehusetts.
are practically the same, except
Miss Mildred Hannon has gone to Ira
>’r. George l.ustis of Wash- things
onimen:
that the British government knows perDavis’, in Liberty.
D.
C.
ington,
fectly well that the word "subsidize” is
h. Washington Tost. March 7, repugnant to our Congress, and it would
Wright Thomas of Morrill, was at F.
r
1S14 ]
seem the British government has made A. Luce’s March 8th.
of the free tolls with the Unita
Warren Gordon of Knux visited his
President. VV’iison’s edquestion
1'usT:
j
States simply to raise the question
to
read
ne
:di
Congress yes- and complicate things. It is well known brother. M. C. Gordon, recently.
ct sentimental commuuithat the British gover: ment controls the
Miss Ruth Hustus of Unity is the
I ell the President assumes
majority of the stock in the Suez Canal, guest of her sister, Mrs. G. A. Ciioate.
leaking for the American! and it is also well known that by some
C. B. Cushman recently made a busimuch in their personal inj,
system of subsidizing, English ships
<
r
regards their honor and in- j passing through the Suez Canal are freed ness trip to Belfast, Fairfield, Waterville and Augusta.
s
-i ,.tes that he hrs no in ten- |
from the burden of payment. Of course,
i is “personal views,” but
Mrs. Emma Cushman was the guest of
in this case there was no treaty involved,
1
a
forth
fact
1-hes to put
I;
but the British government claims the Sheriff Cushman and wife in Belfast,
The "fact” probably,
right to do as it pleases even in this case March 6th and 7th.
a treaty was made, but the
i
where the property is not British terMrs. Ava Gray and C. A. Gray were
of
the
the
that
|
meaning
f;
Sunday guests of Joseph Leonard in
been fully decided on ritory.
j.
Searsmont, March 8th,
JUDGING THE NATION'S HONOR.
Cer,.r. people at large.
r
W. P. Jones, wife and little son, Or>r■ sentatives are at vari- I
It is all very well for authorities like
C.
Mr. Wilson, Mr. Bryan, Mr. Lodge, Mr. mond, were at S. K. Thompson’s in
i; rt tation of this treaty.
n‘ Taft, Mr. Knox, Mr.
Root, and others to state what they North Montville, March 5th.
r.-on. and Mr. Huntington ! think the treaty means, and to explain
The Agreeable and Accommodating
;
of it; but even Club met with Mrs. Alfred Hill in Searsist administration were on ; their interpretations
made
and
Mr.
have
to
Mr.
Root
-led
these
mistakes,
:
mont Saturday evening, March 7th.
r.
gentlemen
,
In the present ad- 1 as they themselves will acknowledge,
her.
Earl Foster is quite sick with mumps.
and their opinions should not count for
me the Democrats equal
1.
Harold Foster has recovered and returnlithe refore it is only fair to more, therefore, than those of Mr. Taft, ed to work for Mr. Shinies in Knox.
v
me question is not, and has ; Mr. Knox, Mr. Underwood and Speaker
f.-„
Mrs. Walter J. Bean is ill and her
Cerit
y means settled as to its Clark, who hold the opposite view.
Mrs. E. G. Waterhouse, came
j.
ongs if we leave out senti-! tainly these last-named gentlemen are mother,
home from Searsport to care for her.
; re:-1 ,-nt Wilson states that
j.
just as good judges of the nation’s honor
Miss Gracia C. Luce, who is recoveri.ig, no powerful, too self- j and what is due to her integrity as the
’o interpret wi'li too before-named, not to mention the names
ting front an operation for appendicitis at
the Waldo County Hospital, received 80
-fined a reading the! of Mr. Chandler Anderson and Mr. John
re,.:
: promises, just because' Bassett Moore, who are well-known aun
post cards March 4th and 5th, and more
I
1
It be- on Saturday.
mgh to give us leave thorities on international law.
Dr
m v e
hooves the American people to think seplease.”
Simon Erskine returned March 6th
riously through their representatives*as from Massachusetts, where he spent the
iHF. QUESTION.”
to whether or not the United States will
winter.
He made a short visit with his
the President’s begs allow herself to be dictated to by any son
John, and will stop a while with his
as
it
has
i
absolutely
conmatters
which
n.'-iy,
nation, especially in
son Thomas and assist in caring for his
|
did
i. the merits of the case
cern her internal policy, and it also begrandson, Harding, who has been quite
ni
n
appeal to what he is hooves the American people to remem- sick for a week past, having had an at“our sense of justice.”
ber that while we wish to preserve our tack of pneumonia.
He is improving at
:n -ted, loo. as a feeling
relations with the British govern- this writing.
good
if
his part and the knowi- ment, the only way to do so and to make
I.-.a bad case, especially
ngthem respect us is to stand up for ourr.r
upi-d with the end of his selves, and for what we think is right
mi he asks Congress ferftv
The British government has
and just.
t:
-upport of the foreign shown that its position is not a very strong
For Infants and Children.
s
administration and goes on one wl en they state that they would
coo
: icy do not give him support
not “insist” on their req. est for the re;er he will not know how to
peal of the free tolls amentiment.
km
utters of greater delicacy
SENTIMENTAL BKEALtl.
A
Bears the
~>
r,sequence that may arise
f
Therefore, there is no question of a
of
This is all very remarkSignature
and ourselves,
f
r.-Hsi,. and as before stated, ex- breach between England
ttii
r.timerlal. But wbat has it to but purely a sentimental one, which Mr.
b v; !ne •• .se? Is the President afraid
Wilson’s address of yesterday beautifully
WALDO STATION.
1st tr. Briiish government will force illustrates, that we are “so big, so powmust
we
that
mb hand 1:. Mexico if he doesn’t support
erful, so Eelf-respecting”
F. E. Littlefield and Percy Murphy are
mild
c r-peal of ihe free toll bill, or is he accede to the British government’s
; buying potatoes.
our
us
about
to
to
let
bn., that ;f the free toll
it.dictate
passage is al- request
l0*''
Ned Powers is in town being employed
-rand the British government own affairs Bimply because they made a
“
hire- their demands? As to Mexitreaty with us in 1901, which was dis- by E. L. Hussey.
thi President, and his able assistant, cussed at that time, is discussed today,
J. W. Chase is in better health and
*r Bryai, should know more about it and will be always open to discussion unspirits than he has been for a year.
say one else on account of their less we put our foot down and settle it
lay
once for all.
Joseph Littlefield, who is quite serirence with Sir Lionel Carden
Kit
It was noticed by all the newspapers ously ill, is now comfortable.
B- tish Ambassador.
that nearly all the representatives of
Mrs. O. G. Hussey has returned from
i'VBli- APPARENTLY NOT AFRAID.
f
foreign governments were present when
Bui the public at large does not seem President Wilson read his address on this a visit with relatives in Searsport.
afraid of English intervention in free tolls question, but the British emSince the death of his mother Bert
™ quarter.
As to the Panama Canal bassy and all members thereof were con- Elwell is stopping with Mrs Maria
c.t 'ish government stated
particu- spicuously absent. Our English neigh- i
i
lar:> that it would not “insist” on the bors are often accu led by us of a lack of Bailey.
i!
Feb. 27th E. L. Hussey shipped a car
ttiat provision of the Panama a sense of humor, but it would seem that
?Pfai
and Will Lit“anal e-* of
August 24, 1912, which ex- on this occasion they must have possess- load of potatoes to Boston
fstptj vessels engaged in coastwise trade ed it in the highest degree, and that in tlefield and Ross Littlefield shipped car
w the l.'niied
States from payment of order not to be forced to laugh in their loads of pulpwood recently.
;o.l6 for Die reason that the Panama sleeves or shed sentimental tears, they
The friends of Mrs. O. L. Staples are
"i:Ul ie
American territory, thus ac- stayed at home yesterday like shrewd
to know that her health is much
glad
that while they did not like diplomats and probably laughed heartily better than last w inter and that she is
!re‘ toll bill
they saw no sufficient at their ease—at the idea of a President able to ride out occasionally.
:;
"Mori why
they should do more than of the United States pleading for the
F. E. Littlefield is in Bangor for treat-cm.icaily object to it.
rights of the British government against
Walter Harding
ment from Dr. Lowell.
ti
f v,fcri’ evident that.the whole ques- thoBe of his own country.
has been there and returned, having been
George Eustis.
j!' "ils itself down to the fact as to
ivii.-r or nut the Isthmus of Panama
treated by the same physician. They
Washington, D. C., March 6th.
■a f* 1
both feel that they have received much
American territory, and the
Etn'eaie t of the British governbentfit.
Kickapoo Worm Killer Expels Worms.
1 *■
!t,i>te*nent of the President
Tbe cause of your child’s ills—The foul,
The Farmers Union recently organthe words “coastwise trade
h
fetid, offensive breath—The starting up with ized in this place now numbers about 20
1
States” seems to settle
a
members. The shares of stuck, which
terror and grinding of teeth while asleep—
most definitely.
Every coun- The sallow complexion—The dark circles
are $5 each, will be issued to stock-holdun■'ine immemorial—when it had
All the farmers in town
ers very soon.
der ihe eyes—Are all indications t f worms.
.as
regulated its coastwise Kickapoo Worm Killer is what your child are requested to join. This Union has
ib never allowed any interthe
the
it
cause
worms,
of
the
expels
needs;
already ordered 18 tons of fertilizer to
1
i’with, and for that reason child's unhealthy condition. For the removal be used the coming season.
,1
W<IU^
stomach and pin worms, Kickapoo
the
United
of
that
seat,
appear
Sts',
Worm Killer gives sure relief. Its laxative
,)f>t wish to allow any nation
tone to the general system. Sup■t'a<e iu her about the
management effectasadds
0,
a candy confection—children like it
»ec«..UWntoljr‘vate a.fairs. It is hardly plied
Safe and aure relief. Guaranteed. Buy a box
jj, .'***0' r add that since the treaty ot today. Price 25c. All Druggiata or by mail,
l6, 1901, was made conditions
ksi. "k
Kickapoo Indian Med. Co. Phil or SL Loula
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Tbe stories in the March National

are

particularly bright and wholesome, and
with contributions by E. Phillips Oppenbeim, Octave Thanet, Ed. Cahn, Lewie Relieves Rheumatism by
Cleansing the
F. MacBrayne, Frank M. Evans and
Whole System of all Impurities..
Oney Fred Sweet, this issue offers an
unusual and unique menu of up-to-date
Do not try to relieve Rheumatism by doeing
fiction. “The Boy of Seventy,” by John the eyetem with dangerous drugs. RHEUMA
Kendrick Bangs; “Morning and Evening, is free from all opiates and narcotics and
by Alice Hamilton Rich; “My Bea- cleanses the eyetem in a natural and scientific
con,” by Marion Warner Wildman: "Old manner. The dangeroue "waste” is eradicated
Red Hobs Mountain,” by Cy War man; from the kidneys, bowels, liver and skin.
RHEUMA costs only 60 cents of A. A. Howes
"My Eighty Years,” by Sarah Ward A
Co.
Cashner; “A Toast to the Common Run,”
"I was a great sufferer from Rheumatism
by Walter G. Doty; and "My Mother,” for ton yean. After a two days’ use of RHEUby Mary C. Hannon, add a bouquet of MA I laid dowa my cratches sad have Sises
poetical blossoms to a very varied sym- given them away. I ess a Wall man.”—J. R.
Crocker, <14 Stunts*,'fjfc, Got*#*, £
posium.

UNITY.
The Windermere Lake hotel will have
the same proprietor, Mr. Merrill of
Waterville, the coming season.

call for the State convention of the Republican party in City Hall, Augusta, Thursday April 9th, is an invitation for all electors
of Maine who are opposed to free trade and
other Democratic policies, who believe in the
liberal and progressive Republican platform of
1912, who are prepared to join in drafting a
The

preference primaries, currency reform, legislation in relation to problems of social welfare, parcels post, publicity of campaign contributions, and other reforms, including the reduction of the high cost of living in the light
of facta presented after a scientific investigation.

Spring Blood and System Cleanser.
During the winter months impurities accumulate, your blood becomes impure and
thick, your kidneys, liter and bowels fail tc
work, causing so-called “Spring Fever.” You
feel tired, weak and lasy. Electric Bitters—
the spring tonic and system cleanser—ia what
you need; they stimulate the kidneys, liver
and bowels to healthy action, expel blood impurities and restore your health, strength and
Electric Bitters makes you feel
ambition.
like new. Start a four weeks' treatment—it
will put you in fine shape for your spring
work. Guaranteed. All Druggists. 60c. and

$1.00.
H.E. BaeklM. fc C*. Philadelphia «r St Leala

Apple wood is the favorite material
for ordinary saw handles, and some goes
into so- called brier pipes.

I

New Jersey has a timbered area of
about two million acres, on which the
timber is worth about $8,500,000 on the
stump. It is mainly valuable for cordwood.

I
I

of the forest fires attributed to
are caused not by sparks from
locomotives, but by cigar and cigarette
butts thrown from smoking-car windows.

Many

|i railroads

j

Port Orford cedar of the Pacific coast,
as a substitute for English
in the manufacture of artificial
has
been
found unsatisfactory.
limbs,
While it is light enough, it is too coarse
and brittle.

recently tried
willow

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTQ R | A

aby.

The Signature of
is the

only guarantee

that you have the

GENUINE

CASTORIA

prepared by him for over 30 years.
Sold only in one size bottle, never in bulk

protect the

otherwise; to

babies.

*_

The Centaur

Company,

p™ t.

I

Mrs. Wesley F. Woods and daughters,
Merle and Virginia, went to Boston, Friday,March 6th. to join Mrs. Woods’ husband, who had been there several days
on

a

business and

j

pleasure trip.

There is soon to be instituted an encampment branch of the I O. 0. F. in
It is planned for the officers
this town.
and members of the Waterville lodge to
this
month to do the work.
come here

Chesley Reynolds. Mrs. L. J. Stevens,
Wellington Taylor, Mrs. M. W. Gray,

Whitehouse, William Fairbanks, Josie Knowlton, Howard Taylor
Mrs. F.

H.

and Miss Lena

Gray

attended a dance at

! DISCOUNT SALE

1

Y

X

T

_AT

Brooks, March 5th, going and returning
in

a

hayrack.

runs you down—makes
you
easy victim for disease. For pure blood
Bitters
Blood'
and sourni digestion—Burdock
Trice, $1.00.
At all drug stores.

Impure blood

f

j
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Sale now at 20 % I
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50 Dozen Winter Hosiery

t

JOHNSON’S
ANODYNE
|

fll

IN USE OVER
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V

ILINIMENTJ
a

|
I
I
I
I

*

103 YEARS

■£'

Imfe

l

j

many oihtr goods.
We want the cash and mean business.

!
I

Countless thousands
of families have found
it to be the surest and
quickest remedy for
Cuts, Wounds, Sore
Throat, Bowel Complaint—internal and
external ailments.

f

25 Dozen Winter Underwear

i

Large Discounts

on

I
MARCELLUS J. DOW.
tT

f

t£#y

jBF

Itslong-eontinuediise the highest
proof of its merits. Sold everywhere.
25c and 50c Bottlmc
is

■

■

Blended
Rheumatic
-5:01 L:?
original of the compound Rheumatic
The original formula has been purchased and the oii is being prepared by the

The

Oil.

Blended Rheumatic Oil Company.

declarations or tne last

Republican State Convention, held four month£
before the birth of the Progressive party at
Chicago, were accepted as binding and controlling party action is evidenced by the facl
that the Republican members of the Legislature of 1918 by the action of the State Senate,
where there was a Republican majority, and b>
the vote of the Republicans in the House oi
Representatives, where control was possible
only with the co-operation of the five members who acknowledged active allegiance tc
the Progressive party, supported and tried tc
make effective every plank in the platform
I
calling for action by the Legislature.

stands today.”

ed States.

Frank L. Tozier, S. A. Myrick, C. D.
Conner, E.T. Whitehouse, G. A. Stevens,
Walter Gerald and E. D. Chase attended
the Masonic raising in Clinton March 5th.

\

“In connection with these past achievement
the Republican party and its platform declarations of April and June 1912, it will be oi
vital interest to the voters of Maine to remember that the platform of the Progressive
party, which was declared and adopted on the
7th day of August, 1912, thereafter declares
for and attempts to appropriate for the sole
benefit of the Progressive party these broad
and general principles which the Republican
party had long supported and for which i(

in timber

of his old friends in this place March 8th
after an absence of over 40 years.

“It will be the first convention under the
primary law for the sole purpose of drafting
and adopting the party platform or constitution and the choice of party committees—for
in 1918 there was an active contest over delegates to the National Convention,” says Chairman Parkhursi of the Republican State Com- !
mittee. “The voters should choose delegates
who, by capacity and instruction, will be prepared to act intelligently and faithfully upon i
all the questions that will a ise in the convention.
“The members of the committee accept the
limitations placed upon them by party service.
Th..-y are the servants of the party membership and are conscious that it denies them the
right of attempting to control the choice of
candidates or a declaration of party principits. After the platform is adopted and candidates chosen at the primary, it is the committee's duty to inform the voters of their
me* its and solicit support
for them.
The
term of service of every committeeman is, by
law, limited to the assemblage of this convention and one of the most important duties devolving upon the delegates is the choice of
committees, who will administer the affairs of
the party during the ensuing two years.
“The Republican party, through its membership, has given to Maine amended and better labor laws, the initiative and referendump
direct primary, a more equitable distribution
of the tax burden, conservation of natural resources, State aid for schools and roads, State
care of feeble minded and insane, a State department of agriculture, which, with the University of Maine, is so efficiently helping our
farmers, and other constructive, progressive
and liberal legislation.
“In Chicago, in June, 1912, the National Republican Convention (before the birth of the
Progressive party) pledged the Republican
-party to legislation favoring the protection
of American labor and industry, a permanent
non-partisan tariff commission, Presidential

of

acrea

J. A. Chase of Cambridge, brother of
George C. Chase, D. D., LL. D., president of Bates college, called upon many

years.

piaciorm

Canada baa 23 million

reserves, as compared with 187 million
acres in the national forests of the Unit-

For Your

or

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Lowell have returned from Belfast, where she recently
underwent a surgical operation in the
Waldo County hospital.

platform liberal in principle and fully responsive to the requirements of present political
conditions, and who will accept such a platform
as a solemn and binding contract with the people of Maine, to select and prepare what is, in
effect, a constitution to govern the action of
the Republican party, its committees and representatives in office during the next two

inaitne

L. E. White and wife of West Winterport delightfully entertained about 45
friends Saturday evening, March 7th in
their recently remodelled home, which iB
fitted with many modern conveniences,
making it one of the finest farm homes
in this locality. Nine tables for whist
were arranged in the spacious living
room and two hours were spent in that
amusement. Dainty gifts were awarded
the winners, after which a delicious
lunch of sandwiches, assorted cake,
doughnuts and coffee was served
by Mrs. White, assisted by Mrs.
B'ussey and the Misses Beatrice, Margaret and Erma White, Doris Clements
and Romaine Littlefield.
Both instrumental and vocal muBic helped to make
the occasion pleasant and at a late hour
the guests reluctantly departed.

STATE CONVEN-

TION.

FOREST NOTES.

I (A TRIBUTE TO MRS. TAKBOX

A TONIC FOR THE NERVES
Nervoui people who have not yet de-

WM. 0. POOR & SON, AGtNTS.
BELFAST.

MAINE.

a disease that can be recognized
Try it. Prices: 15, 25 and 50 Cents
and treated by the medical profession
t23
have the greatest trouble in finding relief. Irritation, headache, sleeplessness,
nervous dyspepsia, all these discomfort!
make life miserable but are endured
rather than run a doctor’s bill without
DINNER BILL
definite hope of recovery.
Every such sufferer Bliould know tire
25c Special Course Dinner 25o
danger of such a condition of the ner- Our special 25c dinner includes one order'soup,
Nervous debility and even
vous system.
one order fish or meat, one side dish with pie
paralysis may easily result if the tone ol or pudding.
DENNETT & MOUNTAIN.
the nerves is not restored.
66 High Street, Belfast.
3m49
The one big fact that brings hope and
restored
be
can
nerves
relief is that the
are curable. All kinds
be
mean suffering and
by building up the blood. It cannot the
The CAUSE
danger.
that
through
only
often
too
repeated
is always internal.
blood can nourishment and medicine
Dr. Leonhardt’s
Dr. Williams’ Pink
reach the nerves.
HEM-ROID
tablets produce amazing results by attacking the
Pills make the blood rich and red and
The
are dried up and
CAUSE.
a
INTERNAL
piles
to
and
energy
quickly restore vitality
permanently cured. 24 days’ treatment, $1.00.
A nervous perweak nervous system.
DR. LEONHARDT CO., Buffalo, N. Y. (free book)
is almost
son who gives these pills atrial
Sold by Wm. O. Poor ft Son and all druggists.
certain to see good results and, what is
because
be
will
lasting
Be con d- hand
benefit
the
more,
goods of every dethe trouble is attacked at its root. Thin
Furniscription.
blood makes weak nerves. Building up
ture. bedding, carthe blood restores the nerve force
jets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
Get a box of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
4
a specialty. If you
^
Meditoday and write the Dr. Williams
have anything tc
sell drop me a
cine Co., Schenectady, N. Y., for a free
Nervous System.
posta card and you will receive a prompt call.
copy of ‘Diseases of the
WALTER H. V.OOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Str ts. Belfast,

veloped

City Lunch Room

FOR SALE
The large lot at the corner of High and
Pearl streets. Thia lot ia fully graded, haa a
completed and cemented cellar and with foundation ready to place timber upon. The cellar
contains the piping and plumbing connections
for a two family house and all is connected
with the aewer. No better location for residence or apartment house now available in
Balfaat, Pries reasonable. For iafonaation
E. R. PIERCE,
apply to
No. 8 Church Street. TsL 110.
8tf

TRUCKING.

I mm prepared to do all kinds of trucking
FUrniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at tha stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atteoHen. Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
14tf
126 Waldo A venae, Belfast.

NORTH AMERICAN
ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY

Chicago,

Illinois.

Assets December 31, 1913
Mortgage loans.$ 190 G50 OO
Collateral loans.
42,500 OO
Stocks and bonds.
435,640 00
Cash in office and bank.
63,698 64
23,429 82
Agents' balances.
Bills receivable.
6,846 94
Interest and rentB.
12,241 46
All other assets.
13,514 86
Gross assets-...$
Deduct items not admitted.

788,521 72
46,909 59

Admitted assets...$
Liabilities December 31, 1913.
Net unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

741,612 13

Total liabilities and surplus.... $

92,362 31

171,373 78

27,734 03

200,000 00
250,142 01
741,612

13

JOHN CARLSON, Agent,
3wl0

Searsport,

Waldo

County,

Maine
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The annual business meeting of the Farther
Annie Blanche, wife of Mr. Charles F. Shaw
Lights society will be held, on Friday night of Belfast, died Friday morning, March 18th,
with Miss Ethel Sturtevant at the Baptist par- in the Sterling-Worth Sanatorium, Cocoenut
sonage.
Grove, Fla. About ten days before her death
nervous collapse at
Mrs. Nora Larrabee of Stockton Springs Mrs. Shaw had a complete
Shaw were
will address the Seaside Spiritual Association Miami, Fla., where Mr. and Mrs.
her husin Knowlton Hall, High street; next Sunday at spending the wintered was taken by
band to the private sanitorium of Dr. Benton,
the regular hour.
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The
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\ Bu“Manager

vited.
children were present at the Universalist church last Sunday morning that the
pastor preached a special sermon to them
Next Sunday the pastor will preach a special
sermon to the children who are present.
So many

months.

Washington special says

noted nerve specialist. After a consultation
of four physicians her case was diagnosed as
toxihe poisoning and the cause was traced to a
was
fully developed tumor for which she
out of
operated upon March 11th. She came
the ether, but passed away early Friday mornHer brother and his wife, Mr. and Mrs.

a

The subject of the sermon at the Universalist church next Sunday morning will be
“A Public Profession of Religion; Is it necesinsary to Salvation?” The public is cordially

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription 1'erms. In advance, $2.00 a
months: 60 cents for three
ye :r; $1.00 for six

A

OBITUARY.

The Churches.

RepuDiican journal

The

that Sena-

ing.
Harry E. Gordon of Portland,

McGilliafter
because
they
are
disgruntled
cuddy
There was the largest attendance of men at
had recommended certain men for office
the Forum at the Universalist church last Suna special agent of the Administration
day that there has been this winter. The
was sent to Maine to make enquiry as to
history of the Hebrews will be continued next
had
men
the
they
the competency of
Sunday and all men are cordially invited.
recommended.
The program for Holy week in the North
Little question for today: What was Congregational church has been announceu as
follows: Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
the origin of the phrase, “six weeks
brief services from 7.30 to 8 P. M. On Thurssledding in March?”—Boston Globe.
That’s an easy one. We were told day the Holy Sacrament of the Lord’s Suppes;
Good Friday services to be announced. For
many years ago that the phrase origithe usual
nated from six members of a family the next three Thursday evenings
will be held,with brief talks on
named Weeks enjoying a sleighride in prayer meeting
the life of Christ by the pastor, Rev. Haraden
the month of March, and we were acS. Pearl.
Come
family.
the
again.
quainted with
Next Sunday night and on the following alternate Sundays a course of lectures on Social
In an address before the Maryland
Sec- Service Extension, prepared and sent out by
legislature at Annapolis March 11th
the Congregational House of Boston, will be
not
that
only
retary Bryan said he hoped
given in the North church, each to be illustrawould this country borrow the initiative ted with stereopticon views. The first will be
the
and referendum, as it had borrowed
on The Emigrant; the second on The Steel
Australian ballot, but that in time it Workers and the Church; third, The Copper
would adopt the postal vote. The postal Strike in Michigan; fourth, The National Fight
Belfast is fortunate in having
vote of New Zealand permits a citizen, for health.
these lectures and views for the first use after
t hough away from home, to cast his vote
their release and the course will be very interin an election and have it counted. This
esting.
unlimitto
door
would certainly open the
At a meeting of the local clergymen, held
ed fraudulent voting.
Monday afternoon, last Sunday, Go-to-Church
The election of mayors m Maine cities, day, was talked over and ways and means of
held up to this time, show remarkable following it up suggested. One way in which
this will be done is by printed cards to be sent
gains in strength for the Republican out
among the people in the city. A vote of j
The
party with one or two exceptions.
thanks was extended to the newspapers for the
1
third party is claiming credit for the
kindness shown in so thoroughly advertising
Lewiston and Bangor results. In Lewis- the movement,and for other courtesies. It was
ton they are entitled to only so many voted to hold at an early date, a union banquet,
votes as were cast in their column. In at which all the men in the city will be welcomBangor they had no candidate, the Inde- ed,regardless of denomination creed, or lack of
pendent and successful candidate refused creed. The arrangements for this were left
The munici- with Revs. Phelan, Sturtevant and Ames.
a Progressive nomination.
pal elections point toward united action
The auxiliary of the North Congregation;|
in September.
church met with Miss Mabel Mathews, High
street, Tuesday evening. Chapters II and III
avauirt.*
iuc
witu
Y> nen ail IIIUiVlUUa«,
of the study book, “Mormanism, the Islam of
an oath, threatens to ruin
of
emphasis
Bruce Kenney, were discussed,
America,”wby
another, does he not become amenable to and many interesting, and surprising facts
When the character were
some form of law?
brought out concerning the origin and
of the citizen so threatened is above re- composition of the “Book of f.lormon” and its
proach the threat must mean financial many absurdities; about the complex organizaruin. If in trade it may mean taking tion of the Morman church, and its method of
which was found to be alaway his business by a boycott,but when winning converts,
most wholly by proselyting. There was a good
the only property of the person so threatand a letter from Miss Phelps in
ened is his home, what does such a attendance,

Representative

tor Johnson and

China

threat imply? Should not a citizen be
protected from such threats, as well as
from the carrying of them into execu-

because of the lower wages
and are run more cheaply
because their officers and men receive
The Democratic
1 ess compensation.
own,

paid abroad,

for the

exemption

of

by recognized authority

international law and others whose
opinions are at least as worthy of acceptance as those of Mr. Wilson or his
supporters. In this connection the letter
of Mr. George Eustis of Washington, D.
C., on the 3d page, will be read with inon

terest.

necessary to procure
to be paid from this

temporary
year’s taxes.

loan

In

order to make this loan as small as possible I suggest that the expenditures in

department be reduced to a miniuntil the taxes for this year become
available and that the collectors for the

every
mum

previous to 1913 be required to
complete their collections and make full
settlement with the city treasurer within such time as the city council may
years

order.” In this connection it would seem
that the city council for its own protection should secure the services of a chartered accountant who after a thorough
examination should furnish a statement
showing the exact condition of tne city
finances and property. The city treasurer’s report, which had always been
published before the annual election until the advent of the late mayor, has
.Bince that time been withheld until midsummer, and all that is known at this
time concerning the city finances is that
the appropriations for the past year
have been overdrawn to an aggregate of
The present
many thousand dollars.
city government owes it to itself, and to
the community as well, to take account
of stock now, and thus avoid possible
misrepresentation in the future.
David Sawyer,

one

of Caatine’a moat

ree-

The defeeble health for several weeks.
ceased wabfeorn in Castine, and bad always
made hiflpome there, following the sea up to
He was a hard working
years ago.
bad a host of friends by whom he
He had been twice
will be greatly missed.
married. His first wife was Susan Coombs of
Castine and to whom were bom two sons, Fred
His second wife was Nettie
and Charles.
Hilla of North Caatine, and they bad two children, Lora and Harry, the latter and his eon
-Charles by his first wife surviving. The funeral was held at the late home Sunday.

had also made investments on her own account.
The sympathy of Belfast friends is extended
Mr. Shaw in his sudden and sad bereavement.
The funeral took place at her late home at 11
a. m. yesterday, her former pastor, Rev. David
L. Wilson of Bath officiating. The floral offerings were beautiful and included roses and
The remains
orange blossoms from Miami.
were placed in tbe receiving tomb at Grove
The bearers were Messrs. E. R.
cemetery.
Conner, E. L. Talbot, V. L. Hall and Dr. W. L.

West.
Daniel Whitehouse Groves died March 16th,
No. 11 Franklin street, of artero sclorosis,
which had confined him to his bed for several
weeks. He was born in Mercer, March 13,
1825, the son of the late Michael and Lucy
Whitehouse Groves, and came to Montville
when a youilg man, and married there Miss
Maria L. Ryan of Waldo, January 15, 1857. In
March of that year they bought the Newell
place in Montville, where he engaged in farming and also worked at his trade as wheelwright. About twenty years ago Mr. and Mrs.
Groves went to make their home with their
daughter, Mrs. V. A. Simmons, in Searsmont,
and came to Belfast with the family several
Mr. Groves was brought up a Bapyears ago.
tist and in his fctive years, always affiliated

at

There

was a

very

special invitations extended by the city clergymen for everyone to
attend church Sunday, March 15th. At the
Baptist church extra settees were placed in
the church to accommodate the extra attendance and the services were of unusual interest.
The pastor, Rev. W. F. Sturtevant, preached on
Paul. The regular choir was assisted by Wm.
W. Lower clarinetist. The altar was decorated
with cut pinks
At the Methodist church the
congregation was much larger than usual, the
pastor, Rev. D. B. Phelan speaking on “The
Man in the Gap,” Special music was rendered
by Mrs. D. B. Phelan and Miss ElizabethChamberlain, soprano; Misses Lena Sanborn and
Laverne Whitten, alto; A. P. Goodhue and
Fred S. Hutchins, basso; L. L. Clark of Northport tenor; Miss Florence M. Chaples, organist. The altar was decorated with tulips, the
gift of Mrs. W. E. Hamilton... .Atthe Universalist church the pastor. Rev. A. A. Blair,
spoke on the “Church,” its interests and attendance. There was an unusual attendance.
The music was furnished by Mrs. H. E. Drinkwater, organist; Miss Katherine E. Brier, soprano; Miss Emma Skay, contralto and Luther
A. Hammons, basso. Tbe tenor, Mr. Harry
Coombs, was present, but not sufficiently recovered from his recent illness to sing....At
the Unitarian church, Rev. C. B. Ames, pastor,
there was an increased attendance with music
by tbe regular choir....There was a large
attendance at the North Congregational
church, the pastor, Rev. Haraden S. Pearl,
giving an excellent sermon. By actual count
193 were present and one of the congregation
thought a “recount” might have brought it up
response to the

J

Mayor Dunton’s address is a conservative presentation of the conditions which
confront the new city government and
must appeal to all who have the best interests of Belfast at heart. The financial status of the city is of first importance, and as to that the mayor says:
“We are unfortunate in taking control to 200.
of the city’s affairs at a time when the
A Letter from Rev. R. T. Capen.
The
treasury is empty and the available re- following letter was read at the Baptist church
to
the
current
insufficient
sources
pay
last Sunday morning in response to a Christexpenses until the taxes assessed this mas gift:
Cn;i'rnnr Puivi Vnk 1ft 1Q1A
year are available. It will therefore be
a

and Mrs. Shaw have spent the winters in
Miami and the two previous winters were
In the winter of
spent in Los Angeles, Calif.
1913, Mrs. Shaw fell from a motor-cycle on
which she was riding and her friends at home
think it was the cause of her recent trouble.
During the past winter she was the confidential
saleslady of the Whitman Real Estate Co. and

...

American coastwise ships from tolls at
Panama, and President W'llson’s contention at this late day that this would be in
violation of a treaty with Great Britain
is rot sustained

they found their greatest happiness.
Mrs. Shaw frequently said that she never received invitations which did not include her
husband. She was full of life and energy and
was always at work and her home furnished
many evidences of her care and industry.
She was a member of the congregational
church and ever ready to do her part for its
every interest. For the past four years Mr.
that

heard with much interest.
The
be held with Miss Annie V

Go-to-Church Sunday.

Why should this government after
3per.ding millions of dollars to build a
canal through its own territory open it
to foreign competitors of our own shipping on equal terms? English and other
foreign ships are built at less cost than

platform called

joined

Belfast with him, arriving Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon arrived Tuesday morning. Mrs. Shaw was born in Brooks Aug. 15,
1864, the daughter of John H., and the late
Alona Cilley Gordon,and her girlhood was spent
there. Sept 4,1883, she married Mr. Shaw, an
R.
engineer on the Belfast branch of the M. C.
R., and came to Belfast to live. About 18 yean
home at the
ago they built their attractive
Their
corner of Congress and Spring streets.
home life was ideal and it was in their home

Field.

general

Mrs. Charles Rhoades, Sec’y, Belfast Baptist
Sunday School, Belfast, Maine, U. S. A.
My very dear Friends: What sage said, “Oh,
isn’t it queer that Christmas comes but once in
a year!” He did not know what he was talking
about. I’ve had another Christmas. Yesterday, Feb. 9th, S»nta Claus came to me again
1 had to cry for joy over your love token. The
Christmas you dear people celebrated around
the tree laden with love filled stockings on
Dec. 25th has not only brought me a Feb. 9 h
Christmas but has made over into a Christmas
every next day to come this year. And more!
I can never forget this love gift of yours, so
that thus your
hearty remembrance has
brought me new Christmas joy to last all the
rest of my life.
Since the gift left your hands, as good deeds
often are wont to do, like a heavy rolling snowball on a propitious day it has turned over and
multiplied itself by its whole weight. Your
secretary’s letter of good news informed me
that you were forwarding me under separate
Lo and Behold! when I opened Mr.
cover $60.
Frost’s inspiring letter the draft that met my
astonished eyes was for $104.70 in the money
You who study geography and
we use here.
learn about China's money system will know
And so the wonder
how that came about.
grows! May God grant that in my hands your
trust may be so well invested that the pennies
of the Christmas tree may multiply themselves
not only twofold but a thousand fold. And
that some day we may gaze in awe at the harvest of results which, then we shall confess,
God alone hath wrought. Once five loaves
supplied bread for thousands. Thus what may
not those fifty Christmas tree dollars of yours

supply!
I’m going

wait to write another letter to
tell you how much I needed the money for our
work and in what way I plan to expend it In
the meantime I am going to send you pictures
of two of my schools to look at And ask you,
after all the Sunday school see them, if you
will please send 'them on to our magazine
"Missions’’ to print with an article some day.
I thank you more;than| words can express
for your substantial prayerful interest in me.
Distance, after all, in no way has any thing to
do with the strength of the spiritual bond that
binds kindred souls. You ahall be truly represented here on the mission field as long as God
grants me the priceless privilege of service
here. Every part of the world’s people have
it makes me
an equal share in God’s love,, and
thankful through and through that you show
that
you want
by your gift to our work here
to help the Chinese to come to their place in
Greetings to each one of
our Father's Family.
you, not only from myaelf but also from Mrs.
little CarL
and
Helen
little
Capan,
Gratefully yours,
Randall T.Cawm.
to

telegraph-

were

to

April meeting will

tion?

our

was

wer

with Mr. Shaw when the end
came.
They started for Belfast Friday evenand
ing but were separated in Jacksonville
Mr. Shaw came alone to Portland, where he
was
by Rev. David L. Wilson, who came
ed for and

j
!
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I New Spring Goods!

There
comes a time to most ot us

when

we

positively dread

shoes on In the
morning. Furthermore, the

to put

our

thought of walking on them
all

day is

r.

tortrue.

But

there is not only a positive
relief, but an actual cure to
all foot sufferers if you will

try just

one

pair

of

Ground Grippers
-I

■ I.

jI

I
1

They will relieve those aching muscles, they will take
the soreness out of that
tender joint, and last, but
not least, they will correct
broken arches without the
of plates.
These wonderful shoes are
for Men and Women and
cost $5.00 the pair. To
use

be haa

only

at

SKeSbindmomottSfe^
could do, until she passed on to where there is
no pain.
She leaves an aged husband and
three brothers to mourn their loss: Lorenzo
Philbrook of Newburyport, Mass., Capt. James
Philbrook and Darius Philbrook of Winterport.
Her neighbors and friends surrounded her
with the flowers she loved so well and there
was a beautiful bunch of pinks with the word
wife from the husband. The sympathy of the
community goes to the aged husband. A niece
will live with and care for him, but he will
sorely miss his companion of 49 years,although
he knows it was best for her to go first as her

sufferings

were severe.

New

Apparel,

New Yard Goods,

»

New

jl

Fancy Goods,

^PRICED AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE FIGURES
and will be
her many friends.

Mrs. Georgie Hoffses has entered

|

1

New Dress Accessories,

to

serve

our

employ

»

|
!

pleased

James H. Howes
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BELFAST BOARD OF TRADE.

DEATH OF A BRAVE SOLDIER.

There will be a special meeting of the Board
Hallowell is
Gen. Charles W. Tilden of
of Trade Friday evening, March 27th. Mr. E.
Mustered Out.
R. Pierce will address the meeting. We would
Hallowell, Me., March 12. General like all members to be present and every
val- citizen of Belfast. Tf you are not interested
Charles W. Tilden. one of Maine’s
come and hear what Mr. Pierce has to say. We
Rebellion,
the
of
iant officers of the War
! have done good things for Belfast. We are
who was breveted as brigadier general
| doing good things for Belfast and we are going
for gallant services rendered, died today j to do big things for Belfast, hut, we want your
1 at his residence in this city after a long
I help, your ideas, and your co-operation. A
i illness.
j flyer will be circulated before the meeting to
Death was due to a general breaking remind you again. All are welcome. All
He had
up of his system due to old age.
The following matter will be
come.
but his last should
! been in ill health torsixyears,
tie j taken up:
weeks ago.
! illness began about,
Whereas; The Belfast Board of Trade comA widow and one son,
was 82 years old.
1
survive J mittee on School-Houses lias reported that,
Charles K. Tilden of this city
at 2. on because of the burning of the North Primary
Funeral services will be held
capacity must
be made j Schoolhouse building, seating
will
Interment
o’clock Monday.
be provided in the proposed new school-buildin Castine.
ing for the immediate attendance of one
! hundred and twenty pupils and probably eventintended
Gen. Tilden was born in Castine, May ually two hundred more than was
and Mary I when the bond issue for the new school build7, 1833, son of Charles Kirk
determined.
was
I (Reed) Tilden, and was the youngest of a ingAnd whereas; The Building Commissioners
family of three children.
to the Belfast Board of Trade that it is
His father was prominent in njercantile and shipping business in the days
when Castine was a center of shipbuilding and allied industry.
He was educated in the town schools
at Castine and at Yarmouth Academy.
Prior to the Civil War he was associated with his father in business at Cas-

report
their intention to construct the new school
building which must necessarily, have an increased seating capacity of about twenty five
per cent

beyond

that

originally comtemplated

without increasing the bond issue:
The Bennington, Vt., Evening Banner of
And whereas: This increased size of buildMar. 9th and 12th has the following notices of
ing will be a positive and valuable increase in
the property which the tax payers of the City
the death of Alice Goodnow, only daughter
of Belfast will receive for the contract rental
of Rev. George S. and Kate Vose Mills, who i tine.
and the final ownership of the enlarged buildwas born in Belfast at the Congregational parAt the breaking out of the war he was I iner:
Therefore, be it voted: mat tne oeuasi
sonage on High street and was dearly beloved lieutenant of the Castine Light Infantry, !
record book
j Board of Trade spread upon itsthe
by all Belfast friends who knew her from Co. B., 2d Regt.
Building
the! first call ! their appreciation of the work
answered
This
at
vacations
summer
company
her
and
in
spent
never
He
infancy,
with the church, although
joining.
Commission has undertaken in producing for
for troops and went to the rendezvous at the
of
twent>
a
school
Belfast
of
building
“The
school
led
the
in
Battery”:
work,
was interested
Sunday
in the latter part of five City
than
per cent greater seating capacity
Alice Mills, the 14-year old daughter of Rev. Bangor, where,
choir, and officiated at funerals in the absence
to
the
of
increase
was
capwithout
he
was originally considered
promoted
and Mrs. George S. Mills died early this after- April, 1861,
voted
with
is
also
served
of pastors. He was an upright, honorable man
And
it
He
to
the
or
cost
of
his
city.
rental,
The taincy
company.
noon after an illness of only a few hours.
and grew to old age gracefully, having a pleas- immediate cause of her death was a pulmonary this regiment until July 1, 1862, when he that this Belfast Board of Trade give its aid in
to the Building Commission
ant word and smile for every one he met. In hemorrhage induced by bronchitis and incipient was commissioned by Governor Wash- every way possible
in its undertaking.
bum lieutenant colonel of the 16th Maine
the fifty-seven years of his married life the pneumonia.
She was an only daughter and her death
Infantry, then being organized. He MONTV1LLE.
home relations were happy. He is survived by comes as a
great shock not only to her was
subsequently promoted to the
his
two
wide
months
the
senior;
his wile, three
daugh- friends and schoolmates, but also to
The auditor’s report at the recent town
of the regiment and brevetted.
colonelcy
Alice
Mills.
Mr.
Mrs.
of
and
of
friends
circle
meeting shows that the town is in good finanters, Etta Emily, wife of Mr. V. A. Simmons
the
defend
to
enlisted
he
In May, 1861,
She entered
was an exceptionally bright girl.
cial condition, with $1,349.13 cash in the treasof Belfast, and Edna Estelle, wife of Charles
lieuthe High school last fall and her scholarship Union and was commissioned first
! ury. The money appropriated for next year's
E. Ring, who lives on the home place in Mont- record was high. She was a favorite, not only 1 tenant of Co. B. Second Maine Regiment expenses was about the same as in past years.
ville, and one granddaughter, Miss Alice Es- with her friends but of older people who of Volunteers, which became a part of The property valuation of the town is $313,990,
looked upon her as a girl of the highest ! the
His war ! with 223 polls taxed at $1 50, and 33 polls not
telle Simmons of this city. The deceased was
Army of the Potomac.
taxed. There were 341 horses and colts in
promise.
lieutenant
brief:
in
record
Appointed
and
of
four
twelve,
eight boys
one of a family
518 cows, 41 oxen,
Maine July 9, 1862. | town April 1, 1913, cattle and 105 swine.
the
16th
of
colonel
the
the
last
of
the
.to pass away
327 sheep, 489 young
A large company assembled including
girls, and was
Taken
July
colonel.
Promoted
prisoner
automobiles.
from
the
others
were
and
class
There
Freshman
eight
many
|
boys, all of whom lived to good old age. Three
Escaped from Libby prison
High school, to attend the parting service for 1, 1863.
sisters survive: Louise, wife of John Chase of Alice Goodnow Mills held on Wednesday afthe famous Rose tunnel Feb. 10.
through
Bethel; Lydia Ann, wife of Job Tuttle of ternoon.
Taken prisoner Aug. 18, 1864.
1864.
Dear friends of Mr. and Mrs. Mills far
Brevetted brigadier
Mercer, now in her 90th year, and Frances
again.
Escaped
of
her
a
and near, as well as
great company
MusAbigail, widow of Fred Wakefield of Chico, schoolmates, sent flowers rare and beautitul, general United States Volunteers.
Calif. The funeral took place at his late home and the sunlight touched them kindly in the tered out July 16, 1865.
Kidney Diseases are too Dangerous for
Among the battles in which he too*
Very beautiful she
at 10 a. m. yesterday. Rev. David L. Wilson of room where Alice lay.
Belfast People to Neglect.
looked but her rare spirit had fled away, nd in part were the first Bull Run, Hanover
Bath, formerly of the Belfast Congregational her
the Seven
The great danger of kidney troubles is that
room, put up by her own hands, are found Court House, Malvern Hill,
[
Church, officiating. The interment was in the these words, “Take every chance you can pos- Days Fight in front of Richmond, the they so often get a a firm hold before the sufPlains cemetery in Center Montville, which sibly get to be kind, because some day there first battle of Fredericksburg, Antietam, ferer
recognizes them. Health will be gradualmay be no more chances.”
was originally a part of the home place, and
Chancellorsville, Gettysburg and Weldon ly undermined. Backache, headache, nervousDr. Gilbert, who had been asked to come
at
the
the
with
was
army
was
He
his
active
life.
He
Railroad.
of
among the friends
specially, since he had himself lost a beloved
at Ap- ness, lameness, soreness, lumbago, urinary
Harvest Grange, daughter and knew the deeps of sorrow, time of the surrender of Lee
and Bright's disease
a charter member of Silver
shot from troubles, dropsy, gravel
horse
his
He
had
the
from
of
comfort
words
pomattox.
may follow as the kidneys get worse. Don’t
Center Montville, its first master, and held the brought profound
old Book and led the company to under him in the first day’s fiprht at neglect your kidneys.
marvelous
Help the kidneys with
office 11 years. The Belfast bearers were look
upward in a strong man’s prayer.
Gettysburg, and 8Iso at Hatcher’s Run, Doan’s Kidney Pills, which are so strongly
wounded.
Messrs. Charles H. Thompson, Frank E. Wiley,
recommended right here in Belfast.
where he himself was slightly
The remains of Capt. BrookB Grindle pasMrs. S. A. Connell, Belfast, Me., says; ”1
Samuel J. Gurney and Willis E. Hamilton, and
He was also wounded at Hanover Court
March 12th on the way to
Belfast
use Doan’s Kidney Pills, procured at the City
sed
•
through
were
Messrs.
House.
those at the Montville cemetery
Drug Store, whenever I feel that I am in need
his late home in Brooksville for burial. His
xiiici mo
uiouiaigv
-•».
Volney Thompson, Clifton Morse, Arnold Turof a kidney medicine and they Always do me
until
and
removing
of
Grindle
Mass.,
Brockton,
to
Castine
returned
brother, George
I have never taken another remedy as
ner and George Heald.
he was en- good.
Bills. I confirm
beneficial as Doan’s
accompanied them. Capt. Grindle died last to Hallowed 14 years later
After all I have ever said inKidney
in
mercantile
enterprise.
the
where
praise of this remedy,
N.
barge gaged
Y.,
Martha V., wife of Jackson Curtis, passed week in Port Johnson,
some
and you may continue the publication of my
to Hallowell he was for
ten days in her of which he was captain lay at anchor. He coming
away March 9th after suffering
Granite former endorsements.”
years secretary of the Hallowed
last illness, aged 78 years and 9 months. Mrs. was known to go ashore in the afternoon, late, Co. and since 1890 had been president of
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. FosCurtis was the daughter of the late Job and to get an evening paper. A thick snow storm the Hallowed Granite Works. He was ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole
for the United States.
Elsie Lulu Philbrook of Winterporc. Forty- came up as he started back to the barge in his also associated with the North Wayne agents
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
was
found
Mr.
Curtis
and
his
she
married
and
later
boat
alongside.
Co.
body
Tool
nine years ago
other.
Gen. Tilden married for his first wife
moved to Monroe, where they lived a quiet, As there were no indications of violence and no
of
Castine,
native
a
Juliet
Maria
Osborn,
that
it
is
thought
happy life. Four years ago >he suffered a robbery had been committed
and for his second wife,L. Emma Osborn,
paralytic Bhock, and had not walked a step he came to his death accidently in the storm. the second marriage resulting in the
since,having not much use of one hand. During Capt. Grindle was very well known in Belfast birth of two children, Charles K. and
all these years she had been helped in a chair and always made a call at Lord’s, the head- William R. Tilden.
inhabitants of the city of Belfast, and
when in the city.
others having taxable property within said
and at times helped back to her bed, but she quarters for sea- faring men, and is
He was a member of the Loyal Legion
survived
He was about 65 years of age
and requested to bring
of the United States; of Hancock Lodge, city, are hereby notified assessors
was ever cheerful, bearing her afflictions pahv n wifa And one child.
of said city,
I in to the undersigned,
Maine
of
and
make
it
for
of
to
F.
and
A.
M.
Castine,
pleasant
tiently and trying
of their polls and all
In true and perfect lists
of
Gardiner.
S.
died
wbo
K.
Robert
of
Elwell,
For
she
cultiT.,
remainB
her.
Commandery,
The
years
their estate, real and personal, including money
those who cared for
March 14th, of heart dis- politics he was a Republican.
! on hand, bonds, deeds, notes, due bills and
vated choice flowers, taking great pride in in Montreal, Canada,to
Belfast, March 18th, for
! memorandums, or in any manner so invested
ease were brought
them and sending her best to her friends. No interment in the family lot in Grove Cemetery.
that interest or other considerations shall be
The Maine D. A. R.
one sick was
forgotten. She was very do- Ke was born in Boston, the son of the late
j paid or become due thereon, except mortgages
of
H.
Elwell, formerly
and Justina
The 16th annual council meeting of the debts due more than owing and all property
mestic, finding happiness in her home; society Hollis M.
Belfast. His mother was the daughter of the ; Maine Daughters of the American Revolution ! held in trust as guardian, executor or otherdid not attract her. Ten days before her death
late Samuel Burgess and still owns the homewise, which they are possessed of on the first
was held in Waterville March 11th and 12th.
she was taken very sick. Her speech left her, stead on Northport avenue. His father was a ;I
Thursday officers were elected as follows: day of April, 1914, and be prepared to subbeen
dead
has
and
many
She
of
friends.
know
her
not
native
did
Northport
and at times she
1 Mrs. William C. Robinson of North Anson. stantiate the same by oath.
Mr. Elwell is survived by his wife, his I
real estate, whose
All persons “owning
State regent; Mrs. Charles W. Steele of Fargradually failed, in spite of all loving hands years.
mother and his brother Frank. The funeral
vice regent; Mrs. C. B. Porter property was assessed in the wrong name or
at the Waterman mington, State
the inventory of
Gerin
was held Tuesday at 2 p. m.,
Miss
by a wrong description
of Old town, recording secretary;
chapel, Washington street, Roxbury, Mass.
trude Weston of Skowhegan, treasurer; Mrs. 1913. or who have purchased or sold real estate
Ella F. Dow of Biddeford, auditor; Mrs. Au- within the last year, will call at the Assessors’
S. L. Office during the time specified below and have
More Unemployed.
gusta Maloon of Auburn, chaplain; Mrj.
Boardman of Bangor, register; Miss Lucy 1, | proper correcti ns and transfers made for 1914.
And for the purpose of receiving said lists
New York, March 15. The passing of the Ames of Machias, historian.
(
Mrs. Charles F. Johnson of Waterville, wife and making transfers of real estate, the underUnited States Express Co, which its directors
throw
indorsed
16,000
was
will
persons
signed will be in session at the office of Maurice
ot United States Senator Johnson,
voted to dissolve,
the first day of
out of employment, about 2000 of whom work for reelection as National vice regent.
I W. Lord, in Hayford Block,
Hood’s
Old-time
Sarsaparilla,
It was voted to retain the per capita tax at April from 9 to 11.30 a. m. and from 2 to 4 p. m.
in the New York and Jersey City offices.
These employes received in salary and wages 10 cents, instead of raising it to 26 cents, as and each Saturday during the month of April,
Remedy, Hakes Pure Blood.
of which was
1914,from 2 to 4 p.m.,and any personal examinaproposed.
approximately *6,000,000 a year,
A vote was passed setting the date of future tions or conversation about the valuation there*766,000 was paid to employee at Jersey City
and
of
for
the
third
Wednesday
by the Assessors will not be considered as a
annual meetings
Hood’s Sarsaparilla surely and alone.
Thursday in October of each year. The State waiver for neglect of any person in bringing
law.
effectively removes scrofula, boils
regent, Mrs. Robinson, in her annual address, in true and perfect lists as required by
and other blood diseases because it
Those persons who neglect to comply with
summarized the work of the past year.
drives out of the blood all the huThe birthplace of William Whipple, one of this notice will be barred by law from appealing
the signers of the Declaration of Independ- from the decision of the Assessors on their
mors that cause these diseases. They
application for abatement for any errors in
ence, has been marked at Kittery.
cannot be successfully treated any
The net gain of the organization during the property taxed to them.
Breathe It.
other way. The use of external apmembertotal
Blanks for returns may be had on application.
past year has been 97, and the
MAURICE W. LORD.)
It’s the right-to-the-point remedy not only ship will be close to 1200 when new memberplications for their removal has
V Assessors.
bron- ship papers already sent to the Nationsl
J. F. SHELDON.
for catarrh, but for heed colds, enifflao,
been proven to be almost useless beYou
children.
WILLIAM H. BRAY,
of
8wl2
headquarters are accepted.
chitic, laryngitis or croup
cause they cannot drive out the imYork
at
have
been
New
doeing.
organized
chapters
breethe it—no etomeeb
purities that are in the blood.
You will like Hyomei. It not only gi vee instant Beach, Hallowell, Vassal boro and New Castle,
and lasting relief, but » entirely hermleee. and six others are in process of institution.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure
A paper on "The House Where Maine Was
end economical. Money rerich blood, perfects the digestion, pleasant to use,
funded by A. A. Howes * Co, if you ere not Made a State/* written by Mrs. Emms Huntand builds up the whole system.
ington Nason of Augusta, was read in her
benefited.
oils absence
The skin becomes smooth, clean and
by Mrs. S. Jj. Boardman of Bangor.
E. H. B0YIN6T0N, MANAGER.
Hyomei is a combination of antiseptic
reaches
A luncheon at the Elmwood Hotel closed the
thet mixes with the sir end quickly
This great blood remedy
healthy.
of
the
membranes
the
session.
of
activities
the irritated and inflamed
Twenty-fiye yeere experience end skill is
has stood the test of forty years.
It’e sure and safe healing begins imnoee.
glasses enables me to fit any eye that
fitting
Insist on having Hood’s, for nothing mediately—you feel better at once.
will help. Consultation Free.
glasses
husky
TOice,
If suffering from wstery eyes,
else acts like it—there is no “just
that ehoked-up
of
noee,
the
Mai. St, WINTERPORT, MAINE
from
Sauth
44
discharge
as good” medicine, no real substiFOR
Ail drugfeeling, try Hyomei now—today.
tute.
Mondavi and Tuesday*.
Get it from your druggist gists
outfit—
the
complete,
OIRm
Days,
for
Sail it Aak
and begin taking it today.
*1.00 rise.
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Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge
In the matter of
j
Warren F. Young,
In Bankruptcy.
)

Bankrupt,

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
District Court of the United States :
District of Maine.

r-

?r.

Young

of Jackson,'in the (
of Waldo, and State of Maine, in said i >
respectfully represents, that on the 17th .4T
of January, last past, he was duly adjudge
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress ir rto bankruptcy; that he has duly surrc: :.r»;
all his property and rights of proper!
has fully complied with all the lequir
of SL:d Acts and of the orders of Court
ing his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be d<
by the Court to have a full discharge from i,
debts provable against his estate und.-r ■?&.;
bankruptcy Acts, except 6uch debts as
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 7th day of March, A. D. 1914
WARREN F. YOUNG, Bank
Warren F.

•■*

j

I

Cm ILL

UKUtK

District of Maine, ss.
On this 14th day of

reading

on

I HfcKfc.'»IN

March, A. D

foregoing petition,

the

|

::

Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
um
upon the same on the 24th day of Apr.
A. D. 1914, before said Court at Portl
said District, at ten o’clock in the fore'
and that notice thereof be published
Republican Journal, a newsfaper printed
said District, and that all known crediti
other persons in interest, may appear at •said time and place, and show cause,
they have, why the prayer of said petit
should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known
itors copies of said petition and this rder.
addressed to them at their places of resi :er.v<
as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence
:
Judge of the said Court, and the seal t!.
at Portland, in said District, on the 14th :a : Q
D.
1914.
A.
March,
■

] L.s. j-

JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk

A true copy of petition and order
Attest:
JAMES E. HEWEY,

then,.
Clerk.

AND

Wood Sewing iodines
AT

MASON & HALL'S
Belfast

Savings

j

Bank

Notice is hereby given that Savings
Book No. 15,513, issued by this bank, ha^
lost and application haB been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issues
•-

books.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasure:
Belfast, March 5. 1914,—3wll

new

--—

Wanted
Hides, pelts, veal skins, round hog.
live poultry.
Also house for sale m
F.ast Belfast.

Enquire

8wI0p

at 25 Cedar M

Q.

BARTLETT.

...

ASSESSORS’NOTICE

WE
I

THE

PURE BLOOD MAKES
HEALTHY PEOPLE

Hmi
Use

Hyomei—You

)_

BflfiitonOplicaTI

.,

Children Cry
FLETCHER'S

CASTORIA

Wall
;

Papers

|

Window Shades

Mouldings
Jap=a=Lac

Room

Mixed Paints
i

Alabastine
Curtain Poles
Sash Rods

Liquid

Veneer

Dry Paste
Magic Size
Paint Brushes,

Johnson’s Wood Dyes

Windowphanie. Etc.
YOURS TRULY,

| CARLE & JONES j

fj

The News of Belfast
CURRENT HISTORY.
ofTex**
Said the Governor of
Mntne,
", the Governor

dinner in Memorial Ball

■■Those Meres
Ind give us a pern!
of Maine
of Texas,

ythe Governor
To the Governoi
Hit 'em »g“in
i.. the solar

!

plexus!

i

—Washington Star.

|

Dr. Orris S.
HI ixer, accompanied by
where he
New
for
York,
Monday
ft
treatment for his eyes.
..
..

a dancing party in Memorial
Friday night, under the manJohnson.
I rank Mudgett and Alton
Marshall Circle held a memorial
Mrs Sarah Curtis last Tuesday
the President, Junior
.: ducted by

be

8

and Chaplain.

vice,

r

-Si

the
in mind
rade contest should bear
will close March 31st.
; at the contest
dollars.
for the best one is five

,P

in

writing "slogans”

are

who

P. Coombs have leased,
inj Mrs Robert
Real Estate Agency, the
tne [lickey
South Shore, Northport,
[age on the
for the
....
p June will take possession

gllJ

gomm^r.

has recovered her
trances Macomber
it*
orted last week as having left
and hunger drove it to fly against
Union street, making frantic
,-n

w

yet in.

and it

was soon

restored to its

xnaT

I

L.

Bowman

April

were

ing will be in progress.
Mrs. Emma R Knowlton entered the employ
of the Direct Importing Company last Tuesday, succeeding Miss Lucy A. Leavitt, who
has been ill the past two monthB with rheumatism. Mrs. Chas. E. Chapman has been as-

sisting her husband in the meantime.
Miss Anne V. Field and her house guest,
Mrs. Haraden S. Pearl, will be at home at the
Field homestead. Primrose Hill, on Mondays
and Thursdays during the remaining weeks
which will elapse before Rev. and Mrs. Pearl
are domiciled iu the parsonage in High street.
The entertainment, A. Suffragette Townmeeting.which wsa to have been given Monday
night in the church parlors, has been indefinitely postponed owing to the Budden death in
Florida of Mrs. Charles F. Shaw, a member of
the church and an intimate friend ot a number
in the cast. The date on which it will be given
will be announced later.
The members of Osceola Council, Daughters
of Pocahontas, had a supper and whist party
last Friday evening at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Alonso Robbins. There were 43 present
and a very pleasant evening was spent. The
are to be donated to a sick member.

proceeds
will
called They

meet

tomorrow,

Friday, evening

\! rs. George
with Mrs. Geo. P. Cook, Church street.
Bedford, Mass., Friday by the acciThe Journal has been fairly swamped with
son of Mr.
lt,ath of Robert, younger
this week, having enough live, original
Poor. The child was return- "copy"

i,cwis

school when he was run over
but a few minutes.
,.sn, and lived
f Castle North, K. O. K. A., were
..
j
Harry M. Prentiss last Friday
-lereoptican views taken on their
..

'T.i'

The boys plan
second week in
[
go to camp the
as usual at Georges lake, Liberty.
Letters. The following letKi
■

■

last

if,

summer.

uncalled for in the Belfast post
week ending March 17th: Ladies-Gen: rask, Hadassa Wentworth.
Chaa. M.
y Alger, Ralph Mahues,
B. D. Werton.
sse Varney & Son,
d

■

a."

T,?

sins.

Grotten, and Miss Ada Sholes
Miss Cassie Cushman of Montof Isles,3-ier Raymond Pendleton
recently operated on in the Tapley
were

They

,dents

are

all difficult operations,

gaining

ts to return home

I

rapidly.

Miss

the last of this

Situation,” a society aiamu m
a cast of thirteen, will be given
Hall, Morrill, Friday, March 20th,

;

ng

j
?

ge

dramatic club. The programme
nclude choruses, quartets, duets,
musical club of
ngs, etc., by the
Admission 15 cents. Ice cream
:nude candies on sale. If stormy

...

I
i

I

evening.
fnarles, the twin sons born to Mr.
Martin G. Wilcox, March 11th, died
and 12th. Mrs. Wilcox is a twin
rs. Mark Dolloff, Mabel and Myra,
f Leonard O. White of this city.
the
•; has had two sets of boy twins,

j

j
t

I
f
5
i

and are
years old this month
of six
chaps. She also has a girl
son of 11 months.

:wo
,e
a

yiar.

vander Lindgren has resigned the
has held in the Leonard & Bartake a
factory, for several yearB, to
Mr.
rative one in Manchester, N. H.
the Charles H. Mitchell house

!

(;.■

po*.-.
u

r

ought

ij.

street, where he has made his home,
Mrs. Lindgren and son Ray, now a
the University of Maine, have many
nds in Belfast who will learn of this

j
uvt

ith

v

regret
hand is planning an unique perColonial some time in April,
minstrel show, but on an entirely
Instead of the old time “circle”

-.fast
n

nsa:..-!
a

caberet scene, with pretty girls
the tables, all in evening
’‘ends” will be the waiters and will
face. It is a clever idea and should
well. There will be the usual musi-

he
s;

a

escorts at

r

k
V -r.

cal

the

iiumi'ers.

in the
Opera House
March 11th, by F. G.
>
as a closing party for his dancing
s the announcement that there was
ng by professionals caused the gal‘f-'•The
e well filled with spectators.
lancers failed to appear, however,
1-‘I
engaged by Mr. Spinney, who ex1"
ei-i to be here, and when it was found
:.v. were not
coming all were invited to join
,r
iancing. Keyes orchestra furnished
anti ice cream was served at intermiswas

a

given

^etnwiay evening,

fill another paper. We have had to
one of Miss Newell’s interesting
letters from Florida, a report of the meeting
of North Waldo Pomona, "A Visit to the U.
matter to

leave

SILK

22nd.

The city schools will begin next Monday
after a week's vacation, instead of the regular
two weeks. The vacation was shortened in
order to close a week earlier in June, when it
is expected the work on the new school build-

vex us

I

We are obliged to defer the aeeoad Gettysburg article to next week.
The Ladies of the G. A. R. will give a public

over

of M.”, obituaries and county correspondence
with other articles "too numerous to mention.”
Poor’s Mills The Ladies Sewing Circle met
with Mrs. M. O Wilson Tuesday afternoonMrs. Elsie Banks remains very ill, but is a little more comfortable at this writ'ng... .Capt.
O. A. Wade returned to Hartford, Ct., last Saturday to take charge of his barge.... Mrs.
Caroline Merriam, who has been sick for several weeks, is gaining slowly-Mrs. Olivia
Carver of North Haven is at W. A. Banks
Miss Jennie Miller is a guest of Mrs. Annabel'
....

hose

I

were once

considered a luxury— now they are
almost a necessity. With
the tight “clinging” skirts
you certainly need “clinging” hose, and there is
nothing that “clings”
quite so satisfactorily as

*ilk.
It you
famous

will

the

wear

]

silk hose—you will not
only enjoy the very finest
of materials and style, but
they are absolutely Guaranteed against holes. For
instance:
$3.00
2 00
3prs. Men’s
Guaranteed for Three Months without holes, or new hose free-

3 prs. Women’* Silk Hose,

j

store in town
that sells Holeproof, and
that is

Only

one

Idylle,

j

The Democratic voters of Belfast are notified to assemble in cauHouse
cus on Friday,March 20,1914,at the Court
at 7 o’clock p. m for the following purposes: 1
To elect a Chairman. 2. To electa Secretary. 3
To elect 9 Delegates to attend the Democratic
State Convention to be held in Portland, Me.,
To elect 9 Alternates
4.
on March 26, 1914.
to said State Convention. 5. To elect a Democratic Town Committee. 6. To transact any
other business that may be brought properly
Per order Democratic
before said caucus.
Town Committee. G. C. Kilgore, Chairman.

Geo. I. Keating, Secretary.
We, the
To the Editor of the Journal.
Ministers of Belfast, desire to express to the
local papers, and to the correspondents of the

At a meeting of the
March 13th,
city government Friday evening,
to hold an inquest on the fire March 11th in the
house on Cross street owned by John D. Rust,
City Government.

men

and would report later.

Coombs, agent, and occupied by Mr.
and Mrs. Burleigh Sheldon, Alderman Roscoe
Black presided in the absence of Mayor E. F.
Hanson. After hearing the witnesses it was
voted that the fire caught from an overheated
the
stove. On motion of Alderman Hutchins
following order passed at the meeting March
2nd. was rescinded: “That the city clerk turn
the departments
over the different reports of
to the Waldo County Herald Publishing Com-

Walter H.

Miss Katherine C. Quimby gave a most entea from four to six on Tuesday afterfor Mrs.
noon at her home on Miller street
Charles B. Ames. The rooms were decorated
with spring flowers, and the afternoon was

joyable

Ames since her return from her wedding trip.
In the livingroom tea was poured by Mrs.
Horace Chenery, who was assisted is serving
by Mrs.Morris L. Slugg.Miss Marian Hazeltine,
Miss Clara Keating, Mr-. Elon B. Gihhrest,
Miss Cora S. Morison, Mrs. Ralph L. Cooper.
Mrs. William F. Schoppe. Mrs. Evelyn P.
Morison also assisted The affair was informal
and thoroughly delightful.
“Engaged by Wednesday.”

This is the

title of the three-act farce-comedy
school
sented by the Senior class of the High
Theater Tuesday evening,
at the Colonial
a
March 24th. The scene of the play is college
Arthur Watson and Lucile Parsons,
town.
for each other,
long destined by their relatives
that
are told, after seven years’ separation,
at once. Neither
they are to become engaged
likes the idea of being personally unknown to
each other and they each persuade three of
to be pre-

daily papers,our appreciation for the publicity
which they gave to the Everybody-Go-ToChurch Sunday Movement. We also take this
their friends to masquerade under their names
opportunity to express our thanks for the pub- for a day. Many complications arise which
chureh
afall
to
the
which
paperB give
licity
make extremely funny situations,but all comes
fairs. We have always felt that we have in
out
right in the end. There will be an overthe papers of Belfast strong allies, who are alture
by the High school orchestra and specialin promotways willing to cooperate with us
ties between the acts. Tickets 25, 35 and 50
welfare
of
the
and
moral
the
spiritual
ing
cents.
community,and we trust that the same helpful
Living Pictures. The Arts & Crafts socierelationship between the press and the pulpit
ty will present an entertainment to be known
may continue.
on
as Living Pictures in the Colonial Theatre
Belfast Me., March 17, 1914.
This will include a series of por28th.
April
of
of
the
Board
At the monthly meeting
traits and paintings from the Old Masters, by
Trade March 13th reports from the delegates
models; a series of pictures from the
to the Develop Maine meeting were heard and living
modern artists, including Harrison Fisher,
the proposed advertising campaign discussed.
Charles Dana GibBon and others, and a group
Messrs. Ralph I. Morse and C. B. Holmes were
of old songs, illustrated in the same manner.
chosen delegates to the State Board of Trade
There will be musical accompaniments and the
matThe
March
24th.
on
in
Portland
meeting
affair
promises to be one of the most artistic
in
the
rates
ter of the excessive insurance
events ever attempted in this
and
entertaining
city, owing to the inadequacy of the water
city. Every possible detail will be carefully
supply, was discussed, and Messrs. Jamei H.
followed out to make the pictures as artistic
Howes, Clifford J. Pattee and Edward R. Pierce
The committee having charge of
as possible.
the
matto
a
committee
present
were chosen
entertainment includes Mrs S. A. Parker,
the
reNo
ter to the Belfast city government.
chairman; Mrs. Edward R. Pierce, Mrs. Elon
port was made by the committee to investigate
B. Gilchrist, Miss Evelyn P. Morrison, Miss
in regard to a proposed new hotel for Belfast.
Katherine C. Quimby and Miss Anne M. KitThe committee, however, stated that it had
been busy and has received letters from many tridge.
prominent hotel

Colonial Theater. This remarkable play comes
direct from its long run at the Thirty-Ninth
St. Theatre, New YorK, with their original
and a cast of unusual merit.

production

SfieiDu

Underwood....Mrs. George Daggett has re- much enjoyed by all present. Mrs. Quimby
turned home from Liberty after caring for her and Mrs. Ames received the guests in the
sister, who has been sick... Vesta Higgins is parlor, and many were afforded the first opMrs.
on the sick list.
portunity to extend their best wishes to
Democratic Caucus.

In th* L V..
Through the thoughtfulness of Ifn. Ralph
Hr*. Jaaai* su Clair, miM»«
in Boa- H. Hows* the birthday anniversary of Mbs
the
openinga
ia
attending
Miller store,
Lob W. Lothrop, March 15th, was mads happy
ton.
In the receipt of many acceptable presents
the
of
Methodist
The Ladies’ Aid Society
and a shower of ID pest cards.
»*le and supper at
church will hare an Eaater
Pupils Recital. The members of the Or8th.
the church April
Musical Club met at the atudio of their
pheus
Walter C. Shaw went o Boston Wednesday teacher. Miss Amy E. Stoddard, 68 Church St
the finishing and
to procure a foreman for
Tuesday afternoon, and gave their March Reheld by Mr
packing roomB to take the position
cital. A class exercise in Musical Hbtory folto
achas
who
resigned
Alexander Lindgren.
lowed the program and refreshments were
cept a position elsewhere.
served. The program:
1. Soldiers’ March from ‘‘Faust",
Gounod
If you enjoy Havana Cigars try a Pearl
Edna Curtis and Lillbn Dexter
Tobacco
in
Cuban
grown
from
Brook made
2.
The Happy Farmer,
Schumann
Charlotte Knowlton
Maine. For sale at all dealers.
3. The Merry-go-round Ride.
Tschirch
next meeting
their
hold
will
R.
A.
D.
The
Robert Titherington
25th.
There
will
March
Chant
de
4.
Kohler
Husaards,
Wednesday evening,
Mary Harrower
be an initiation, and hot rolls, salad, cream pie,
6. Galop,
Behr
be served, Mrs.
doughnuts and coffee will
Doris Patterson
of the committee.
6. Musette,
Gluclc
Ralph H. Howes is chairman
Carroll Parker
Allen H. Patterson, who recently returned
7. Minuet,
Pleyel
he had been em*
Beulah Young
from Webster, Mass, where
8. The Daughter of the Regiment, Donizetti
has bought the stock
shoe
a
factory,
in
ployed
Avard Craig
Main street, and taken
9. The Brownies’ Banquet,
tn trade of E B Lunt.
Bugbee
Lunt has no definite plans
Mr.
Dorothy Knox
possession.
"La
10.
Verdi
Traviats,”
forfuture business.
Dana Pattee
The rehearsals for the operetta. The En- 11. Waltz,
Kohler
Mona Burgess
chanted Apple, to be given by the children un12. Mermaid's Song,
Weber
Univeraalist
church,
the
of
der the auspices
Evangeline Larrabee
the direction of
are progressing finely under
13.
Under the Double Eagle,
Wagner
Ethel Hall
Mrs. Clarence Read. It will be one of the pret14.
Better
Reverie,
tiest little affairs even given in Belfast.
Una Greenlaw
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua 15. Off for Vacation,
Czerny
Essie Piper
Circle will be held with L. A Cochran, Monday
16. Sylvsn Dreams,
Phelps
afternoon. March 23. The lesson is from the
Alice Sanborn
C. L. S. C. book, "Studies in the Poetry of 17. Waltz,
Grieg
a
of the
Maud Field
Italy,” Book 11 chapter three, atudy
18.
Lack
Idilio,
roll
call,
The
quotation*
"Divine Comedy.”
Mary Hayes
from Dante’s Divine Comedy.
19. Chant D’ Amour,
Franzoff
Doris Clifford
"A butterfly on the wheel”, one of last
20. Fifth Nocturne,
Leybach
season's most pronounced successes, is underBlanche Jennys
MOcDowell
lined for a local appearance on April 1st at the 21.

me

Loe-morimici

vw.

vaicuucsa

**»*-»i

pany for

printing

the

annual reports."

The second in a series of suppers given Dy
the clerical force o: the Waldo Telephone Co.
tooa place last Tuesday evening at the home
of Miss Della Knowlton on Cedar street. The
table was very attractively arranged and dec-

orated with jonquils and the
white with
were made by Miss Knowlton,were
The menu consisted of
green shamrocks.
chicken, mashed potatoes, jelly, hot rolls, pineapple whip, sponge cake and coffee. After
with music and
supper the evening was spent
embroidery. Those present were Miss Grace
Hayes, Miss Ella Smalley, Miss Clara Marsh,
Miss Dora Brown, Miss Knowlton and her siswill
ter, Mrs. Emma Knowlton. Miss Smalley
be the hostess for the next supper, which will
falru nlapo

Artril 20th.

St. Patrick’s Day Greetings. Friends in
The Journal office sent greetings on St. Patrick’s Day post cards to Mr. Martin C. Dilworth at his home with his daughter in Florence, Mass. Mr. Dilworth was for many years
foreman of The Journal composing room
and is not only a veteran printer but a veteran
of the Civil War. He was a compositor on the
Machias Union when that paper was established in 1853. Among those who sent him
was a Machias boy who saw the first
the

greetings

issue of the Union worked off in the office over
Deacon Crocker’s store, and who received the

totaj
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COUGHING

1

The

The Edison

I

Diamond Disc

Phonograph
INDESTRUCTIBLE

Belfast, Maine

^

nuvKHiiacubN ra.

xne

ruuuer

Fraud Paint

Believing.
You

are not

asked

to

simply take our printed
statement

as

conclusive

evidence. You’ll &et
what you expect, if

Ed. V Price & Co.
tailor

your

clothes

favorite tailor

to

more

adept, conscien-

journeymen than those who

organization

constitute the admirable

Chicago tailors,

famous

Your

individual order.

hire

cannot

tious and skillful

nor

of

our

as

low

quote you

prices. Leave your order today!

Marguerite Owen
senauu

Ralph D. Southworth,

has arrived and The Dinsmore Store is selling
the very best sort of storm rubbers at onethird less than usual. They are the Diamond
rubbers, made by the celebrated Goodrich
Rubber Co. of Akron, Ohio, who make the
Goodrich automobile tires
Foot sufferers
should try a pair of the Ground Gripper shoes,
sold only at The Dinsmore Store. They will
relieve the aching muscles, take the soreness
out of a tender joint and correct broken arches
without the use of plates. These wonderful
shoes are for men and women.... Hattie M.
Black has a new and complete line of infants
and children’s wear, slips, dresses, coats and
bonnets, wool and cotton underwear and hose—

Belfast, Maine.

12 Main Street,

...

all

NEW LINE OF

Infants’ and Children’s Wear,
SLIPS, DRESSES,

and attractive goods....What more
appetizing for breakfast at this season than
the freshly cured St. John Alewives. A new
lot has just been received at the Bramhall
market_Incubators for sale at the Ferguson
new

Bickford Co.

oats of

COATS AND BONNETS

wool AND COTTON UNDERWEAR AND HOSE

are

As I have never carried these

goods before, they

and attractive and

I

perfectly
early inspection.
new

wholesale distributors of seed
Every bag will be

dependable purity.

tagged S. W. B. Co. Place your orders early
Only one store in town sells the famous
Holeproof hose, and that is The Dinsmore
Store. The silk Holeproof hose are guaranteed

invite

are

your

HATTIE M. BLACK

....

three months without holes or new hose
free....The Fred A. Griffin farm, about 3
miles from the city, is for sale. Apply to the
Belfast Loan & Building Association.... Annual meeting of the corporators of the Belfast Savings bank at 10 a. m. April 8th....
Alexander Lindgren offers for sale the twostory house No. 5 Cedar street, as he is about
for

Another New Lot

1

-OF-

town....Mrs. Sarah Sherwood publishes a card of thanks_Picture framing
done by Roy W. Ellingwood at Carle &^Jones.
....The Edison Diamond Disc Phonograph has
has undestructable records,
no needle and
Carle & Jones Carry a full line of these and
cylinder phonographs and records. Call and
hear this wonderful instrument_James H.

:

to leave

ST. JOHN

■

-also-

Fresh

Shad

Flounders

and

j

-AT-

|

Bramhall's Market

4

T

J

of Rheumatism
aggravated daring

change* beimpure blood
is incapable of resistance
and ordinary treatment
climatic
cause the

seems

:!

f Picture Framing \

The Tortures
are

r

I -MLEWIVES+-

Howes, Odd Fellows block, announces an opening of new spring goods. The store that sells

Wooltex_See insurance statements of the
—.
following reply:
Niagara Fire Ins. Co. of New York, James
Greetings received. Thanks! And sure, I Pattee & Son, Belfast, agents; Boston Ins. Co.,
wish you the same from an old Machias boy
B. F. Colcord, Searsport, agent;
after sixty years. Am well and happy today, Boston, Mass.,
but Travelers Ins. Co. of Hartford, Conn., Charles
put in the winter all right, out every day,
If
nothing hap- H. Sargent, Belfast, agent; Travelers Indemit has been a long.cold winter.
I intend to
pens will be down this summer.
Fred C. Cunningham,
di appointed last nity Co.,Hartford, Conn.,
go to Machias this time; got
the
old
I long to see
place once Prospect, agent... .Ralph D. Southworth, 12
summer.
more.
Wishing you health and prosperity, I Main street, has a word to say that will inM. C. Dilworth.
remain truly yours;
terest those who are thinking of getting
Report on the Food Fair. Members of spring suits_Read the list of some of the
were
present things Carle & Jones have to sell. You will
the Belfast Board of Trade who
at the meeting last Friday evening were much find therein something you want.All perpleased with the report made by Ralph D. sons owing the City Drug Store are requested
Southworth, treasurer of the Belfast Board of to call and settle with EdmundWilson byMarch
Trade and the Belfast Food Fair, recently held 28th, as after that date the store will be sold
in the Opera House. The reports showed that and bills left for collection.
the real balance on hand from the 1913 fair

■

CARLE & JONES,

Wearing

Poultry Farm, Northport avenue. Large size,
but little used; a chance to get a first class
place cards,which machine at a low price... .The Swan-Whitten-

amounted to $383.24, several bills having been
one of the most remarkable views ever
Steamer Notes.
Capt. W. D. Bennett of gives
of the heart of the down-town sec- paid following the report made on the fair.
the Bucksport-Camden route is to have a new published
of greater New York. It was taken from The expenses of the fair this year amounted
boat built for that route this year to take the tion
of the company on a to $1,08616. the greater part of which was
one of the office windows
are
The
Stockton.
the
steamer
of
plans
place
to avoid disfiguring the pho- spent in the city, proving that a large amount
morning,
Sunday
accordmade
the
model
and
nearly completed
with congested traffic. A diagram on of money is annually placed in local circulation
ing to Capt. Bennett's ideas. The new boat will tograph
back
the
designates the buildings. The com- during this fair. The total amount in the
be fast and commodious and especially adapted
aioii.
offices overlooking this scene bank at this time is $292 28, with other assets
to the route. It is expected that she will be pany aays: “Our
and
Reception.
The Woman’s
located in the heart of of booth rentals amounting to $63, or a
to go on the route this fall.The are not only centrally
ready
^ br.ce of
the First Parish, Unitarian, gave
also situated at the gate- of $856.28. Notwithstanding the severe spei
steamer Corinna is at Bucluport receiving the New York, but are
4supper :i Memorial hall last Friday evening
The advantages accruing of weather which limited the attendance the
furnishings for her cabins and is expected to way of our country.
*re 1 .e
following menu was served from
location and from our fine receipts only fell behind $28,which is remarkthis
from
from
to
splendid
in
a
few
a
route
days
Bucksport
open
etu,i tax .es
daintily appointed and decorated West Penobscot, Castine and West Brooks- factories located along the Atlantic seaboard able in view of the circumstances. The ex,;tI =r
unng flowers: chicken salad, hot rolls,
penses of the agricultural department, from
ville. There will be two round trips daily tbe from Belfast, Maine, to Baltimore, Md.,
amounted to $60,
0:fiee. ice cream and cake. The table
to give superior service to our custom- which there was no revenue,
year through, connecting with the up and down able us
ljr
a few of these calenpastor, Rev. Charles B. Ames, and his
and this was an additional expense over that
trains upon the Maine Central R. R„ morning ers.” The Journal has
was
specially attractive. After the and evening. The boat will also take freight dars for free distribution and they may be had of the first year. The total assets show that
nformal reception to Mr. and Mrs.
See advt. of the Coe- the fair is a profitable institution for Belfast.
to and from South Penobscot when desired by by calling at this office.
Al1"' was>
held, and they were heartily wel- dealers there and the vicinity. It will make M or timer Co. on pages 2 and 3 of this issue.
Hisses
St. Patrick’s Day Festivities.
c'r!*'
congratulated by members of the connections at Castine with boats for Belfast
Bird Protection. The Woman’s Alliance Isabel and Emeroy Ginn were hostesses Monon Eggomoggin Reach.
and
points
'lowing the reception several fine
met Wednesday afternoon, March Ilth, with day afternoon of the Once in a While Club at
lfwere given on J. L. Sleeper & Co's
Mrs. E. L. Stevens, Church street. Mrs. Wiltheir home, 110 High street. Refreshments
K ne; the ladies trio, Mrs. Louise D
liam B. Swan gave some very interesting Re- were served at 5 o’clock, consisting of scallop
piano. Miss Gladys Piccher, ’cellof
of
salad, olives, hot biscuit, fancy cookies, coffee
ligious Intelligence, speaking particularly
Keep coughing: that’s one way.
*t"1
iiazel Doak, violin, gave two selecthe work of the branch alliaqoes and churches and confectionery. The centerpiece of the
Stop coughing: that’s another.
,;r. Ames sang a solo, in which her
Mrs. Frank R.
To keep the cough: do nothing.
in Northwestern Canada.
daintily appointed table was made up of tiny
voice was at its best, and she reTo stop the cough: Ayer’s Cherry
Woodcock then read a very interesting origi- green pots of growing shamrock, which were
repeated encores; and Miss Pitcher
Pectoral. Sold for 70 years.
c
solo that delighted her hearers,
nal paper on Bird Protection, in which she later given as favors to the guests. At each
a
Ask Your Doctor.
Lowhi. m«.
very enjoyable evening.
told of the origin and habits of many familiar place was a tiny Erin-go-Bragh flag, the china
birds, some of them fast becoming extinct by bore daintily traced patterns of green and the
the cruel warfare waged against them for menu was carried out in many details in the
commercial purposes. To obtain their plu- same Emerald hue. Those present were Mrs.
World
Greatest Musical Instrument in the
hats of women many of George E. and Miss Anne M. Kittridge, Mrs.
mage to adorn the
these most beautiful birds have been ruthless- C. W. Jennys, Mrs. L. W. Strout, Mrs. C. E.
ly slaughtered and their young left to perish. Owen and Mrs. B. O. Norton. Tuesday
She spoke of the commendable work done by evening the Misses Ginn entertained a St.
the Audubon Society and of the enactment of Patrick’s party at auctio 1 bridge. The guests
laws by the National and State governments were Mr. and Mrs.W. J. Dorman, Mr. and Mrs.
to prevent the killing, importing and selling of E. J. Pottle, Mr. and Mrs. L A. Webber, Mrs.
these feathered songsters for millinery pur- Margaret L. Keene, Messrs. T. F. Parker and
poses. The paper wss both interesting and Clifford J. Ness and Mrs. Bernes O. Norton,
timely and gave evidence of much study and who substituted in the absence of Wilson Ellis.
thought. Following the paper came a musi- The color scheme was green, the ladies’ facals, a surprise arranged by the hostess, who vors were suffragettes and the gentlemen's,
were also reminders of
first introduced Miss Katherine C. Quimby, bottles. The. score cards
and very dainty. Mrs. Dorman won
the
who eang Toeti’s “Beauty's Eyes,” accom- the day
a
hand-painted dish, and Mr.
lady’s prise,
panied by Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrist, pianist, Mias Pottle the gentleman’s, a green necktie. Crab
cookies, olives,
Gladys Pitcher playing a ’cello obligato. Miss Newburg, hot biscuit, shamrock
NO NEEDLES
RECORDS
coffee and confectionery, all in green tones,
Quimby’s song was enthusiastically received, were served after the game.
PRICES OF INSTRUMENTS FROM
and many were disappointed that she did not
respond to an encore. Miss Pitcher then rendered Godard’s Berceuse, from Jocelyn, and
responding to prolonged applause, played “I
The worst mistake one is likely to make in
We carry a full line of Edison Diamond
Hear You Calling Me,” by Marshall. The next
is wrong paint; it is easy to make.
meeting will be held with Mrs. J. C. Durham. painting
Disc and Cylinder Phonographs and
We all say "Ours is the best’’; and there are
It will be the annual business meeting, with
of
us. One is best; but a dosen are so
1000
Records In stock.
election of officer*, and at this meeting the
near on a level that no-one knows, for sure,
president, Miss Charlotte W. Colburn, appoint- that bis is the one.
You are cordially invited to call and hear
ed Mrs. George R. Williamson, Mrs. Joseph
The worst paints are worst liars: they know
this Wonderful Instrument.
Tyler and Mias Frances Chase a committee to what they are, put-on a bold face, and brasen
present names for nomination.
it out.
Their one true argument is low price; but
If you enjoy Havana Cigars -try a Pearl
low-price paint is always, must be, a fraud; It
Brook made from Cuban Tobacco grown in is mads to cheat cheatable people.
DEVOE
Maine. For sale at all dealers.

$60 to $450

-Esg

Roy W. Ellingwood

I

At Carle & Jones’, Belfast, Maine

|

|

useless—but the

fame of Scott’s Emulsion
for relieving rheumatism is
based on logical principles
and scientific facts. This
oil-food promptly makes
active, red, life-sustaining
blood corpuscles and its

body-building properties
the functions

regulate
expel poisonous acids.

to

Scott’s Emulsion, with careful
diet for one month, will relieve
the lame muscles and stiffened
joints and subdue the unbearable sharp pains when other
remedies fail.
Beware of alcoholic imitation!
andiwitt on the purity of SCOTT’S.
AT ALL DRUaqiSTS

U-82

NOTHINC MYSTERIOUS ABOUT THIS
We simply give you the benefit of our
method of buying:
Best Heavy Corned Beef..lie per" lb.
Fresh Smelts.12c
Finnan Haddie and Cod.10c
12c
Salt Pork.
Pork Sausage. 2 lbs. for.26c
8 Cans Corn, canned in Belfast.25c
8 Cans String Beans. 26c
8 pkgs. Macaroni.26c
25c
8 Bottles Olives
8 Bottles Catsup.26c
26c
4 Cans Peas.
“26c
2 lbs. Peanut Butter..
Sugar Cured Bacon. 19c

Kellogg’s Corn Flakes.deperpk.
Fells Naptha Soap. 4c “bar
••
bar
Lenox Sosp..3c
Call and see our display of good things to
eat. everythi ig under glass, and strictly sani

BUY

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry
of. and be sure to have your work done by

W. M.

THAYER,

Jeweler,

NEW LOT
1 have a new Lot of young, sound horses
at my stable in Spring street which will be
sold at reasonable prices. Come and see
W. L. WEST.
them.

PERRY S CASH MARKET
The only strictly cut price store in Waldo Co.

Phoenix Row.

The Fred Griffin
95-Acre

Incubators
We have for sale eleven Cypher’s large sise
390 egg incubator*. They have been used but
a short time and are equal in every way to a
A chance to get a first-class
new machine.
machine at a low price.
THE FERGUSON POULTRY FARM,
Northport Avenue, Belfast.
2wl2p

House for Sale
The two story house at No. 6 Cedar street, is
for sale as I will leave town permanently in
three weeks.
For price and particulars apply
A LEXAN DER LIN DGREN.
to

WE OFFER

SPECIAL PRICES
NEXT 80 DAYS
power wood
PR THE
outfits, cut off saws, gasolene engines
on

and spraying outfits. Send for catalog.
G. D. THORNDIKE MACHINE CO..
Portland, Maine.
2wll

Farm for Sale

Hay ford’s, about 3 miles from city,
good buildings, house of 8 rooms, shed,
carriage house and barn, good wood lot, 2
acres young orchard. Mu3t be sold at once.
BELFAST LOAN AND
Apply to
2wl2
BUILDING ASSOCIATION
Next

10

Belfast

saw

tary.

YOUR

Savings Bank

The annual p eeting of the corporators of
the above bank will be held at their banking
room on

Wednesday, April 8,1914. at 10 A. M.,
the election of trustees and to transact
other business thai may legally come before said meeting.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Clerk.
Belfast, March 17, 1914.—3wl2

for
any

NOTICE
All persons owing the City Drug Store who
wish to settle with me must call on or before
March 28th, as after that date the store will be
sold and bills left for collection
EDMUND WILSON,
Proprietor City Drug Store.

Liberal Commission
And

Salary

business in your community.
Interesting, dignified, healthful work.
INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE COMPANY,
119 W. 4Ut street, New York, N. Y.
2wI2
to

look after

our

_6

A Game of Chance.
By W. H.

Winslow, Ph.

j PRISON

J)._

Scotch champion
and his American opponent, sweeping
their
down the hill, surrounded by
his sandfriend.-!’' jelled Dyer through
them, folwich, and he sprang towards
lowed by Wendell and Berms.,
exclaimed
“I must see the contest,
them in
Cutnet excitedly, following
“Then

comes

the

“For that reason, you should play
There is
tener to harden your muscles.
nothing equal to golf to restore a person
from brain-fag,” declared the

the

was

replv.

me"tThanks,

and help entertain our foreign guests,” said
events, and they were full of praise
admiration of the athletic development, Bemis.
1 am on
of the
“I will go with you, Jack.
superb grace and manly beauty
the program for a solo at four o’clock,”
contestants.
added Lucy quickly.
mopThey soon returned to the bank,hunted
“And I am down for a reading after
ping their brows, panting like
you, and had better return, too,” condeer, and dashed down to the brook, tinued Carolyn.
where they stood and told of the marvel“I will be your escort, Carrie. I wish
lous play, as they threw the cold water
to take in the whole show, and I must
neckB.
and
heads
over their
look over my auto before dark,’’declared
"I wish we could have seen more of
Cutnet, rising and brushing his clothes.
them. We only had fitful glimpses, as
“Well, as you please, young folks; the
they rushed to the turn,” complained remainder of the party do not wish any
Mrs. Dyer petulantly. •
indoors entertainment this stifling after“You can see them at the Club ball
noon, and we will remain right here in
this evening, if we do not become baked
the shade until Old Sol stops blaxing,”
meat from tins frightful heat," observed
said Mrs. Dyer, nominally a chaperon,
the doctor.
but not officious in this cultured society.
“I thought I should have sun-stroke
“Have a cigarette before you go,”
before I got here. I go to no ball this
offered Dyer from a silver box that he
Dyer.
night, you bet," growled
borrowed from his wife, who was lightSeated upon the greensward m the
one held between her rosy fingers.
tree's shade, the friends finished their ing
The gentlemen accepted with thanks,
luncheon and beverages and continued to
and two of the young dears smoked coydiscuss the foreign visitor, his style of
shall not be
and his costume, as compared with
the American gentleman who had dared
to challenge so celebrated a golfer. It

V. versus L.
“Thu- stream is refreshingly cool, remarked Mrs. Dyer.
"Yes; springs beneath the mountain at
the head of the valley from a rivulet,
which gushes forth from the mouth of a
was

cavern

in

a

rocky

wall not far

away,"

exclaimed Wendell.

f

“How romantic! Has tne cavern ever
been explored?”
“I ha^e been into its forbidding gloom
I think no other person
a little way.
has, because, except in dry seasons the
flood almost fills the entrance.”
I am not sur“That is interesting.
prised, as this is a geological region rich
in ancient fossils, and showing strange
and dislocations in the crust

crumbling

Earth,” remarked Mary
quietly, turning her eyes full of contemplative thought towards Wendell, but

of

Mother'

looking through

and

beyond

him to the

infinite.
He caught the far away look anc
returned a sympathetic, appreciative

glance.

Mrs. Dyer signed and said, “Oh, what
boon to be college trained to fathom all
these mysteries.”
The great amphitheatre of the Goll
Grounds was limited on the north by a
range of green hills, dotted with nibbling sheep. Massive boulders, rough
ledges attd frowning crags rose beyond
them along the slopes of the forest-clad
mountains, whose purple peaks punctured the azure sky. A rolling country,
rich in verdure and scattered groves of
trees, extended on either side of the
broad, green valley, which descended
gradually to the bank of a great river
into which the little stream from mountain sources rushed with quarrelsome
babble.
The entrancing beauty of the surrounding landscape caused the visitors to break
forth in exclamations of admiration, as
they munched sandwiches and cakes,
peaches and pickles, and saluted each
other with popping corks and jets of
foam.
“What ravenous appetites we have on
these outings. The simple life al fresco
is very much appreciated by city dwellers
always, and it baniBhes headache and
smooths out wrinkled faces wonderfully,” remarked Chapman, as he lighted a
a

ly, daintily, but their nameB
mentioned.
The four merry youths, buoyant with
health, vivacious in spirits and congenial by affinity, went with jests and laughter out from the pleasant shade into the
fierce sunlight until they were lost to
sight among the players and strollers of
the valley.
They little dreamed of the
great disaster that was impending; the
most horrible and portentious catastrophe that ever occurred in Nature.
[to

be

continued.1

■ PERFECT HEALTH ■
iBa body full pf vim and vigor is Bag

°

A

for over 60 years—
*

;■!

B
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and find it can’t be excelled as a general
family remedy. It is a fine medicine and I
shall always speak a good word for it. You
are welcome to make use of this iesti- E&S
monial.”
(signed] O. Harrison
Write us for FREE Sample NOW.
The Big Bottle—35c. At Your Dealer’s.
Portland, Me.
**L. F.” Medicine Co.

EgT*
gSSg

months
drastic
its new
tention

TROY.
rea son and daughter, were
born to Eddie Whitaker and wife
movif Hartland, who a short time ago

Twins,

ed from Troy.
Walter Hill and family of Isle au Haut,
Mrs. Annie Bragg and Mr. Steen and
wife of St. Albans, who came Friday to
attend the funeral of Mr. Batchelder, returned to their homes March 9th.
On account of the death of Mr. Batchelder, the* Sunshine meeting was again
postponed. The widow of the deceased
is the faithful, efficient president of the
society and always an active, untiring
worker for the general good.

it has been the scene of

some

changes and innovations, and
methods are attracting the atof penal experts all over the

A. S. Bailey made
Searsport last week.

a

business

trip

to

Hannah Hunt of Thorndike visited relatives in town last week.
Bela Davis of South Montville is working for Mrs. A. M. Sbibles.
Mrs.

called

Tweedie and Annie Aborn
Addie Cross Sunday.

Henry
on

town

attended

grange

Freedom, March 5th.

Harry Rich and family of Newport
at Mrs. Albert
were week-end guests
Palmer’s and H. W. Rackliff’s.
i The Knox Farmers' Union held an alli day meeting March 7th with a clan, stew
dinner. They have received one car of
i grain and ordered another. It is a good
thing for the farmers and all should join.

■

The proceeds of the moving pictures
shown March 3d were given to the Methodist. church to start a new carpet fund.
This was given by Mrs. Stiner as a memorial of Mr. Stiner, whose death occurred ; bout a year ago.

The many friends of Jennie D. Bowdoin of Waltham, Mass,, formerly of this
place, will be pained to learn of her
death, which took place at her home in
Miss Bowdoin had
Waltham March 2nd.
been in poor health for a long time and
her death was not unexpected. Her age
was 53 years and some months. She was
the daughter of the late Capt. Leonard
Bowdoin and Sarah Dow. Capt. Bowdoin died at sea a great many years ago,
and bis wife married James Richards of

Is famous pie-crust flour
—makes it tender and light
and flaky and perfectly digestible. Just as good for
bread and cake and biscuits
and whatever you are baking.
And the most economical flour
milled
gives you most
loaves to the sack.
Your grocer keeps William
TeB. Insist on it next time
you order flour.
—

SOLD DT YOUR OROeCRS.

There is her£~an unusually heavy
percentage of mediocrity and an equally large division of the subnormal,
cases of arrested development and the
A
numberless forms of degeneracy.
few of the pupils wore clever criminals.
For the most part, though, they are
the untaught, the unknowing, victims
of heredity and environment and a
thousand and one forces over which
they had no c ontrol.
There are already many failures in
:he school and probably will be more.
come

Mrs. Win, Bowman, P, F. D. 1, Coon

Rapids, Iowa, writes:

“Some time ago I wrote you about
live years of
liti’e boy, Clare
He was troub! d with his ears.
age.
They were very sensitive to tire touch,
and lie was quite deaf at times. He
seemed to be worse after catching
cold. I had taken him lo doctors, but
they did not seem to be able to relieve
him, and I was very much afraid he
would lose his hearing entirely. He
my

getting

was

more

deaf every

begin tailing Peruna at onethe throat with cold, strong
salt water, as directed in the “Ills oi
Life,” sent free by Peruna Co.. Co
Persist in this treatlu-.r.bus, Ohio.
ment until a cure is effected.
should

Gargle

day.

"I wrote to you for advice, and you
prescribed P. runa. I began giving it
to him, and can now say that he is
entirely cured. He i3 now well and
hearty and can hear perfectly."

The Best Way to Gargle.
catarrh of the ness
pharyngeal space will cause an accumulation of secretions in the throat
that completely fill the space. Unle=
Catarrh Causes Many Diseases.
these secretions are promptly reare
caused
by
taking
diseases
Many
moved by frequent gargling polyp
cold. A cold is very likely to settle
Once formed th
may be formed.
in the nose, causing nasal catarrh.
polypi or adenoids, as they are som»
It may settle in the upper part of the
times called, will require a long tii
throat, called the nasal pharyngeal
Gai
with the gargling to remove.
In this space are two little
space.
gling according to the proper method
tubes called eustachian tubes, that
adeor
will sometimes remove polypi
lead to the middle ear.
noids. and no surgical operation iin
the
pharynIf the catarrh settles
required.
geal space it may follow the mucous
In order to understand exactly what
eustachian
the
membrane through
is meant by proper gargling send for
If
it
does
ear.
middle
into
the
tubes
a free copy of the "Ills of Life."
it will cause noises in the ear. and
During the whole course of gargling
later on be sure to cause deafness.
Peruna must be taken according to
Catarrh of the throat may followdirections on the bottle
the eustachian tubes up into the midPsople who object to liquid medi
dle ear without causing much concern
The par- cines can now obtain Peruna Tablets
on the part of the patient.

too late for some

Fomeiim-s

At a Probate Court Held at Belfast, with:;
fcr the County of Waldo, oil the second 1
day of March. A. I). 1914.
certain instrument, purporting to he ti
will and testament of James a ppm.,
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, dee
having been presented for probate
Ordered. That notice be given to all pern
Intel ested by causing a copy of this order
Hi
published three weeks successively in that
publican Journal, published at Belfastbe h
to
may appear at a Probate Court,
Belfast, within ami for said * minty,
second Tuesday of April next, at ten »:
clock befoie noon, and show cause, it any
have, why the same shoulu not he proveproved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Ji
A true copy. Attest:
ARTHUR W. I.l-ONAKH, licgl'

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

first reader days.
But besides the day school many other reforms in prison management have
taken place. Consternation prevailed
among the supporters of the “good old
Warden
fashioned methods" when
Allen abolished l he restrictions and
time honored customs and replaced
them with the humane, progressive and
constructive rules and regulations.
Unobtrusive gray suits have taken
the place of stripes. As far as is possible I lie work exacted is suited to the
previous training and ability of the
prisoner. Open air work, such as road
making, farming and gardening, is
gradually being arranged for. and dur-

Mrs. Roy Leonard is at the Eastern Maine
Genera] Hospital, Bangor, for treatment.
Her friends here hope for a speedy recovery and return home.

Ed Clifford, wife and daughter Grace
Springs visited their daughter, Mrs. Gerry Harding, March 8th.

SB—HMWmg

A Case of Catarrhal Deafness.

ease.

of the men, and others are constitutionally unequal to their tasks. But
their appreciation of the opportunity
Is evidenced in the sin erity of their
attempts to retrace their steps even to

and wife were in Bangor last week to attend the Odd Fellows
fair and while there were guests of Arthur Archer and wife.

of Stockton

joyous

A

CONVICTS PLATING BASEBALL.

Ellery Bowden

C. R. Hill and wife of Winterport visited W. D. Harriman and wife several
days last week.

almost insurmountable tbo difficulties
that a boy of six would overcome with

I

the love and esteem in which the deceased was held.

Sumner Fisher, wife and two little
daughters of Winterport visited G. A.
Avery March 8th.

Testing the Hearing.
It is a good thing to test your hear
First held tlv
ing with a watch.
watch against your ear, then move i1
gradually away from the ear and se>
how far away from the watch you
Try it or
can actually hear it tick.
the other side and See if botii ears
If you find that you arare alike.
unable to hear the watch on tv th side
alike and at a distance of four fe.
from the ear, you may know tli
Yot
deafness has already begun.

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal ol ail antiseptics is

Geo. Cook, W. Hopkins and Roy
Bagley. The burial was in Webster
cemetery. The beautiful and abundant
floral offerings bore silent testimony to

At the regular business meeting of the
Epworth League held Friday evening,
March 6th, the first part of the meeting
was taken up by the First Vice President,
Mrs. A. J. Lockhart, explaining her deNORTH MONTVILLE.
Each department will be
partment.
taken up in order hoping to interest the
There are several new milch cows for members especially in the department
sale in this vicinity.
to which they are assigned.
Joe Walker is working for Will BowAt the regular meeting of Mizpah Reler, driving his team.
bekah Lodge, March 4th, a roll call was

could

has ever been before.
The classes are open to all the prisoners regardless of their offenses, the

ney,

a great success.
The children all took
their parts especially well and showed
the interest they had in the entertainment. The sum of $14 was realized, $6
of which they voted to give to the Epworth League toward the piano fund.

who

somequarry stone tirelessly, struggle,
timely futilely, with the intricacies of
Minds' corroded with
the three It's.
the rust of idle, untrained years find

He cau, if he wishes, leave the
prison better fitted mentally and morally to cope with the world than he

ing. Beside the out of town relatives
already mentioned who were present at
the funeral were Mr. and Mrs. Steen of
St. Albans and Laforest Prentiss of Benton. The bearers were Clarence Whit-

Roy Gordon, wife and daughter Florspent Sunday afternoon at A. S.
i Bailey’s.
The Washington entertainment given
A large delegation of Grangers from
by the Junior League was in every way
i
in
the Pomona
ence

men,

|

rw

bor.

_

Mrs. H. W. Wescott.

Massive shouldered

°

ilar school is about to be inaugurated
at the Ohio state penitentiary.
Three hundred convicts in the penitentiary at Joliet are now going to
school.
Taught by fellow prisoners,
these men, many of whom are gray
headed, are learning, as litle children
learn, to read and write and spell.
Into the gray routine of prison life
have crept brighter hours. There Is a
new chance now for the man who is
expiating a crime by years of hard la-

WINTERPORT.

Jennie Richardson spent Sunday with

OfwTUTvTWTWTWT'-'TWTw
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had existed before in various penitentiaries, but this is tlie first day school.
So successful has it been already, after
a few months- of existence, that a sim-

Nathaniel M. Batchelder, passed away
He was
at his home in Troy March 4th.
born in Troy, April 13, 1847. Although
he had been in poor health for some
years, death came suddenly and unexpected. His kind, unselfish nature made
friends of all with whom he associated,
and he could not have had an enemy in
the world. Much sympathy is felt'for
the sorrowing family, who deeply feel
the loss of a kind, devoted husband and
The four daughters are Mrs.
father.

KNOX.

Recently Inaugurated

Been

country.
An important and interesting innovation was the establishment of a day
school for the convicts. Night schools The chance has

cently

Lemuei Reynolds, Mrs. J. L. Bagley,
Mrs. Edward Wyman of Troy and Mrs.
Walter Hill of Isle au Haut. One brothand
er, Orrison Batchelder of Troy,
three sisters, Mrs. Augustus Prentiss of
Benton, Mrs. Annie Bragg of St. Albans
and Mrs. Nason of Bangor, survive. All
were present at the funeral except two
sisters, Mrs. Prentiss and Mrs. Nason.
The funeral services were held at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. J. L. Bagley
March 7th, Rev. James Ainslie officiat-

Many Other Changes Have

Wide Interest

CHANGE la coming, indeed it
is being Inaugurated, in regard to the treatment of convicts. They are beginning to
be regarded as men who are capable
of being reformed and not as irreconThe old
cilable enemies of society.
idea of protecting the community by
isolating the criminal is giving way to
more helpful and humane methods.
Joliet prison, the state prison of Illinois, may be looked upon as a leader
in prison reform. Within the past few

9
*‘L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine ||j
ft*
■ ■—famous
■ It can't be excelled.
B “I have taken ‘L. F.! Atwood's Medicine

Experiment In Illinois
Penitentiary Excites

♦O+O+O+O+O+O+O+O+O+O-pOfWTU

man’s desire.
|H every
Bp
When you’re feeling fagged, and Ep■ mind
and muscles won’t respond Eg
§■

Harold Nutter visited his aunt, Mrs. held and about 80 members answered to
Emma Busher, Sunday.
their names. A fine supper consisting of
Charles Stevenson visited his mother beans, cold meats, salads, etc., was
served in the banquet room, after which
at Martin Whitten’s March 6th.
returned to the hall where games
Edward Dyer has been working for many
were enjoyed until a late hour.
Owing
Charles Whitten for a few days.
to sickness and bad traveling only a few
All the patrons from this section at- visitors came from the
lodges invited to
tended the Pomona Grange meeting in be
present.
cigarette.
Freedem March 5th.
“Yes indeed! We can see how big the
PROSPECT FERRY.
Will Sibley,who has worked in the mill
sky is here,” added Alice.
“We are delighted to have you gentle- at Freedom for so long,has been obliged
to leave on account of his health.
Mrs. B. C. Avery entertained the H.
men so appreciative of our attempt at a
Henry McCorrison and Stanley Steven- H. club March 4th.
banquet,” cooed Mrs. Dyer.
son
sawed
J.
W.
Nutter’s
woodpile
“Playing nine holes has tired me more
Capt. W. H. Harriman is stopping at
than a day on ’change,” sighed Cutnet, March 6th. They sawed 13 cords in 6 borne
for a trip with his family.
hours.
his
filling
pipe.
Master Harold Grant of Sandypoint is
visiting his grandparents, W. D. Harriman and wife.

ll

|£

tial loss of hearing Is apt to be overA person may lose half his
looked.
hearing before he knows it.
For instance, suppose a man can
hear his watch four feet from the ear.
If he loses his hearing to the extent
that he can only hear the tick of his
watch two feet from the ear he may
His hearing is
not suspect it at all.
good enough for ordinary purposes
He goes on without the slightest suspicion that he is losing his hearing
He may have ringing in the ear, or
cracking and snapping sounds in the
ear, or a feeling of pressure in the
ear, but he is not aware that he i
losing his hearing.

CLARENCE BOV/MAN.

4*

_
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Is Liable to Produce Oatarrhal Deafness

o
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doctor.
“Have a cigar, Cutnet,” offered Wendell from a handful of fine Havana Par-

“You will have to give that up when
you marry,” said Mrs. Dyer.
“Weil, perhaps not.”
“How prettily the many colored cosabandon
“Be calm, ladies; I will not
said tumes of the players spangle the velvet
the
feast,
of
ihe
and
goodies
you
his refreeh- green of the hillside,,” gushed Alice,
Chapman, and he continued
pointing towards the clubhouse, where
were seen
Doctor; they are crazy many parti-colored groups
more struggling in the fervid heat for points
They cannot see anycrowd
about golf.
and victory.
as tne
than we can from the bank,
“See the lovely fish dart here and
of the time,
envelopes the players most
there, flashing their fins in the sunlight
remarked Mrs. Dyer.
in and going against (he strong current.
“See those caddies fly, dressed
cute,
I wish I were a fish just now,” muraren’t
they
costume,
Highland
mured
Lucy.
said Carolyn.
“I wish 1 had my tackle,” said Benns;
“That is in honor of our Scotch guest,
could
then aud spotted beauties to
“we
I suppose,’’added Mary.
our menu.
“Pretty, pretty, pretty, gushed Alice,
“Here is a pin and a string,” saidDyer
the sentimental.
“No, I thank you. I did not grow up
“What a drive! Look out for, your
cried that way; besides, 1 would not venture
eyes, giris, the balls are coming,
of this shade for a basket full of
Mrs. Dyer in alarm, for the white globes out
trout.”
mountain
far
not
away.
fell on tne green
“It is frightfully hot,” sighed Wendell,
nnuh
The masterful players made the
were : whose face was red and covered with
hole in rapid, skilful putts, which
en- I perspiration.
“Cutnet, we must finish
hidden from the ladies by the wildly
I would not
some other time.
thusiastic followers. Then they retraced j our game
those nine holes again today for a
their steps to playover the course again, | play
unfit million.”
although they seemed heated and hurThat leaves me
“All right, old man.
to continue the contest. The crowd
another chance
rahed and rushed after them, waving victor, but I’ll give you
and in cooler weather.”
little Scotch and American flags,
is cooler at the clubhouse and there
the
Wendell, Cutnet and Bemis yelled had is “It
plenty of ice-water. I must return,
loudest of them all. Such playing
because I promised the Committee to
never been seen by them in any previous

play

t

suffering

tagas.
“No, thanks; I prefer my pipe,”

1
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CHAPTER VII.
CONTEST.
SCOTCH VERSUS AMERICAN
PICNIC BY THE RIVER.

CATARRH OF THE THROAT

tr

_I

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold.’’ At
druggists. 50c large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston, Mass,
Ti1E HOn. INSURANCE COMPANY,
56 Cs.dar St., New York City.
Assets

...

JOLIET PRISON.

Total liabilities and surplus... $33,139,915 81

or their conAbout one-fifth of the
duct records.
prison inmates have already taken advantage of the opportunity.
There are among them men condemned to penal servitude for life.
The never dying hope of liberty spurs
There are young fellows,
them on.
serving their first sentence, eager to
make a new and better start when the
There are fordoors open for them.
eigners, unable to speak English; mid
die aged men entering a school for the

common

00
69
35
92
71
00

Gross assets. $35,388,646 67
Deduct items not admitted. 2,248,730 86

length of tlieir sentences

first time.
The roll call of the classes records
the names of murderers whose crimes
have headlined the newspapers from
one end of the country to the other.
There are thieves, gun men, lawbreakers of every sort.
They differ in color
and creed and nationality, and they
vary in ability and ambition. Only the
bond of ignorance do they share in

December 31, 1913.

10,800
Mortgage loans.
.30.669,400
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank. 1,810,185
2,5b2,389
Agents' balances.
121.151
Mills receivable.
244, <19
Interest and rents.

Admitted assets. $33,139,915 81
Liabilities December 31, 1913.
Net unpaid losses.? 1,184,259 90
Unearned premiums. 13,447,976 00
2,434,660 22
All other liabilities
6.000,000 00
Cash capital
Surplus over all liabilities. 10,073,019 69

■

CELLS IN

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

3wl0

THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY Co.,
700 Main St., Hartford, Conn.
Assets December 31, 1913
Mortgage Loans.$ 518,930 00
67,550 00
Collateral loans.
Stocks and Bonds. 1,567,076 33
46,484 07
Cash in Office and Bank.
32,225 22
Interest and Rents.
03
124,726
All other Assets,.
Gross

Assets.$2,356,991

CONVICTS

AT

WORK ON ROADS.

ing the season the convicts occasional
ly get the chance of indulging in the
national game of baseball.
In cells four feet wide, seven feet
long and seven feet high two men were
confined on every holiday and Sunday,
leaving them only to march to the din-

Now the priviroom and chapel.
characterizes ing
illiteracy
Complete
lege of the corridors is theirs, checkers
attended
have
Some
of
them.
many
and dominoes, books, pencils and paper
the common schools for short periods. are
provided to temper the gray monotthe
are
below
Most of them, though,
ony of the hours, and even tinkering
fifth grade.
is permitted to the skillful.
All day long the three small classAbout five months ago fifty-one men,
rooms in the heart of the prison are
after giving a good conduct pledge,
In the
filled with changing classes.
were sent from the prison in charge of

65

12,835 88

Deduct items not admitted,.

Admitted Assets.$3,344,155 77
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1913
Net Unpaid Losses,. $ 267.113 06
693,442 18
Unearned Premiums.
61,299 48
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital. 1,000,000 00
05
all
432,801
over
Liabilities,.
Surplus
Total Liabilities and Surplus,.$2,344,155 77
FRED C. CUNNINGHAM, Agent,

Prospect,

3w12

Maine

,,

halls and courtyards files of convicts
pass each other going from school to
work. The air quivers with the drumming machinery, the rasp of saws, the
thud of many hammers and the endless echoes of prison activity. Everywhere are impassable walls, clanging
iron doors and guards, the ever present
factors of restraint. But the classroom
ieems of another world.
Here are walls hung with gayly colThe desks are littered
ored maps.
with slates and textbooks.
Pupils
clad in cadet gray sit behind the desks,
for no one wears stripes except the disThe teacher is in charge
obedient.
alone. An air of quiet orderliness pervades the place. Save for the iron bars
at the window, it might be a classroom

unarmed officers to do road work. This
was the first experiment of this kind
in the state. So far it has proved successful.
Prisoners who can do better work
without the supervision of the guard
than with it are permitted to do so.
As yet they have taken no advantage
of the confidence reposed in t hem. The
lack of a restraining presence in the
schoolroom is an example of this.
For the first time in years, perhaps
In history, prisons are assuming the
aspect of places of upbuilding, of helpfulness, and not alone of degradation
and punishment. Criminology has become a science.
Daily newer and bet-

ter means of furthering the reformation of the fallen are being recognised
anywhere.
died
several
Mrs.
Richards
Boothbay.
She had one daughter by
Beading, writing and arithmetic! and employed.
years ago.
Mr. Richards, Evelyn, who resides in
Waltham, and the death of Miss Jennie,
Live Stock in Waldo County.
Stubborn, Annoying oughs Cured.
who had been sister and mother to her,
“My husband had a cough for fifteen years
will be a great loss and her many relatives
total valuation of cows in Waldo
The
and friend$.here extend sympathy. Jennie and my son for eight years. Dr. King’s New
never married.
Her life was a beauti- Discovery completely cured them, for which I county, according to the annual reports
ful one and Bhe was beloved by all who am most thankful,” writes Mrs. David Moor which have been received at the office of
knew her. She was true to her God, of Saginaw, Ala. What Dr. King’s New Dis- the board of State assessors, is $210,616.
true to herself and always true to others.
Montville leads, with Troy second.Unity
covery did for these men, it will do for you.
She will always be remembered in this
Dr. King’s New Discovery should be in every
third, and Monroe fourcn.
place.
home.
Stops backing coughs, relieves la
Unity is high line in the valuation of
Best Family Laxative
grippe and all throat and lung ailments. sheep, with Knox second, Monroe third
Beware of constipation. Use Dr. King’s Honey back if it fails. AH druggists. Price
and Searsport fourth. The total valuaNew Life Pills and keep well. lira. Charles 50c. and (1.00.
tion of sheep in Waldo is $21,617.
B. Smith of West Franklin, lie., calls them H. E. Bucklen t Co. Philadelphia or St. Louie
Winterport leads the cities and towns
“Oar family laxative.’’ Nothing better for
of Waldo county in the valuation of
Whan baby suffers with croup, apply and
adults or aged. Get them today. 25c. All
swine, with Palermo second, Belfast
give Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil at once. Safa third, and Monroe fourth. The total
Druggists or by mail.
for children. A little goes a long way. 16c.
valuation of swine in Waldo is $18,671.
H. E. Basklsa 4 Ca. Philadelphia fc St.Losia and Me. At all drag stores.

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chiropody, Manicurng and Shampooing. Aleo ;Facial Work.
Full line of all kind* of Hair Work at my
parlors

over

32i)

Shiro’e Store, Phcenlx Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
the Dietrict Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.
I
In the matter of Dallas V.
In Bankruptcy
i
Hollins, Bankrupt,
Rollins
of Unity,
Dallas
V.
To the Creditors of
in the County of Waldo and District aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given that on the 28th day of
February, A. D. 1914, the said Dallas V. Rollins
was duly adj udicated Bankrupt; and that the
First Meeting of his Creditors will be held at the
office of Dunton & Morse, Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine, on the 24th day of April,
A. D. 1914, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
at which time the said Creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a Trustee,
examine the Bankrupt, and transact such other
business as may properly come before said
meeting.
JOHN R. MASON,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Bangor, Maine, March 11, 1914.
In

PROBATE NOTICES.
WALDO

88.—In court of ProDate, held at Bel-

fast, on the 10th day of March, 1914.
Pyatu E, Hatch, administrator on the estate of
ryam D. Match, late of Ielesboro, In said Coun
ty, deceased, having presented his Hi st and Huai
account of administration or said estate for al-

>

i.~

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, with::,
for the County of Waldo, on the second i
dav of March, A. 1) 1914.
certain instrument, purporting to bo thwill and testament of James M. Blate of fslesboro, in said ( ounty of W::1ceased, having been presented for probate

A

Ordered, That notice 1 egivrni to all pel
by CKiising a copy of this ovum :
published three weeks successively in 1
publican Journal, published at Belfast, thm
s,

j
j
I

teresteo

may appear at a Probate < < urt. to be hBelfast, wit bin and for said County, on tinApril next.* at ten ot tie*
betere noon, and show cause, ii any th- y
why the same should not be proved, tip,
and allowed,
JAMES J.ll.BY, J'
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w. Lkonakp. Bs

Tuesday of

At a Probe te Court, held T i.eitU't, w m
for the Countv o: V. aldo. oil ti e 10th
March. A. 1). 1914.
«»f Mol me, ci
f\ EOKCE B.1 fTAl'EErU Helen
Bevim, 'ate ol vnnioe.
County of W aldo, deceased, liavinl pr<
petition playing that be. htorge h Ma,
Monroe. may be app anted admuiNf rat*
estate * f said tleceas d.
-•

Ordered, That the said petitioner giv«all persons interested by causing :i c<»p*
biee week-- sm
oi-ler to be published
in Tlu Republican Journal, a newspapci ;
ed at Belfast, that tliey may appear ;ii a 1
Court, to h** held at. Bella-1. within and >■
County, on the 14t,n day of April, A. !
at fen of the clock bet ore noon, aim
ie prayei
cause, if anythey have, why
petitioner should* not be granted.
james bib by. j
A true copy. Attest:
ARTHUR "• EFoNAKO. Reg
At a IT- bate Court held at Belfast, wit!
for the C--untv ot Waldo, on the loth
March, A. J). 11*14.
A ETON, niece of C
|OSEPHI ME T. Wlate
»
-)f Belfasi, in s;i
rI
p». Stephenson,
ty of WaUio. deceased, having pieseiitt**! a
tion praying that Charles K. 1 hompson
fast may b appointed admimstratoi ot lie
of said deceased
Ordeied, that the said petitioner give noall persons interested by causing a copy
order to he published three weeks sueee."
in The Republican Journal, a new spa [
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
said County, on the 1 -4th day of April,
1914, at ten of the clock before noon, aim
cause, if any they have, why the prayer
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY. J.
A true copy. Attest:
AKTH* K W. LkonAki*. Reg

4

Ala Probate Court held at Beitasf, will:
for the County ot Waldo on the 10th d
March, A. 1). It 14.
A. BURDEEN. widow of !
aid \. Burdeen, late of Prospect, v.
County of Waldo, deceased, having prese
petition praying for an allowance out o’
personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give not
all persons interested by causing a eopj <
order to be published three weelcs surce-.-.
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
i'
lished at Belfast, that they may appear sit
bate Court, to be held at Bellas!, within .v
a
id
on
14th
the
said County,
day
April,
1914, at ten of the clock beiore noou, and
cause, if any they have, why the prayer <>
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY. Ju«i
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Kegi-

MARtixRET

WALIK)
fast,

88.—In Conn of Probate, held

on tlie 10th day of March, 1914
Hatch, administrator on the est
Hatch, late of Lslesboro. in said c
deceased, having presented his first and fir

E.
Myra K.

am

count of administration of said estate fora
ance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given
week.-* successively, in The Republic an d
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said*
that nil persons interested may attend at
bate Court, to lie held at Belfast, on t
day id April next, and show cause.
they have, why the said account should
allowed
JAMES LIBBY,
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. KeP

TT7ALDO 88.—In Court of Probate, held
V?
fast, on the 10th day of Marjh.
Theodore P. Thompson, administrator
estate of Kinma B Thompson, late ot K>
in said County, deceased, having present
first and final account of administration «>
estaie for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in The Republican •!
a newspaper published In Belfast, in said <
ty, that all persons interested may attend -* :
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, out Inl!\
day of April next, and show cause, n *"’•
they have, why the said account should
be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY. JnU*
A true copy, Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Renmt*'

H. C. Hoffses

lowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, In The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, In said County that all persons Interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Helfast, on the 14th
day of April next, and show cause If any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Atrueoopy. Attest:
ARTHUR W, Leonard. Register.
p
_

CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRS
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER
At 52 High Street.

Tel.

216-1*

a
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The 'Business Farmer's Vage
COPYRIGHT 1913 by the Morse International Agency—All rights reserved

THE importance of humus i

SPRAYING FOR SAN JOSE SCALE

flrhat Is Humus and Why Needed
W. H. 8TEVEN8ON,
Iowa state Agri. Experiment Station

The

(0Ut;,i:i decaying roots,

1(

1

We call this

partly decayee I
This materia l

tbp life of the soil.

!

It lncreasei
of these changes.
tte water holding power and thus L
au important factor In making sand;

point

!

for a flattened circular scale

one

trees succumb.

ter,it

of the soil with food.

minerals of the soil and liberates ai
least >i small portion of the plant fooc
As a rule, darl
wLI'k they contain.
soils contain a considerable
row red
su unt of humus and are fertile.

Plants Supplement Manures.
there were an abundance of ma
of keep
0Ure on all farms, the problem
tg soils supplied with organic mattei
humus would be easily solved. Al
t
tbi.i would he required would be tht
atiou of the manure to keep al
ap.ml supplied with organic mat
But there will never be enougt
to.
material because all of the sol
is of the farm cannot be fed tc
The human race must have
food than milk nnd meat. There
o
we must depend upon plants tc
lenient manures and furnish at
f
In some
to supply of humus.
u,,
we may use only their roots and
cEf.
e; often the entire plant will be
pi. >d under.
H niy a limited amount of manure
,liable it is often advisable to use
Ii,
it
grow some clover or other crop
.w under.
When used in this way
to
humus Is secured than would be
Ei,:
'se if the manure were used di
the
Iu general the clovers are tht
res
bo-- plants to grow for a supply ol
matter. There would be pracori
no limit to the amount of this
;
ini which would lie available il
v would put their lauds In shape
v clover successfully.
This crop
t
t:
eut years has been failing more
me, and land has become defiin organic matter, and less pro
vc.
Drainage, fertilization and
of lime will help many farmers tc
c clover they must have in crdei
g.
ep (heir soils stocked with humus

fifty gallons

The San Jose scale is

SEEL)

year, in assisting the
of the Association to grow bet-

1

coming

stock, especially of potatoes,
rowing of potatoes for seed is ar
t branch of the potato business
.1 increase with proper encour-

t.

age::

is much complaint on the part oi
hern growers who use our seed,
gr-.-ut loss is suffered from impurriety and from diseased stock,
-i'uation is such that unless there
iatp improvement in the quality
stock sent out from the State,
hern growers will seek other poters for their seed.
i
..prove the seed stock of theMaine
a rigid inspection system will be
idled by the Seed Improvement
ation with the assistance of the
:
tment of Agriculture.
This sysinclude a careful inspection oi
--fed before planting, by men whc
-miliar with the diseases which in>" Maine
potatoes, and further inspecat
blossoming time and before har;

■

vest.
h lies

will be made covering the handof the seed and of the crop tending
ar i elimination of disease and vari■htial impurities.
Potatoes which reach a standard of
[Wv and of freedom from disease will
br certified and recommended
by the
hta'e Agricultural
Department and the
See improvement Association.
A portion of the cost of this
inspection
*crk must be borne
by the grower, who
!VI
1
in
the
repaid
higher prices re■icived for his seed stock. Careful growets viho realize the need and desire tc
improve the standard of the potato crop
Maine are invited to write the Department of Agriculture or the Secretary
01 the Seed
Association at an early date.
le
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TWO VERY ABLE HENS.
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the current issue of Farm and Fireappears a report of the achieveof two world-beating hens atto the Oregon
poultry experistation. One of these hens laid
Kgs in 365 days and the other 301

i
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without credit.

wise

and have made it one of the remarkable examples of agricultural co-operaButter is one of
tion In the world.
their main products, and, finding It almost impossible to market It otherwise,
they learned to market it so successfully co-operatively that Denmark.
only one-third as large as the state of
New York, and with a population
equal to that of Iowa, exports $1,000,000 worth of butter a week.

i
:

Success Due to Several Causes.
of co-operation in EuThe
rope. though due in the main to the
dire need of the farmer, compelling
him to submit to regulations not always to his liking, is due to other cirFor one thing,
cumstances as well.
the European farmer is permanently
located and rarely sells one farm and
This gives stability
moves to another.
which an American community seldom
has. Again the European farmers live
In villages and are near neighbors, with
all that that implies No doubt, too. the
European farmer is more inclined to
submit to authority than his American
brother who is traditionally indepond
ent. Finally, the European farmer has
been willing to follow the leadership
of men who have made it a life work
to
Improve agricultural conditions,
whereas the American farmer will not
readily follow leaders of his own type.
success

chicks by sucking their blood and even
tually causing strangulation, but b.i
moving the chicks frequently to nev
ground, keeping them off the wet gras:
and, for emergencies, having on ham

good gape remedy, this pest maj
be easily exterminated. There is als<
some

another disease the chicks are heir to
Its dlsttn
which Is white diarrhea.
guishing characteristic is a sleepy ap
pearance, drooping wings, rough feath
This dls
ers combined with diarrhea.
he brought in by infected
breeders, poor eggs for hatching or by
baby chicks themselves. Where chicks
are badly infected destroy them at
If only one or two seem afflicted
once.
disinfect the brooders, coops, feed, water dishes, etc., and try one of the
standard remedies.
may

THE

a

they
a rapid rate.
In the dairy business there was a
i similar cause for the development of
co-operation. In Denmark, for examfor
ple, there was no adequate market
j the' butter made on the farms. It was
; necessary that something be done, and
about thirty years ago the Danes
adopted the co-operative system of butter making, which had been tried both
in the United States and in Germany,

Gape* and Other Troubles.
We all have had more or less expert
ence with gapes caused by a small I
shaped worm about half au inch lo-g
which fastens itself to the intei-io:
walls of the windpipe, weakening tin

ease

Fortunately

j

ROADS TO

RELATION OF
RURAL SCHOOLS.

SWANV1LLE CENTER.

Mrs. Joseph Marden is slowly improvThe rural population is more willing t
side, the national farm paper published
ing.
better schools to-day than at an;
at Springfield, Ohio, appears an editorial support
Mrs. Kate
Hustus is very ill with
previous time. It is being realized tha ; j
j showing how American farmers got all educational activities or agencie ! pneumonia.
! bumper returns from their crops last must be
more or less correlated, am
James C. Durham of Belfast has start*
:
year even if they did not get bumper more than all else, that they must fa- ! ed
his saw mill in Waldo.
made accessible to the children. In man;
crops.
Following is an extract:
“The U. S. D. A. has made determina- counties where bad roads prevail, mos ;
Thompson Bros’ wood-sawing machine
tions which show that the cash value of of the schools are of the antiquated one
is in the Center sawing wood.
the 1912 farm produce of the United room variety. They are usually locatei '
E. H. Littlefield bought last week four
States is greater than ever before in our along bad loads, which, during the win i
j
fine cows and 80 hens for his own use.
history. The cash income of the farm- | ter, when the schools are usually in ses !
ers is estimated at $5,847,000,000 after I sion, become so nearly impassable as ti <
Martin Nickerson bought a span of
\
retaining on the farm what is needed for make it difficult for the children to read horses last week of E. H. Littlefield.
maintenance. This is twice as much as them. This condition causeB irregula;
Joshua Littlefield of Waldo has bought
we produced in 1899—in money value.
attendance and restricts the educationa I j
a yoke of fine steers from his son EphWe must not confuse money value with opportunities of the child. Not onl;
yield per acre, for the two have no close this, but it often impedes the economii | Jaim.
Neither must we assume that consolidation of these smaller schools
relation.
Charles Thompson has moved his camp
j
the farmers are better off by the full into larger, stronger graded schools
to Durham’s mill and is hauling logs to
amount of the increase in cash values; with high-school courses, directed by
the mill.
for the rents have increased, and so has competenfprincipal and corps of teach
Benj. Webb has served his enlistment
the cost of living on farms as elsewhere. ers, accord ng to the Office of Publii |
But there can be no doubt that the splen- Roads.
j in the Navy and is visiting his uncle,
Charles
Webb, for an indefinite time.
did returns from the farms this year is
On the other hand, in counties whicl
the brightest spot in our national situa- have improved their roads the schools
MORRILL.
tion. For five years financial conditions are easily reached, the average attend
all over the world have been getting ance greater, the efficiency largely in
more and more unsatisfactory, and this creased
and
economic consolidatior
George Erskine remains about the
Beason may be the bottom of the ‘low.’ made
possible. Regular attendance a ; same.
Let us hope so. Fair crops brought ns school means consistent and regulas
F. A. Grey is still confined to his home
more
money than bumper crops would 'growth of both school and pupil, consoliwith illness.
have done, and will go far toward giving dation of schools means a maximum ol
a firm basis to business. The grists from
E. Brodigan from Lawrence, Mass., is
efficiency at a minimum of cost. It ii
farms will keep city mills grinding.”
also noteworthy that there is a markec
a guest of Roscoe Cross.
tendency for the consolidated school t<
Erskine has returned from a

These remedies

■

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR! A
A REMINISCENCE OF BOYHOOD DAYS.

Seafaring, like every other calling, is
large extent inherited. New England has no doubt produced more Amerito a

than all ine rest of the United States. My father and grandfather
were
both shipmasters. They
him
before
were natives of West Brooksville, Maine.
I never tired listening to their tales of
the sea when a lad, and when school was
over would rush to the East River with
otherB of my playmates who lived in
Pike street, this city, within a stone’s
throw of the big sectional docks. It was

■

can seamen

a

Simon
two months’ visit in Massachusetts.

become the social and intellectual centei
of the community. Most modern rura
schoolhouses are so constructed as t<
serve the community as gathering places
for various kinds of public meetings, ant
where vans are used to convey the children to school during the day they arc
frequently pressed into service to hau
the farmers and their wives to institute
work, lectures, or entertainments at the
The consolidated Bchoo
schoolhouse.
becomes a sort of community center t<
which all educational and social activitiei

Mrs. George Dow visited her parents,
C. B. Knowlton and wife, in Liberty last
week.
Miss Annie Paul spent the week-end
with her friend Miss Ethel Parker in
Castine.

Medical Book mailed free.
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Nineteen veterans and their friends
from Morrill attended the meeting of the
Waldo County Veteran Association in
Memorial hall, Belfast, March 5th.
SWANVILLE.

eczema

Mrs. A. E. Cunningham spent the
week-end in Prospect.
1
Miss Gwen Boody of Brooks is visiting
Thomas W. Hanshew', who has died ii ,
Annesley, a suburb of London, England her friend Mrs. G. T. Nickerson.
was a prolific writer of novels, under thi !
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Nickerson of Monpen name of “Bertha M. Clay,” ant i roe visited at A.T.Nickerson’s March 8th.
his works have numbered more than tw<
Z. D. Hartshorn, wife and daughter
hundred volumes. He was born in Brook Martha of
Searsport called on mends
lyn, N. Y., in 1857, and for the pas ; in town March 7th.
quarter of a century had resided it
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Varney and son
England. His novels had been widel;
read on both sides of the Atlantic. Mr George spent the week-end in Monroe
Hanshew was identified when only six with relatives.
teen years old with Worth’s Theatre, oi
Gertrude, daughter of Mr. and Mre. G.
the site of the present Daly’s Theatre T. Nickerson,observed her third birthday
March 6th by inviting in a few of her
in New York, and a few years late
Clara Morris and Adelaidi friends. Ice cream and cake were served.
played with
Neilson. He took leading juvenile role !
Mrs. H. G. Applin and daughter
with Miss Ellen Terry. Later he turnec 1 Phyllis returned to her home in SomerHe
was
the son of the lati ! ville Mass., March 5th, accompanied by
to us than the same number of dollars in to writing.
after years. The calkers, the pitch boil- Elisha Hanshew and brother of Dr. Elisbi t her sister, Miss Augusta Nickerson, who
of
Hanshew,
will visit her a few weeks.
Brooklyn.
ers, the carpenters and others employed
about the docks would often aid us in our
The
search for junk, as we called it.
lads that played about the docks in those
days were Americans of good stock, and
see

a street of beautiful residences and
many of New York’s eminent citizens resided there and in the streetB which ran

What
down from it to the East River.
a change the lapse of years has brought
about!—Capt. George L. Norton in the
Marine Journal.
For regular action of ute bowels; easy, nat
ural movements, relief of constination, try
Doen’a Reguleta. 26c. at all stores.

.'ft

Kidney Disease.

Rervous Debility. Vital Weakness.1.00
Urinary Incontinence. Wetting Bad.35
Sore Throat, Quinsy.25

■

■

OTYLBS

®

s|

FOR SALE BY

J

/Dwight

Camden. Selectmen, J. K. Hooper,
F. W. Conant, W. S. Richards; town
clerk, John T. Smyth; treasurer, J. H.
Hrdgman; tax collector, John J. Paul:
school committee, B. E. Packard, Sup'..

P.

Palmar^

Masonic Temple, Belfast

{

Finally Restored To Health
By Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound.

Bellevue, Ohio.—“I was in a terrible
Money appropriated. $38,374: Schools,
$8450; highways, $6250: State aid road, state before I took Lydia E. Pinkham’s
$1194; support of poor, $1000.
Vegetable Compound. My back
Frankfort.
Selectmen, Frank L.
ached until I thought
Tyler, Geo. H. Staples, H. M. Black;
it would break, I had
town clerk, Darius K. Drake; town agent,
Frank L. Tyler; treasurer, Arthur Boyd;
pains all over me,
tax collector, Victor LeSan; school com
nervous feelings and
mittee, Lewis P. Kingsbury. Money apperiodic troubles. I
propriated: Schools, $850; highways.
was very weak and
$1500; support of poor and all town $2000.
run down and was
_

MONROE. Selectmen, Fred A. Tasker,
losing hope of ever
Frank W. Wingate, John W. Goodwin;
being well and
town clerk, G. A. Palmer; treasurer, G.
strong. After takA. Palmer; tax collector, F. A. Little--ing Lydia E. Pinkfield; school committee, F. H. Cunning- ham’s Vegetable Compound I improved
ham, W. E Plummer, H. E. Nealley.
and today am s well woman. I
BELFAST anc I Money appropriated: Schools, $1,500; rapidly
cannot tell you how happy I feel and I
high school, $400; highways, $2,500; sup- cannot
say too much for your Compound.
port of poor, $300; other purposes. State
BURNHAM.
highways, $400; repair State highway, Would not be without it in the house if
$50; other purposes, $1,960.50. Total, it cost three times the amount ’’—Mrs.
On and after Sept 28.1913. trains connect*
Chas. Chapman, R. F. D. No. 7, Belle$7,110.50.
ing at Burnham and Waterville with througl
trains for an! from Bangor, Waterville, PortChina.
W. H. Jones; vue, Ohio.
Moderator,
land and Boston, will run as follows:
clerk, W. W. Washburn; supt. school
Woman’s Precious Gift.
FROM BELFAST.
committee, Ira C. Haskell; town collector
The
one which she should most zealPM
pa
AM
and treasurer, F. A. Doe; fire warden.
:
2
12 20
Belfast, depart. 7 05
ously
guard, is her health, but it is
W.
W.
commis2J
Washburn; highway
»12 25
12 21
the one most often neglected, until
City Point. ‘7 10
sioner for three years, W. J. Jones; as
t2 3
17 20
M2 35
Waldo
sessors, Orrin F. Sproul, C. N. Webber some ailment peculiar to her sex has
2 4
12 47
Brooks. 7 32
fastened itself upon her. When so afand F. D. Rand: auditor, J. O, Fish.
rl2 59
12 5
Knox. 17 44
1 05
Appropriations: Highways and bridges fected such women may rely upon Lydia
Thorndike. 7 50
3^
1 13
Unity. 7 58
3£ $4500; State highway, $733; common E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, a
tl 23
Winnecook.t8 08
schools, $2400; repair on school buildings. remedy that has been wonderfully suc3^
3 3i
1 35
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
$300; text books, $250; High schools, cessful in restoring health to suffering
tl 59
15 0j !
Clinton. 8 39
51« $900; miscellaneous, $1200; Grand Army, women.
8 48
Benton.
12 25
3 31 I $30.
7 00
Bangor
If you have the slightest doubt
5 2J
2 18
Waterville. 9 02
PALERMO. Moderator, H. M. Nelson;
4
50
5(
that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegeta12
1150
Portland.
G.
M.
G.
clerk,
Crommett;
selectmen,
5 11
3 20 p m 8 10
Boston.
M. Crommett, W. S. Jones, E. S. Cain; ble Compound will help you,write
TO BELFAST
road commissioners, left with the select- to Lydia E.Pinkham MedicineCo.
AM
A a
Y M
mein to appoint; school committee, R. E.
(confidential) Lynn,Mass., for ad3 00
9 0(
Boston.
Nelson.
Voted
to maintain a school in vice. Your letter will l»e opened,
P
the Foy district. Voted to continue the read and answered by a woman*
12 4(
7 0C
Portland.
school on Western Ridge for remainder and held in strict confidence.
AM
•old hy druggists* or sent on receipt of price.
HUMPHREYS' HOKBO. MEDICINE CO., Com
William and Ana Streets, Hew York.

...

7 10
Waterville
Bangor.. 7 00
Benton. 7 21
Clinton. 7 30
8 35
Burnham, leaveWinnecook. 48 45

Unity..

3 II
1 51
3 23 33 5<
4 01
40!
4 1‘
4 2;
4 41
»4 51
t5 01
6 01

10 02
10 15

10 08
10
10
tlO
10

8 54

17
30
40
55

1105
Thorndike. 9 02
til 15
Knox.t9 10
9
1135
25
Brooks.
til 45
Waldo. 19 35
til 55
Citypoint. t9 45
12 01
Belfast, arrive. 9 50
tFlag station
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold a!
H. D. WALDRON,
$5.25 from Belfast.
General Passenger Agent
D. C. DOUGLASS.
General Mamurer. Portland Maine

STEAMSHIP

EASTERN

CORPORATION.
Bangor Line— Winter Schedule.
SPECIAL FARES
BELFAST AND BOSTON, $2.25
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Belfast at 3.00 p.
day and Thursday.
For
at 7.30

m.

for Boston Mon-

Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport
a. m., Wednesday and Saturday.
RETURNING

Leave Boston

at

5.00 p.

Tuesday

m.

Friday.

Leave Rockland at 6.15

of steamer

from

Saturday.

a. m.

(or

on

anc

arrive’

Boston) Wednesday

anc

FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

CONSTIPATION

ISDANGEROUS
Pinklets, the

New

Laxative,

Really Do Correct It.
The sufferer from constipation is distressed after eating, gas forms on the
stomach, the abdomen has a feeling of
pressure and weight and is hard and distended.
The blood soon absorbs poisons that
should have been expelled and loss of
flesh shows that the body is being poorly
nourished. Headaches beeomerfrequent,
the patient is drowsy, irritable and sometimes faint.
Pinklets, the new laxative pills, do not
wear out their effect before accomplishing their work of correcting constipation,
because they do not stimulate the Dowels
to over-exertion. They assist nature so
gently that the action is regular and
thorough, yet without griping. Pinklets
put the liver, stomach and bowels in harmonious, perfect working order.
A Bhort trial of Pinklets will convince
you that they are the ideal laxative.
Every druggist can now supply you with
Pinklets at 25 cents per bottle. Write to
the Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Srlienectadv, N. Y., for a Pinklet book telling
all about the treatment of constipation.
_

Collector,

of the year.

constable and

treasurer, H. F. Chadwick; fire warden, Ittil/KKJiyiAMv mu 1 UAL
S. E. Bowler; surveyor of wood, lumber
FIRE INSURANCE CO.
and bark, H. M. Nelson, Harry Leeman,
ANDOVER, MASS.
M. J. Nelson; fence viewers, S. E. BowAssets December 31,1913
ler, Woodbury Tibtetts, T. F. Rowe.
Money raised: snow bills of 1913 and Mortgage loans.$120,727 00
4.U00 00
1914, $1000; roads and bridges. $1500; Collateral loans.
stocks and
140.630 06
support of schools; $1.25 per capita; sup- Cash in officebonds.
and
bank. 17,020 43
port of High school, $125; repairs on Agents’ balances. 21.757 34
school buildings; $100. Voted to maintain Interest and rents.
2,921 94
a

school in the Bowler district.

For text

books, $50; supplies and appliances, $25;
secondary schools, $100; building State
road, $533; destroying brown tail moths,
$200; support of poor, $500. Voted to
[ raise $100 for repairs on Downer hill,
town charges, $600.
UNITY. At the annua! town meeting
March 9t.h the following officers were
elected: J. H. Farwell. moderator; E. D.
Chase, clerk; E. B. Hunt, R. S. Ward
and E. B. Rand, selectmen; J. H. Farwell, treasurer; J. B. Vickery, member
of school committee for three years: H.
L. Waning, member of school committee
for one year; W. L. Fairbanks, constable; E. T. Whitehouse, fire warden;
P. W. Whitaker, member of board of
health and J. H. Farwell, tax collector.
It was voted to discount 5 per cent, on
taxes paid before July 1st; 2 per cent,
before Jan. 1st and to leave tax for collection Feb. 1st, tax to become due 12
days after commitment. It was voted
to raise $300 for rebate on taxes; $2,500
for the repair of roads and bridges; 20
1 cents per hour per man for labor on road
I or 40 cents for man and horse; $500 for
! support of poor; $300 for support of
! schools; $150 for repairs on school buddings; $150 for text books; $450 for Free
High school; $40 for reference books for
High school; $25 for High school laboratory; $25 for Pilley Post, G. A. R.; $500
miscellaneous expenses, and $400 for
town officers charges, also $533 with
1 State aid for State road; $50 to repair
State road already made and $250 for
road machine and to cut down all trees
and shrubs within the limits of the highway that the brown tail moth’s nests
have not already been removed from Jan.
1st except shade trees and shrubs within
two rods of residences.
—-

—

Your Cilia May Have worms
a watchful eye on your child’s health
all, guard against worms, Familiar
symptoms of worms in children
are:
Deranged stomach, furred
belching, variable apa| jprijA tongue,increased
®
thirst, acid or
petite,
heayy breath, nausea, enlarged
abdomen, costiveness, pale face
of leaden
tint, bluish rings
around eyes, itching of nostrils
Trade Mark
languor, irritability, disturbedsleep, grinding of teeth, irreg

Keep

Above

ularity

of

Gross Assets.$1,388,002 53
Deduct items not admitted........
18,226 40
Admitted Assets.$1,369,776 13
Liabilities Dec. 31,1913.
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 71,675 35
Unearned Premiums. *.
499,081 06
All other Liabilities.
10,406 25
Cash Capital.
600,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 288,613 48
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$1,369,776 13
JAMES H. KNEELAND, Agent,Searsport,Me.
3wll

NEWARK FIRE

INSURANCE CO.,

Newark, N.

J.

Assets December 31,1913
Real estate..$ 150,000 00
608,260 00
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds. 1,074,177 28
Cash in office and bank.
136,788 72
156,06b 18
Agents’ balances...
All other assets.
30,950 16
Gross assets.$2,066,219 34
Deduct items not admitted.
46,326 57
Admitted assets.$2,0( 9,892 77
Liabilities December 31,1918
Net unpaid losses.$ 116,49116
Unearned premiums..
767,389 87
All jther liabilities.
27,978 18
Cash capital.
600,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 608,033 66
Total liabilities and surplus.$2,009,892 77
MAURICE W. LORD, Agent, Belfast, Maine
3wl0

Weber
just received

Light,

easy

For sale by

Wagons

a new car oi weoer

Wagons

tunning general purpose wagons.
j.. A. MCKEEN

Gross assets.$307.056 82
Deduct items not admitted.
5,601 35
Admitted assets.$301 455 47
Liabilities December 31, 1913
Net unpaid losses.$ 5,200 00
Unearned premiums. 198,339 19
All other liabilities.
5,715 66
Surplus over all liabilities. 92,200 62

Total liabilities and surplus.$301,455 47
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast, Me
3wl0
UNITED STATES BRANCH
NORTH BRITISH AND MERCANTILE
FIRE INSURANCE CO.
of London and Edinburgh.
Assets December 31, 1913.
Stocks and bonds.$8,477,684 54
Cash in office and bank.
268,566 61
Agents’ balances
869,595 80
Bills receivable.
834 66
All other assets
101,629 08
Gross assets. $9,718,310 69
Deduct items not admitted.
931,104 22
Admitted assets.$8,787,206 47
Liabilities December 31. 1913.
Net unpaid losses.$ 457,866 25
Unearned premiums. 4,849,874 30
All other liabilities.
99,250 CO
Surplus over all liabilities. 3,380,215 92
liabilities and surplus.$8,787,206 47
ALBERT M. AMES, Agent.
Stockton Springs, Me.
C. H. SARGENT, Agent,
3wl0
Belfast, Maine.
Total

STATEMENT OF THE

PH(EN!X INSURANCE COMPANY
of Hartford, Conn.
Assets December 31, 1913
Real estate.$
141,013 38
Mortgage loans.
33,100 00
Collateral loans.
77,000 00
Stocks and bonds. 12,392,069 75
Ca9h in office and bank.
658,498 91
Agents’ balances. 1,153,060 96
InLerest and rents...
103,280 22
All other assets.
54,331 43

----

Gross assets.$14,612,354 67
Deduct items not admitted.
44,298 79
Admitted assets. .$14,568,055 S3
Liabilities December 31,1913
Net unpaid losses.$
578,003 19
Unearned premiums. 5,619,137 31
All other liabilities.
210,000 00
Cash capital. 3,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 5,160,915 38

pulse.

Grown folks are subject to worms also.
The one best remedy is Dr. True’s Elixir, the
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller. First
sold by my father in 1851—today it has a worldwide reputation. Good for adults also. Get a
bottle today at your dealers. 35e, 50c and $1.00.
ydvice free. Special treatment for tapeworms.
Send for book.

Total liabilities and surplus_$14,568,055 88
ALBERT M. AMES, Agent,
3wl0
Stockton Springs, Me.
THE /YIETROPOLI TAIN CASUALTY
INS. CO. OF NEW YORK

MASS.

Assets Dec. 31,1913.
Collateral Loans.$1,202,668 63
Stocks and Bonds.
62,047 05
Cash in Office and Bank.
114,688 70
Balances...
90 00
Agents*
Interest and Rents.
8,608 26

..

*

other purposes, $1345.

LOSING HOPE
WOMANVERY ILL

77 La Grippe—Grip.28

BOSTON,

Savage.

tha
had annoyed me for a long time. The resul
was lasting’'—Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commis
sioner, Laboi Statistics, Augusta, Me.
me

ms

FOB

Fevers. Congestions. Vuknmroatlcma..38
Worms. Worm Fever. ...38
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness at IstuMs.SS
Diarrhea, of Children owl Adults..38
Coughs. Colds, Bronchitis.Sr
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.....i:
Headache. Sick Headache, Vertigo.2
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.....3£i
Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.38
Suit Rheum. Eruptions..38
Rheumatism, Lumbago.....38
Fever and /.sue. llalsrla.r
Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External. Internal
Catarrh. Influensa, Cotu in Head.£
Whooptns Cough.£
Asthma, Oppressed, DlPcalt Breathing.?

Selectmen. A. E. Cun-

SwanvilLE.

ningham, A. D. Moody, IraVeazie; town
clerk, W. E. Daiwn; town agent, H. P.
White; treasurer, W. E. Damm; tax
collector, F. N. Curtis; school committee
J. N Nickerson.
Money appropriated,
$8645; schools, $800; highways, $1500;

Lewis Jackson and wife have returned MASSACHUSETTS FIRE & MARINE
from Augusta, where they passed the
INSURANCE COMPANY,
winter with their daughter, Mrs. Josie

converge, and in order that it may pro:
perly perform that function all of the
highways leading to it should be so im; proved as to render it readily accessible
i throughout the year.
I!

scientifically

are

carefully prepared prescriptions; used i.
many years by Dr. Humphreys in hia piivaL
practice, and for nearly sixty years by the
people with satisfaction.

:

eventually made shipmasters and shipping merchants. Pike, Market and other
streets in that neighborhood on the East
Side were inhabited by the well-to-do
people of the city. East Broadway was

all

j
j

and benevolent man started a co-operI atlve credit company and so marked
I was its success that there are today
orer 15,000 such companies alone, and
are still increasing in numbers at

ment in overheated brooders.

In the current issue of Farm and Fire-

great treat to sit on the cap log and
big ships gradually lifted through
the water out of the dock’s secpumping
365 days. Neither one laid mor< tions and to watch the process of stripn
egg a day. Their production by ping the metal off the bottoms, then
fn-i i.s follows:
and remetaling them again.
j calking
:':- n No. C 151
Hen No. C-543
After the ship was lowered and the dock
'-Dec. 1. 14
Oct. 16-Nov. 1. 11
pumped out again a gang of men would
t-Mitier. 23
November. ! ! be set to work to
pick up all the old bits
23
December. 11 of
F“u ir>
bent and broken copper nails,
23
January. 21 ! | andcopper, that had been strewed about
such,
26
February. Z j
26
March. 81 and which were the property of the shipAfter the laborers had finished,
owners.
: the
fatherly old dock superintendent
26
June.. 2' [ would give the signal and we gamins
21
;
I were allowed to pick up all the nails that
:! had been left behind.
25
September. 21 1 When our
v, .,bfer
'ember 1-12. 9
pockets t7er° filed we would
October 116..... 1. [
run for the junkshop and exchange our
.803
Total.29: uncoined copper for the big copper cents
of those days, which were of more value
--

in a fair way
left the German farmer
of his farm, for
to lose the ownership
he was without money and almost

|

will fasten on the heads of the chick:
and gradually suck their blood unti
they die. Another ailment commoi
among flocks of young chickens Is les
weakness, which is chiefly caused b:
using feed lacking in proper bone am
animal matter and too close confine

PROSPERITY AMONG FARMERS.

H Hrtment of Agriculture of the
ve ill cooperate with the Seed Assohe

embracing as It does th
safeguarding agaiijst overheating. col<
and storms, rats, cats, weasels, hawk
and such accidents as drowning, smok
ing lamps and pugnacious mothers.
If the chicks are to be reared Ij;
hens provide lurge, safe coops, witl
board floors and weather tight roof
and sides. Allow room enough for th'
mother to have an outdoor run. when
she may dust herself and exerclsi
properly. Don’t be afraid of using dls
Infectants iu and about the coops am
brooders; also be keenly on the look
out for head lice, for these little pest

kettle over fire. Add water as needed
to keep the'slaking lime from sputterIng, stirring frequently. When the
lime is broken up into a pasty mass
Then boil for an
add the sulphur.
hour, adding bot water from time to
time. When the color changes to clear
brown remove from tlie tire and add
hot water to make fifty gallons. Stir
and strain through burlap or an iron
or brass strainer with at least twenty
threads to the inch. Use while warm.
In using lime provide covers for the
horses for protection ugainst the spray.
Old cotton sheeting or bags sewed together will answer the purpose.
Apply in the spring just before the
buds open. Before spraying Is attempted trees should be severely pruned and all loose bark scraped off. Absolute thoroughness in covering all
scales is no*-r s.,,;. lie a use the spr:;
kills by conrsei
,iy.
In orchards of lbu frees or less e
good spray pump with a large ailchamber, mounted on a fifty gallon
barrel, will answer the purpose. All
working parts should be of brass. It
should be fitted with a twenty foot
hose, an eight to twelve foot cxieusioe
rod and a nozzle that will throw a line,
misty spray. At least two men v.-iil 1
fequired to operate the apparatus, o>
to pump and the other to manage tl
iose.
Large sprayers with
■mrine newer ■i».*

IjVlrKUVEMEIN i.

rordance with the action of the
JSeed Improvement Association,
-■

|
!

,

necessary,

of water.

little water mix the

a

dom from lice and plenty of room h
Which to exercise, food of the rlgh
kind and In the right quantities am j
protection from weather accidents am
natural euemies.
The first three or four weeks are thi
critical periods and protection is ver;

Into a thick paste in a separate vessel.
Place the lime with about ten gallons
of warm water in a thirty gallon iron

:

(

a

quite

HIBBARD,

It Is not because of any funda
the men, but
mental differences In
condirather to the widely different
of Eu
tions under which the farming
of America is done. The
rope and that
In desperate
European farmer was
i circumstances. Something had to be
Hard times of
none. For example, the
the middle of the nineteenth century

those of youngsters, am
success depends upon inherited const!
tutional vigor, comfort, such as free

Preparing the Lime and Sulphur.
With

are

H.

ized.

numerous as

It supplies the bac
These bac j
Hopelessly infested trees should be
teria are indispensable because som< !
down and burned completely. A
of them make the nitrogen of the sol I cut
available for plants, while others 111 ! [very effective spray, which also deatmospheric nitrogen In the soil anc ; stroys peach leaf curl, apple scab and
nmder It available as a plant food j other fungous diseases, is one consistHumus gradually decays and liberate!
ing of twenty pounds of quicklime, fifcarbonic add gas. This acts on tin
teen pounds of flowers of sulphur and
polls productive.

B.

University of Wisconsin.
asked why EuThe question is often
while Amerco-operate
farmers
ropean
lean farmers struggle along unorgan-

all begin at once.

the troubles of chlckhood

especially fond of the peach, currant
plum, pear and apple.

:

Their Reasons and Methods.

For the wouh l
be poultry raiser must have ceaseles
vigilance and boundless patience, a ,

flat against the bark, skin of fruit or
leaves of t*ees and rapidly cover the
entire plant with a continuous layer of
minute scales. Each scale sucks sap
through a tiny beak. Fruit and scales
cannot grow on the same tree. Young

!

Exacting

rAnmcna uu-

OPERATE

Work.

K. PARKINSON.
hatching of little chicks th
arduous duties of a
protector, a dietl
tian and a family physician rolled inb >

may be distinguished a small
nipple. The multiplying powers of the
San Jose scale are enormous. They lie

|

but

With the

Kaneae.

which

It Is impossibli

Interesting

WHY EUROPEAN

THE CHICKS

E.

DOYLE,

Agriculture,

pin.
The color Is almost or quite black, with
a ring near the center, on the inside of

Humus has many functions In soils
p makes heavy soils open and porous
and this promotes aeration. Olay solll
wv especially benefited from the stand

i

of

i

about the size of the head of a

to grow good crops unless the soil ii
vei; supplied with humus.

\

Look

leaves and anl

matter humus.

life.

mo

organic

W.

H.

really productivi

polls that are

A

to Overcome Pests,

Only Way

Department

K CAKING

TOWN ELECTIONS.

HUMPHREYS'

WESTERN

Assets Dtcember 31, 1913
Stocks and bonds.$
706,250 00
Cash in office and bank.I
64,586 45
balances.
7S
143,977
Agents'
Interest and rents.
5,497 49

ASSURANCE COMPANY

Toronto,

Canada.

Assets December 81,1913.
Stocks and bonds.1,929,883 85
Cash in office and bank.
451,878 58
Agents’ balances. 260,047 55
696 86
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
20,396 67
All other assets.
17,673 84

Gross assets.$
Liabilities December 31, 1913

unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums.
Ail other liabilities.

Net

capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
Cash

Gross assets.$2,680,577 35
Deduct items not admitted.
354,473 92

58,771
349,400
55,386
200.000
256,752

94
24
58
00

96

Total liabilities and surplus.... $ 920,311 72
FIELD & QUIiVlBY, Agents, Belfast, Maine

Admitted assets .$2,326,103 43
Liabilities December 31, 1913.
Net unpaid losses.$ 167,566 89
Unearned premiums. 1,327,882 57
All other liabilities.
28,827 30
212,000 00
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities. 689,826 67

3wl0

U. S. BRANCH
SUN

INSURANCE OFFICE.

Assets December 31, 1913
[teal Estate.$

Total liabilities and surplus.$2,326,103 43
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents. Belfast, Maine.

stocks and Bonds
Jash in Office and

3wl0

Banks.

Agents’Balances.

Interest and Rents.
All other assets.

THE WILLIAM5BURQH CITY FIRE
INS. CO. OF NEW YORK.

171 925 04
3,782,646 44
438,169 22
516,268 03
48,837 73
42,016 91

Gross Assets.$ 4,999,863 37
Deduct items not admitted.
133,714 96

Assets December 31,1913
Real estate. $ 107,373 70
Mortgage loans... 563.158 86
Collateral loans.
5,000 00
Stocks and bonds. 3,579,988 81
and
office
in
bank.
Cash
365,049 35
376,294 94
Agents’balances.
Bills receivable.
24,070 63
and
rents.
Interest
27,327 04
All other assets.
32,727 00

Admitted Assets.$ 4,866,148 41
Liabilities December 31, 1913
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.
Surplus over all Liabilities.

281,594 00

3,000,794 55
88,449 63
1,495,310 23

Total Liabilities and Surplus.. .$ 4,866,148 41
JAMES PATTEE ft SON, Agents, Belfast, Me
3wl0

Gross assets.$5,080,989 83
Deduct items not admitted.
208,767 01
Admitted assets.$4,872,222 82
Liabilities December 31, 1913
Net unpaid losses.$ 267,616 00
Unearned premiums. 2,559,t’49 32
AH other liabilities.
35,000 00
Cash capital
1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,010,557 tO

GEU.t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law,

..

Total liabilities and surplus.$4,872,222 82
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents. Belfast. Me
3wl0

920,311 72

BELFAST, MAINE.

Practice in all

|

specaltv.i

Courts.

Probate* practice
2tf

o____

SEARSPORT.

program: Fra, Dialolo, Barnard, Orchestra;
Sylvia. D. Piotheroe, Miss Roulstone, Mrs. C.
E. Adams, Dr. F. K. Sawyer, Rev. C. H. McElhiney; Baritone song, Chanson D*Amour,
Hollman, Mr. McEJbiney; Violin eolo. Le
Cynse, Saint Saens, Miss Bernice Dunning;

to her home
Mr*. Percy Dodge ia confined
with a sore throat.
Saturday from
Sidney M. Webber returned
Vermont-!
to
a business trip
for a visil
“Sisa Mabel Griffin left Monday
Maas.
Canton,
in
brother
with her
who has had an ill
Capt. Joseph N. Putman,
on the street Saturday.
be
to
able
was
turn,
in MilMiss Pronell Gilkey, who is teaching
vacation at home
linocket, is spending a short
week from n visil
John Kelley returned laat
in Millwith his sister. Mr*. Harry Hayford,

bridge.
Sunday waB

a

soloists.

ttKw-e.
singing merrily.
for New York
Walter Sargent left last week
-—

one

of

the steamers of the American-

Saturday from
Henry W. Kneeland arrived
Mr. and
Boston and is visiting his parents,
Kneeland.
H.
J.
Mrs.
Iasi week from
Harold McElhiney arrived
in the firm oi
Boston, where he is employed

were

served.

RETURN

Bates and Yerxa.

to#the

h

Harding, finished
Steamer Penobscot. Capt.
coal
at the Penobscot
14th
March
discharging
Norfolk.
for
sailed
dock and
Parmenter, finishSteamer Kanawha, Capt.
at the Penobscot
12th
March
ed discharging
Norfolk.
for
sailed
and
coal dock

serve a public
Methodist society will
Thursday, p. m.
fish chowder in the vestry this,
other tempting
The menu will include many
viands.
Saunders, arrived
Sch. Northland, Capt.
News with 3,400
from
Newport
11th
March
Coal Co. at
Penobscot
the
to
coal
of
tons
Mack’s Point.
was
Wednesday morning,March 11th,the bay
the night
shore,
Island
to
the
Long
over
frozen
A northerly
before having been very -aim.
wind soon broke it up.
route last SatSteamer Camden came on the
Belfast, which is
urday, taking the placeof the
for the spring schedule
now being put in order
of four trips per week.

The

for

all sub-

j

Royal Bak-

ing Powder. There is no substitute for ROYAL. Royal is a pure,
cream

of

baking powder, and

tartar

healthful.

Powders offered

stitutes

made from alum.

are

as

sub-

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

The News of Brooks.

The various schools in town will open Monfor
day, March 22nd, after a brief vacation,
the spring term.
Mr. and Mrs. William Morrison, Church

Oscar Chase and wife of Jackson have visited for some days at F. H. Brown's,
Mrs. Nellie Caine of Clinton is in town called

street, returned March 11th from
tarry in Bangor.

a

two

days'

by the serious illness of her brother, Dr,
P. E. Luce.

The B.E Goodrich Company

Stone, Tampa.
Newport News, March 11. Ar. atm F J
Lisman, Seareport (and sailed for Fall River);
16. aid, aeh James W Paul, Jr, Portland.
Ponce, P R, March 10. Sid, sch Governor
Powere, Moss Point, Miaa (to load for Boston).
Bridgeport, Ct, March 12. Ar, sch Melboum
P Smith, Jacksonville, Fla.
Jacksonville, March 13. Ar, ach William E
Litchfield, Portland.
Gnlfport, March 18. Sid, ach Sedgwick,
-Kingaton, Jamaica.
Fernandina, Fla, March 14. Ar, ache Adelaide Barbour, San Juan; Calumet, New York.
Brunswick, Ga, March 15. Sid, ach George
H Ames, Haskell, Darien, Ga.
Searaport, March 12 Ar, atm Penobscot,
Norfolk; aid, atm Kanawha, coal port; 14, aid,
atm Penobscot, coal port; 16. ar, atm Mohawk,
Boston, and proceeded eastward; 16, aid, barge
Greenwood, Eliaabethport.
Stockton, March 13. Sid, sch Frances Goodnow,

today are no less affected by change. A philosopher has stated that a middle state of prosMr. and Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn, Church street,
perity is safest and happiest. Who knows?
God is less concerned with the safety and hap- spent March 10th in Bangor, returning by the
piness of His children than with a desire for last train the following day.
their perfection. Were we able to choose exOur sleighing is a memory, only! Carriages
ternal conditions, we would still have no conhave been taken from winter quarters, and
trol of changing moods. In the human heart
sleighs stowed away for this year, evidently.
there are emotions as strangely conflicting as
Mr. George Hopkins returned Saturday lrom
the meeting of snows and flowers. The events
the big
a. most enjoyable attendance upon
of a single hour may lend a glow or darken
Automobile Show in Boston during the week.
future years. The danger lies not in the cups
•
Miss Mary Powers of Bangor arrived in town
filled with bitterness am joy that must be
last week and is the guest of Mr. and
early
drained; but in the power of the individual to
street, for a
adjust himself to altered conditions. We must Mrs. Charles H. Emery, Maple
visit.
study not to free life from change but to meet ten days*
The auxiliary Aid of the Universalist parish
the changes with loyalty to God. Remember
Him in prosperity. It is He Who has lifted us was entertained Tuesday by Mrs. Hosea
Kenouf, Sea View street, for the customary
up. Then when trial comes keep the faith.
He has cast us down, though shaken and needlework and sociability.
bruised we must not waver. Were we tossed ^ Mrs. Sanborn, mother of Mis. Seth Brown,

Barbadoes
ordered to New York.

wa^

grocer

>

The

hundred and second Psalm, “Thou hast lifted
Life's experiences
me up and cast me down."
The Bible is filled
are varied in the extreme.
with dramatic instances. Joseph is lifted from
the pit to the palace and from the' prison he is
again exalted. Job, once prosperous, suffers
loss and affliction; iater is restored. Men of

F. Gilkey. arrived
Ship Timranda, Capt. N.
and
March 8th from Montevideo

at

Cake and coffee

No Substitutes
statutes sent you

parlor was prettily decorated.
Congregatioi&l Church Notes. Sunday,
March 15tb, Rev. C. H. McElhiney spoke from
the last part of the tenth verse of the one

Hawaiian line.

Cobb,

I

Quartet, The Rosary, Nevin; Monologue, selected, Mrs. H. C. Holmes; Soprano solo,
Beauty's Eyes, Tosti, Miss Roulstone; Symphony, from the Firefly, Orchestra. Each
number was enthusiastically applauded and
the program was greatly enjoyed. The orchestra was composed of the younger musicians, as follows: Ralph Gilkey, vfolin; Arthur
Young and Sumner Small, cornetists; Fulton
McElhiney, trombone and Bradley pianist.
Miss Mildred Shute was accompanist for the

fine, warm day, the snow goini
birds were out
very faBt and the early spring

to go in

16, ar, aeh Maaaaaoit, Norfolk;! 16, aid, aeh
Brina P Pendlaton, Port Read ng for Calais;
atm Miillnockat, Stockton; IT, nr, aeha Anns
Lord, Bridgeport; W D Hilton do; Alice J
Crabtree, do.
Boetbn, March 11. Ar, schs Edward B Wins*
low, Norfolk;'Mar; E H G Dow, Fernandina;
14, ar, ach Alice E Pendleton, Wiggins, S C.
Philadelphia, March 14 Cld, ach Horace A

of the Congregational church under the
direction of Miss Harriet Roulstone. The
room

ij

^Tt^BBTs^
n

Mrs. Hale Rose and child returned Saturday
from Bangor, where she had been with her
two sisters for ten days.

Rockland.

FOREIGN PORTS.

Puerto Mexico, March 4. 9 pm, aid stm
Texan, Stehelin, Delaware Breakwater (for
orders); 8, 10 a m, ar, stm Pennsylvanan, Nichols, New York; 14, 9 am, sr, stm Montanan,
Curtis, New York
Havana, March 7. Ar, sch Celia F, Mobile.

This New Medicine
Saves You

Money

We are druggists right here in your town
Miss Mattie Small of Thorndike has been and make a living out of the drug business,
spending a week at the residences of her aunt, but it is because people have to have drugs
Mrs. F. H. Brown, and cousin, Cheney Higgins. and not because we like to see people suffer
we don’t.
Our duty is to render the best serThe snow is rapidly disappearing on the
vice we can, and when someone is ailing, we
village streets, which makes it hard for heavy
are interested in seeing them take the best
teams, but it is still very good sleighing on the
medicine there is ior their particular trouble.
roads.
country
We don’t recommend “cure-alls,” as we don’t
The many friends of Mrs. E. C. Holbrook
believe there are such things. We don’t want
are rejoicing at her
complete recovery of you to
spend more than you have to. Some of
health, and her ability to again take her place
you get small wages, and when you're sick
in the social life of Brooks, from which she
none at all, and you should get the most you
has been sadly missed.

YOU CAN PAY MORE

—

can

The Jenkins sawmill has had to close down
again owing to lack of water. An unusually
large amount of lumber to be sawed is on hand
this spring at this mill and the spring thaws

j

|
5

going into)

jj

the bride’8 parents, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Simtheir daughter, Lizzie J. Randal',
was united in marriage to C. H. Forbes of
84th
his
birthday
celebrated
Black
B.
John
Brooki.. The ceremony was performed by the
March 17th at the home of his son-in-law, F. Rev. Lavid Brackett of Belfast. The
couple
the
is
only were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Simprobably
I. Mortland. Mr. Black
survivor in this section who worked in the mons, the former a brother of the bride. The
Red Jacket
crew which built the clipper ship
bride was be2omingly dressed in white mohair
at Rockland in 1863. He was employed as a with lace trimmings and the bride3maid wore
Bbip joiner until the ship was completed. The a blue silk poplin. The bride is a nurse and
Red Jacket was one of the most famous ships the groom a traveling salesman, who owns a
in the merchant service in her day.
nice farm in Brooks, where the couple will
make their home.
MrB. Henry G. Curtis entertained a few
in

The decorations and

score

cards

mons, when

keeping with the Saint’s day.

March 12th,
young ladies Thursday afternoon,
in honor of her Bister, Mrs. Arthur Healey of
Boston, who is her guest. The afternoon was
pleasantly spent with needlework and music
and a delicious lunch was served by the hostMrs. Healey. The affair was
ess, assisted by
Those present
very informal and defightful.
Miss Florence
were Miss Henrietta Gerry,
Colcord, Miss Mary McClure, Miss Alta Sarand Mrs. Andrew Wilband.

gent

Mrs. William H. Goodell entertained the
at her home in Main street March
13th. An hour was spent in sewing. A bird

Friday Club

Elizabeth
The
consolation, a horn, went to Mrs. William
Parse. Candy was served during the contest
and later ice cream and cake were served.
Piano and whistling solos were rendered by
Mrs. Butman and Mrs. Goodell. Others present were Mrs John Frame, Mrs. Amos Nickels,
contest

was

Trundy

won

held in which
the first prize,

Mrs.

an

emery.

I

Waning-MARSHALL. The m arriage of Simeon B. Waning, formerly of Monroe and Miss
Sylvia K. Marshall, formerly of Frankfort,
took place Saturday evening, March 14th, at
the home of the bride’s mother, Mrs. Martin
Ekquist, Bay View street extension, in the
Fred Waldo
presence of a few relatives.
Brown. Esq., officiated. Mr. and Mrs. Waning
will reside in Belfast.
An

Exchange

of

Compliments.

When Mr. Taft and Mr. Bryan met in
Washington the other day the secretary of
State saw fit to praise the ex-President by
saying that he was “the most magnificent
loser” in the history of the country. “I
thank you,” answered Mr. Taft. “This is a
great compliment surely—from a man of your
experience.”—Boston Herald.

came across a new remedy for
increasing strength and building up people
are

o

nlUt

Stockton’s young ladies will give a “Ghost
Party” this, Thursday, evening in Denslow
hall, which everybody will want to witness or
participate in, if the young blood yet tingles
in his or her veins! Admission to masked
ladies free—unmasked, 10 cents. Gentlemen
free. Supper Berved at “The Stockton.” Any
gentleman guessing his disguised partner’s
name correctly will be taken by her to supper,
otherwise he takes her. Fun and merriment
for the "young folks!” Music will be furnished by Dorr’s orchestra.

Searsmont. At the annual town meeting,
March 2nd, officers were elected as follows:
Moderator, C. R. Simmons; town clerk, A. L.
Maddocks; selectmen, A. P. French, F. H.
Cooper, L. H. Salisbury; treasurer, E. S. Wing;
collector, G. W. Gove; school committee, G. N.
Cooper. Appropriating: Schools, what the
law requires; roads and bridges, $2,000; support of the poor, $200; other purposes, $1915.
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SEED OATS
For the third season

8
28a32 Mutton,
42
9al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
9
60
Potatoes,
Beet,forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
10
Barley, bu,
24 Straw,
9.00
Cheese,
26a30
18Turkey,
Chicken,
2
18 Tallow,
Calf Skins.
12al3
20 Veal,
Duck.
22 W'ool, unwashed,
20
Eggtj,
6.00
Fowl,
16al7|Wrood, hard,
3.50
IS1 Wood, soft,
Geese,

Butter,
Beef, sides,

RETAIL

I

PRICE.

In the
who

Beef, Corned,
18|Lime,
Salt, J41b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
80 Onions,
Corn,
75,Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal.
75jPollock,
24
Pork,
Cheese,
185Plaster,
CottonSeed,
10;Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
18 Shorts,
Cranberries,
25a27 Sugar,
Clover Seed,
5 76a6 75 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
2 60a2 75'Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
15.Wheat Meal,
Lard

sowing

1 10
r.

5

12a

used them

were

so

PURITY.

offer seeds oats of dependable
first

well

year) we sold a lot
pleased with results

of them.

Those

that last

spring

1

to ten acres of ground to oats and then not have them
come up at all or get a lot of weeds of various kinds.
Call for the S. W. B. CO. brand and avoid this. Your dealer
will gladly supply you.

!

Butter

we

spring of 1912 (our

(1913) we were just deluged with orders and did not have enough to
supply the demand. This year we have bought a great many more
and while we expect they will carry us through the season we would
suggest that you place your order with your dealer early.
Every bag will be tagged “S. W, B. CO
Just think of the expense and disappointment of preparing and

;

RETAIL MARKET.

13 !

one

SWAK-WHITTEK-BICKFORD GO.,

14

1.13

34

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS,

1 65
5
40

BELFAST. MAINE.

;5
4

BORN

Bowden. In Bucksport, February 22, to Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Bowden, a daughter.
In West Brooklin, March 2, to Mr.
Carter
and Mrs. George W. Carter, a son, Frederick
Wilson.
Collins. In Castine. March 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Stillman Collins, a daughter.
ORCUTT. In Rockland, February 24, to Mr.
and Mrs. George B. Orcutt, a son, Kenneth

Girls Wanted
AT THE

I

Irvin._

Thompson Mfg. Co.

MARRIED

Arey-Stover. In Belfast, March 13, by Rev.
D. B. Phelan, Walter E Arey and Miss Mabel
Stover, both of Belfast.
Flanders-Donaldson. In Belfast, March
D. B.
14, at the Methodist parsonage, by Rev.
Phelan, Charles Henry Flanders of Northport
of
Augusta.
and Mrs Effie Leavitt Donaldson
Gray-Eaton. In Rockland, March 8, Maynard W. Gray and Edith M. Eaton, both of
Rockland.
Waning-Marshall. In Belfast, March 14,
by Fred Waldo Brown, Esq., Simeon B. WanK.
ing, formerly of Monroe, and Miss Sylvia
Marshall, formerly of Frankfort.

Appleton. Town meeting for election of
officers for the ensuing year was held Monday,
March 9th. The moderator, W. A. Waterman,
died
and clerk, B. J. N; ss were elected without opposition. The contest was on selectmen,
assessors and overseers of the poor. The DemCurtis. In West Gardiner. March 7P Mrs.
ocratic caucus nominated J. T. McCorrison, John W. Curtis, formerly of Washington.
Thursday evening, March 26th, an amusing Stephen Miller and Fred L. Waterman. At a
Cleveland. In Peabody, Mass., March 1,
entertainment will be presented in Denslow citizen’s caucus the officers who served so ac-* Mrs. Mazina Ellsworth Cleveland, a native of
last year were nominated, viz.,Geo.W. West Camden, aged 62 years, 3 montha and 12
Hall by the “Ladies’ Kitchen Orchestra,” as- ceptably W. H.
Gushee,
Moody and F. L. Waterman, days. Burial at West Rock port.
Stockton
the
sisted by
Military Band, Dorr’s and the same were elected. The vote was as
Dunbar. In Camden, March 12, Alexander
G.
W.
follows:
Gushee,
102; J. F. McCorrison, C. Dunbar, a native of Warren, aged 77 years.
Orchestra, and by the young ladies in the
A. H. Moody, 101; Stephen Miller 64; F. L
73;
In Belfast, March 16, Daniel WhiteGroves.
“stately minuet” and in Living Pictures. A Waterman having no opposition. Perley Perry
house Groves, aged 89 years and 3 days.
fine musical program will be furnished. Don't was elected a member of the school committee;
Hall. In Rockland, March 9. Harriet E.
fail to attend! “Laugh and grow fat.” Per- Clarence Ames, Fire Inspector; V- O. Keller, (Rhoades), widow of Edmund S. Hall, a native
All
bills have been paid of Northport, aged 83 years.
auditor and collector.
formance begins at 8 o’clock. Admission, 26
and the balance in favor of the town $792.74.
In Rockland, March 4, Justin
Havener.
cents for adults; children, 15 cents. Dancing There was raised for two new
bridges, $1,100; Francis, infant son of Charles Maynard and
State
town
offitickets
25
to follow at close of program, with
road, $400;
highways, $1,800;
Florence Ida (Rogers) Havener.
town expenses, $500; text books and
Keller. In Sailors’ Snug Harbor, Staten
cents. The proceeds to be devoted to civic cers, $500;
utinsels, $100; tuition, $100; repairs and insur- Island, N. Y., March 2, Freeman S. Keller of
improvements—making an attractive little ance on school houses, $300; Memorial Day, Camden, aged 81 years. Burial at Camden.
park of the vacant lot corner of East Main $10 00; brown tail moths, $200; support of
Shaw. In Miami, Fla., March 13, Annie
Blanche, wife of Charles F. Shaw of Belfast,
and Church streets. Let us all enthusiastically poor, $100.
aged 49 years, 6 months and 25 days.
work together for this village improvement,
In North Deer Isle, March 6,
Webster.
from a sanitary as well as an artistic point of
Charles W. Webster.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Wilcox. In Belfast, March 11 and 12, Carl
view.
by local applications, as they cannot reach the and Charles, infant sons of Mr. and Mrs. MarThe anxious relatives and friends of Capt. diseased portion of the ear. There is only one tin G. Wilcox.
Edmund Hichborn, West Main street, were, in way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an ina measure, relieved on Monday; to hear the
flamed condition of the mucous lining of the
following report from his vessel: “Disabled, 600 Eustachian Tube, When this tube is inflamed
miles, off Cape Hatteras—sails gone, rudder- you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearDeafness
head gone, and provisions out.” Fortunately, ing, anti when it is entirely closed.
is the result, and unless the inflammation can
a steamer, the Elisha Atkins, discovered this
be taken out and this tube restored to its
storm-battered craft and sent a boat load of normal condition, hearing will be destroyed
nine cases out of ten are caused by
forever:
forwarded
a
necessary food, and immediately
which is nothing but an inflamed conA Catarrh,
wireless message giving these particulars.
Your
Mi-o-na will
dition of the mucous surfaces.
revenue cutter has been dispatched to tow the
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
Hichborn
sailthat
caninto
vessel
Stomach in Order
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
port. Capt.
injured
ed from Port Tampa, Florida, loaded with not be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. kSend
If you are a stomach sufferer do not despair
phosphate rock—a heavy cargo-and being in for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio. —immediate, safe and sure relief is at hand.
the line of the recent severe storms many of
our wise experienced sea captains have been
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hi-o-na Stomach Tablets, sold in fifty cent
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
hoses at all drug stores, are a specific for outapprehensive of serious consequences. All
are now eagerly waiting the arrival of hia
of-order stomachs.
vessel and her complement of officers and
Hi-o-na is not only a quick digestive, but a
stimulant and strengthener of the stomach
men, thankful that there has been no loss of
life. This instance brings vividly to our realiwalla. It increases the flow of digestive fluids,
sation the blessings of that wondrous invensoothes the irritated membrane, and puts the
1
tion-wireless telegraphy
stomach in shape to do the work nature inAMERICAN PORTS.
New York, March 10. Sid, acha Methebeaec, tended.
with indigestion, dyspepsia, gasIf
Norfolk; Lewiaton, Hampton Roeda; Thelma, tritis,suffering
Judge Cornish Reappointed.
or any of the various forma of stomach
Belfaat, Ga; 11, ar, »eh Gen E 8 Greeley, Sausually indicated by nervousness, disAugusta, Me., March 18. Associate Justice vannah; 13, aid, acha Edward H Blake, Jackaon- misery,
after eating, haadache, disxinees, or sour
Leslie C. Cornish of this city was nominated Title; Elizabeth N, Buckeport; Annie Ainalie, tress
stomach, do not wait, do not suffer needlessly
by Governor Haines today for another term, on Rockland; Mary E Morae, Port Liberty for —take Hi-o-na today. A. A. Howes £ Col, |
the Supreme Court bench. He was first ap- Calaie; F C Pendleton, Sooth Amboy for Vinalsell it on money back if not aatisflod planj M
heven; 16, ar, ach Terra tin,, Stonington, Me;
pointed in 1907 by Governor Cobb.
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by the celebrated Goodrich

(BY PARCEL

10 00al4
Apples,per bbl,1.50a2.E 9 Hay,
10
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
14
2 50a2 76 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
40a50
75
Lamb
2
50a2
Y.
Skins,
E.,
Beans,

put

5.

~

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

STOMACH MISERY

A very enjoyable musical was given Thursday evening, March 12th, in the conference

made

are

“

Women’s

town only by us. $1.00.—City Drug Store, Edmund Wilson, Proprietor, 03 Main St., Belfast.
r

They

Mens Diamond Storm Rubbers, (reg$Looprice

the best remedy, when you are run-down,
tired out, nervous—no matter what the cause.
It doesn’t merely stimulate you and make you
feel good for a few hours, but takes hold of
the weakness and builds you up to a healthy,
normal condition. It is a real nerve-food tonic
and builder of good blood, strong muscle, good
digestion. It contains Hypophosphites, which
tone the nerves, and pure Olive Oil, which
nourishes the nerves, the blood and the entire
system. Pleascnt to take. Contains no alcohol
We promise that if
or habit-forming drugs.
you are not perfectly satisfied with it„we'U
give back your money as soon as you tell us.
Sold only at the 7,000 Rexall Stores, and in this
is

tELFAo I

reasons

we can

Rubber Co. of Akron, Ohio, who make the Goodrich automobile tires. Nothing but the very best of
material enters into them, and if we should charge
you the full regular price you would be getting the
very utmost for your money.

for your money.

((HICK RELIEF FOR

Henrietta Young, Miss Mary McClure,
Mrs. B, F. Colcord, Miss Alice Trundy, Miss
Ellen Frame, Master John Frame and William
Goodell, Jr.
Mrs.

---

occasion!

usual.

^

run-down and emaciated. We know
that a slight trouble sometimes grows into a
serious one, and to atop it in the beginning, will
This new comsave you money in the end.
pound is called RfXall Olive Oil Emulsion. It

j_

(which there is no need of us
and will sell you the very best sort
of Storm Rubbers AT ONE-THIRD less than
For certain

We recently

who

i

BUT WHY?

n

—

weie

i

here

from cradle to grave, the shuttles of a blind is with Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner at the home of j are anxiously awaittd.
It is with deep regret that we learn of the
force, the sport of circumstances, then might her father, Master Albion P. Goodhue, Middle
we despair.
Life’s changes, tears and joy are street, for an indefinite period.
death of Mrs. Annie Shaw in Florida. She
not accidental. The Divine Potter casts down
was the daughter of John Gordon of this place,
Monday was the anniversary of Miss Vivian
the imperfect vessel that He has formed, not
and her early life was spent here until her
Titcomb’s birth and a company of her young
14th
March
held
caucus
At a Progressive
and later residence in Belfast. Her
to destroy but that He may remold it with
friends gave her a surprise party at her Syl- marriage,
Nichols
V.
Wilfred
Daniel C. Nichols and
greater beauty and strength. Let us then be van street home—a merry company of laugh- many girlhood friends learned of the sad news
the
Progressive less anxious about circumstance, more anxious
were chosen delegates to
with deep sorrow.
ing comrades.
held in Bangor March about its influence
upon our character. Through
Stpte Convention, to be
The Ladies Aid Society of this village is in a
me
under
A pleasing musical entertainment
all life’s ups and downs let us keep in mind
24th.
all preceDorr’s orchestra was given in thriving condition, and growing past
of
auspices
been
had
employed
who
the great, final lifting of all who overcome.
Melvin W. Verrill.
of March 12th, fol- dent. New members are taken in at each
the
hall
Denslow
evening
has
the
year,
past
“All things work together for good to them
and from 20 to 35 attend the regular
by F. E. Whitcomb & Son
lowed by an enjoyable dance in which many of meeting,
Bean’s Corner, Pitts- that love God."
bought a grocery store at
social afternoons, which are passed
weekly
thiB
the
town’s
people participated.
with his family
field, and will move there
with fancy work, conversation, and light reMiss Emma Hichborn came from Belfast f
WEDDING BELLS.
week.
reshment8. Chapters of an interesting book
with
her
sister.
to
last
Boston,
Sunday
from
Saturday
spend
are being read aloud ai d greatly enjoyed.
j" Harold McElhiney is at home
of
their
the
home
in
Bates
j Nealey-Cook. A very pretty wedding took Miss Nellie Hichborn,
where he has been employed by Cobb,
The ^production of the drama “Down in
and injured place at Cheater Nealey’s in Winterport, March parents, the late Capt and Mrs. Robert Hich& Yerxa. He fell some time ago
Maine” on the evening of March 12th.at Union
rest to re- 7t.h at high noon, when their son Earle was born, West Main street. She returned Tuesweeks
few
a
take
will
and
his knee
hall, was a pronounced success in all ways.
united in marriage to Miss EvaCook of Monroe. day morning.
cuperate.
The moon was at the height of its glory, the
was
The
Kev.
Franks.
his
sisof
Portland
performed by
ceremony
gave
George F. Hichborn
went to Autraveling good, and the large hall was packed
Capt. and Mrs. B. F. Colcord
Dolliff of Jackson in the presence of the im- ters, the Misses Hichborn, Church street, a dethe whist and dancing
with an enthusiastic and appreciative audience.
gusta Monday to attend
relatives. The ring service was used. lightsome surprise by appearing at their door
at the New Au- mediate
The cast of characters was unusually well separty given on Monday night
were prettily decorated. In the parafter the arrival of the cars Saturday afterWarren C. Philbrook and The rooms
lected, and each played up to their part in a
gusta House by Mrs.
where the bridal couple stood, the color noon to remain until Monday’s first train for
lor,
As specmanner highly complimented by all.
Mrs. Paul D. Sargent.
scheme was green and white. The bride was his home city.
for a
ialties there was gcod singing, in conjunction
The public schools closed March 13th,
dressed in white crepe de chine and lace and car
Mrs. Milo L. Ingalls left Friday for Rock- with an orchestra of three pUces. After the
week’s recess. Miss Dunning left Saturday • ried a
lovely bouquet of pinks and roses. The land. Monday Mr. and Mrs. Ingalls were refor
play the Ladies Aid served ice cream, and a
for her home in Bangor; MisB Kenney
dark
wore
b[ue. After the ceremony ceiving congratulations upon the arrival of a social was
and Miss ! groom
enjoyed. After all expenses were
Brewer; Miss Harriman for Prospect
the company repaired to the dining room little
son, Adelbert Tolman Ingalls, to bless paid the Aid realized about $70, which is to
Richaidson for Castine.
j where a bountiful collation was spread. The their family circle—a most welcome perman- carpet the church and pay for other repairs.
went to
The seniors of the High school
; color scheme in the dining room was yellow
ent guest at c ur hotel.
The public ir.sibted in asking for a repetition
their
play, and white. The bride’s cake was decorated in
Stockton last Friday night with
A laughable farce under the management of of the play at an early date, and the matter is
“Tommy’s Wife,” which was so successfully pink and white and the wedding cake in pure
the ladies of the Congregational parish was | under consideration.
The play was followed
white with fancy^ecorations. Miss Cook is
given here last wedk.
orchestra,
Grace Dow Batchelder and Vesta Davis Higplayed in Hichborn hall the evening of March
the
with
people’s
young
a
dance
the daughter of Isaac Cook of Monroe and is
by
11th to a well filled room. None regretted go- gins went to call on Mrs. Loyiston Cilley last
another
triumph.
and both proved
one of our best teachers having taught many
ing to 6ee “The Packing cf the Missionary Sunday, carrying fruit and flowers, and spent
from Niles, terms of school in the State. She is a gradA card from Rev. R. G. Harbutt
Barrel”, by home talent.
an interesting hour with the
plucky little
class of 1901, and beof
Castine
uate
Normal,
in
90
i
March
8th,
of
reports
Calif., under date
Miss Effe Curtis of Belfast has been »he woman who has laid for two years on her
several
to
them
orders,
and
among
longs
Loyal
peach
the shade, almond blossoms past
She is a business woman in guest of Mrs. John H. War dwell, Church back, undergoing several critical surgical
and apricot nearly so. Peas and new potatoes Rebekah lodge.
street for the past week, and of other friends operations in that time, never losing hope and
work
other
besides
The
in
and radishes
teaching.
groom is
were in the market, lettuce
Recently couiage, but exhibiting an indomitable will
and the oldest son of Chester and Della Nealey in our village and at Sandypoint.
full growth, roses a drug in the market,
Nellie Hichborn and that is marvelous and which has carried her
and a smart young man of Winterport. Last she has been wilh Miss
fiowers
wild
galore.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Fletcher.
through such suffering as seems incredible
he was away from home on business that
held March 14th [ year
At a Democratic caucus
that the frail little form weighing not more
and also in several States,
the
him
south
Jelli6on
called
From
following
shipi
piers
Cape
Amos Nichols were
James P. Butman and
I having the care of cars of potatoes shipped ping report was telephoned Monday evening: than seventy pounds, could endure. She
chosen delegates to the Democratic State Con- from Aroostook
county. He is a prominent March 10th, steamer Millinocket arrived with showed w?ith great pleasure several quilts and
vention to be held in Portland, March 26th. J. member of the
Knights of Pythias. The a general cargo from New York, and sailed comfortables set, lined, and finished off, a most
M. Perkins,
Fred
Nichols,
Amos
H. Sullivan,
wedded couple left at night for a two March 12th with paper for New York. March beautiful slumber robe of silk and velvet, emnewly
were
West
H.
Charles H. Gilkey and William
weeks’ stay in Massachusetts. The bride’s 14th, schooner Francis Goodnow sailed, light, broidered, lined and bound with ribbon, and
was
chosen a town committee. J. H. Sullivan
said that she had knit twenty pairs of double
traveling suit was dark blue with hat to match for Rockland.
elected chairman and Amos Nichols secretary
mittens, and six pairs of stockings since last
and a long white plume. They started from
dramatic entertainment, “Tommy’s
The
and treasurer.
fall. A good record for a well woman. She is
home under a heavy shower of rice. The
Wife,” presented by the Seniors of the SearsMrs. S. M. Webber gave a pretty party iaat presents consisted of silver,
linen, china, money port High school in Denslow hall on the even- about to submit to another operation, as a last
chance for health, and everyone who has ever
Friday night, entertaining MiBB Mabel Griffin, and a check from the bridegroom’s parents.
ing of March 13th, was well received by the
known of the patient invalid will pray that
Mrs. W. W. Gilkey, Mrs. C. O. Bailey. Mrs. I. Many wishes for a long, happy life followed
house which greeted these well drilled
good
the courageous spirit may be rewarded with a
H. Havener, Mrs. F. C. Whitcomb, Miss Henri- them. They will remain at the groom’s home
amateurs upon their appearance in Stockton.
return of health and a long and useful life.
etta Gerry. Miss Florence Colcord, Mrs. O. C
for the summer.
This play was in three acts, and a social dance
Atwood, Mrs. F. A. Nye. Mrs. Atwood won
orfollowed
with
music
The
school
by
High
Forbes-Randall. A quiet home wedding
the first prize at bridge, a tally. Mrs. F. C.
TOWN MEETINGS.
chestra of Sears port. An all round pleasant
Whitcomb won the consolation, a St. Patrick’s took place in Waldo March 8th at the home of
button.

^^A^0hio,U.S.A. |
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STATE OF MAINE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

Subscribed and sworn
of March, A. D. 1914.
J. S. HARRIMAN,
Before me,
Notary Public.

day

STATE OF MAINE.
W ALDO SS
Supreme

Judicial Court, in Vacation.
Belfast, March 16, A. D. 1914.
annexed
the
Writ and Libel, it is orUpon
dered by me. the undersigned, a Justice of said
Court, that notice be given to the Libe'ee by
publishing an attested copy of the same, or an
abstract thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the last publication to be fourteen days at least before the
next term of said Court, to be holden at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the third Tuesday of April next, that he may then and there
appear in said Court ana answer thereto, if he
WARREN C. PHILBROOK,
see fit.
Justice supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of Court
3wl2
thereon.
Att st: GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.

The

MARY J. DOM

NS, late of Swanvil!

CARD OF THANKS.

]
J
j

NOTICE. The subscribe;
d

EXECUTORS’
by glve|notiee that thev h vebeen
executors of the last will and

pointed

t<*»

of

JAMES A.

!

t

HALEY, late of Proapt

All y
County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estate of sa
ceased are desired to present the same
tlement, and all indebted thereto are req
to make payment immediately,
in the

LYDIA M. HA 1.1
ARTHUR L. HA

Prospect, Me., March 10, 1914.
N iTICE. The suDscrim

EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice that she has been
executrix of the last will and

tr-

pointed
ot

GEORGE F. RANDALL, late of Moll!
in the County of Waldo,deceased. Ail i
having demands against the estate ol
ceased are desired to present the same
ment, and all indebted thereto are rcq
make payment immediately.
OLIVE P. RAND

Montviile, March 10, 1914.
NOTICE.

The

hereby gives notice that she
EXECUTRIX’S
executrix ol the last will

lias

appointed

sill
be,
aim

ment ot

JONAH W, VAUGHAN, late of Belt
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All 1
sa
baying demands against the estate of
ceased

are

desired to

present

the

same

tlement, and all Indebted thereto are reu
to make payment
VAU(.„(
i Belfast, March 10,1914.

Immediately

s

WANTED
WOMAN to handle an attractive line ■’
household goods of standard many
ture. Nothing trashy, but a substantia.
We«
Liberal commission for taking orders.
n
have a representative in Belfast in the
4w9p
future. Write for particulars.
THE WINCHESTER COMPANY
Maine
73 Main Street.

A
Mr*. Sarah Sherwood wiahea to thank the
member, of the Baptist Church Sewing Circle
and Mrs. M. W. Rich’a Sunday school class for
a beautiful plant and for the many postcards
sent on her recent birthday snnirersary.

si;

in the County of M'atdo, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands against the estate of said deeeadesired to present the same for settlene
all indebted thereto are requested to make
ment immediately.
ZEN AS 1). HARTSI1
Swanville, March 10,1914

five years.

to this fourteenth

NOTICE.

er hereby gives notice that lie has bee;
appointed administrator of the estate of

PHEMIE
John C.

Wherefore your libelant prays that a divorce
from the bonds of matrimony between her and
the said libelee may be decreed and that the
custody of said minor child be decreed to her.
March 14, 1914.
PHEMIE H. KING.

11

PROBATE NOTICES,

WALDO SS.
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast,
within and for the County of V. aldo, on the
third Tuesday of April, A D. 1914:
H. KING of said Belfast, wife of
King, respectfully represents:
that she was lawfully married to the said John
C. King, at Brewer, in the County of Penobscot, on the seventeenth day *»f October, A. D.
1898, by a Justice of the Peace; that since their
said marriage your libelant has always conducted berseif toward her said husband as a
faithful, true and affectionate wife, but that
said libelee, wholly regardless of his marriage
vows and duty, on or about the fifteenth day of
November, A. D. 1907, utterly deserted your
libelant and has continued such desertion for
three consecutive years next prior to the filing
of this libel; that the residence of the libelee
is not known to your libelant and cannot be
ascertained by reasonable diligence; that one
child has been born to them, viz: Ruth P., aged

=^~

j.

__Weterville,

